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BRUNNERA 'ALEXANDRIA'
Planted in a shade garden of 

Heuchera and Hellebore.

PULMONARIA
'SILVER
BOUQUET'

2022
pulmonaria

Shade gardens, by their nature, work with less sun. Less energy means that shade plants 
often have milder displays and less to show, so genera that buck this trend with bright foliage 
or generous � oral displays are especially useful. Pulmonaria's appeal has always been � ashy 
spring � owers and intricate leaf patterns. Its traditional weakness, however, has been a habit 
of summer meltdown. This gave the genus a � eeting, fragile sense—Pulmonaria was a 
temporary thrill.

No longer. Now the best Pulmonarias have both foliage and � ower interest, backed by plants 
that last longer through the summer and are less pubescent. Today's Pulmonarias don’t 
brown; they don’t crisp, and they don’t disappear with the summer months. They keep the 
bright foliage you want in the dark spaces where you need it.

PULMONARIA 'SILVER BOUQUET' PAIRED WITH HEUCHERELLA
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'RASPBERRY 
SPLASH'

Available in trays of 21 
or 50 cell

'OPAL'

'SILVER 
BOUQUET'

'DIANA
CLARE'

'TREVI 
FOUNTAIN'

The spots of 'Diana Clare' grow slowly 
until they knit into a solid silver.

About the foliage
Leaves emerge green with light spots in most cases. Some cultivars keep their 
spots the entire season. Others go fully silver or stop halfway.

· Spotted narrow leaf with 'Raspberry Splash'
· Spotted wide leaf with 'Shrimps on the Barbie'
· Splotches on wide leaf with 'Opal'
· Wide silver leaf with 'Diana Clare'
· Narrow silver leaf with 'Silver Bouquet'

When working with Pulmonaria, we � nd that the intricate spots work best in 
containers or garden front areas where the patterns can be easily seen. This 
style is also a good choice for specimen plants where the spots contrast their 
own leaves and showcase the plant itself.

Bright silver leaves are the ones we recommend for gardens seen at a dis-
tance, or where a bright plant is needed for a dim spot. Silver leaves also work 
great for companion plants as they complement the typically darker foliage of 
the other perennials.

About the � owers
Blooms on a typical Pulmonaria have both red and blue � owers on 
their clusters. However, we have found cultivars that focus  on a 
single hue, even though an occasional stray tint will show up:

· Blue for 'Trevi Fountain'
· Purple for 'Diana Clare'
· Pink for 'Shrimps on the Barbie'
· White for 'Opal'

The most multi-colored Pulmonaria we sell is 'Silver Bouquet', 
which easily covers the full range.

Bear in mind, no Pulmonaria will give a single color 100% of the 
time, but we � nd these varieties are de� nitely in the high 90%.

'SHRIMPS ON 
THE BARBIE'

Pulmonaria 'Shrimps on the Barbie'

THE HEART VARIETIES
· Medium size
· Heat-resistance
· Curled lobes

More comfortable with heat and 

humidity, these two varieties fare 

better in hot and humid summers 

found even in places like the 

Midwest and Atlantic regions. In 

the South they are more reliable 

spring garden elements. You can 

feel the difference in the thicker 

leaves of the plant.
BRUNNERA macrophylla

'Sea Heart'

All Brunneras bloom with a gentle 
spray of bright blue forget-me-
not � owers held high above 
the foliage in early spring.

BRUNNERA macrophylla
'Silver Heart'
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AJUGA 'Blueberry Muffin'
An Ajuga planted for its blooms
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UNUSUAL FEATURES

Certain plants bring a feature to the market 
not typically found in their genera. Each of 
these four cultivars has an unexpected twist 
that caught our interest.

THE NEWS AT 
CREEK HILL

PRIMULA 'Oakleaf Yellow Picotee'
Extremely long flower season; eager to rebloom as well

HEUCHERA 'Frilly'
Most unusual leaf for a Heuchera

LIMONIUM 'Dazzle Rocks'
Unusually hardy for a typically tender genus

Creek Hill Nursery  
Catalog 2022
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ANEMONE 'Satin Doll Blush'
Right-sized pink single for container production

STACHYS 'Silver Carpet'
Lamb’s ear as groundcover; narrow leaves

TIARELLA 'Angel Wings'
Classic Tiarella features that last much longer; 

great foliage

STACHYS 'Helene von Stein'
The classic lamb’s ear

SALVIA 'Blue By You' 
Longer stems, longer blooming season than 'May Night'

HIBISCUS 'Dark Mystery'
Dark chocolate foliage with flowers top to bottom

PHLOX 'Glamour Girl'
A better summer Phlox: vibrant coral, tall, long-lasting

NEW CLASSICS DONE WELL

We add some varieties to our production 
because they improve on their core features.
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THE NEWS AT 
CREEK HILL

AJUGA 
'Blueberry Muffin'

ANEMONE 
'Satin Doll Blush'

ASTER 
'Grape Crush' 
'Pink Crush'

BRUNNERA 
'Alexandria'

ECHINACEA 
'Butterfly™ Postman' 
'Dark Shadows Wicked' 
'Moab Sunset' 
'Pretty Parasols' 
'Sombrero® Blanco' 
'Sombrero® Rosada' 
'Sunseekers Rainbow' 
'Sunseekers 
     White Perfection'

EPIMEDIUM 
'Pink Panther'

GERANIUM
'Intense'

HELLEBORUS
Southern Belle Doubles

HEUCHERA
'Frilly' 
'Gooseberry Lime' 
'Northern Exposure 
     Sienna'

HEUCHERELLA 
'Art Nouveau' 
'Art Tropico'

HIBUSCUS 
'Dark Mystery'

LIMONIUM 
'Dazzle Rocks'

LOBELIA
'Black Truffle' 
'Starship Blue' 
'Starship Scarlet'

LUPINE 
'Westcountry™ 
     Tequila Flame'

MONARDA
'Bee You™ Be-Lieve' 
'Bee You™ Be Pretty'

PHLOX 
'Glamour Girl'

PRIMULA 
'Oakleaf Yellow Picotee'

PULMONARIA
'Silver Carpet'

SALVIA
'Blue By You'

SEMPERVIVUM 
'Jeanne d’Arc' 
'Mona Lisa'

STACHYS
'Helene von Stein' 
'Silver Carpet'

TIARELLA
'Angel Wings'          

FULL LIST OF NEW VARIETIES

CONTINUING THE RENAISSANCE

Breeding for Echinacea continues to produce innovative 
selections with the underpinnings we like to see: 
sturdier plants, better habits, brighter colors, more 
flowers, and longer lifespans.

ECHINACEA 'Pretty Parasols'
We have a fondness for pallida-style coneflowers. 

This one is the most attractive of the bicolor whites. 
Flowers very well in massed fields.

ECHINACEA 'Moab Sunset'
An extremely bright and glowing color; 

it happens to be very hard to photograph.

Creek Hill Nursery  
Catalog 2022
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LOBELIA 'Starship Blue'
Dark, vibrant blue

LOBELIA 'Black Truffle'
Very dark leaves under very bright red display

LOBELIA 'Starship Scarlet'
Flowers are much larger and 

brighter than the species

ECHINACEA 'Butterfly™ Postman'
Placed high on Mt. Cuba’s trials for long life

ECHINACEA 'Dark Shadows Wicked'
Dark cone and dark stem; very floriferous

ECHINACEA 'Sombrero Blanco'
White added to Sombrero line

ECHINACEA 'Sunseekers Rainbow'
Multiple rings of petals surround the cone; 

cycles through colors as it ages

ECHINACEA 'Sombrero Rosada'
Rose added to Sombrero line

ECHINACEA 'Sunseekers White Perfection'
A mane of ringed petals; 

cone emerges green

LOBELIA OF  NOTE

Lobelia has undergone some significant changes. A newly 
domesticated native, it has been adapted for the garden 
from more wild relatives. Lobelia is highly desired by 
pollinators, especially hummingbirds.

Toll Free 1.888.565.0050 | TEL 717.556.0000 | FAX 717.556.0001   
Info@creekhillnursery.com | www.creekhillnursery.com*Unauthorized propagation is prohibited.
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THE NEWS AT 
CREEK HILL

MONARDA 'Bee-You Bee-Lieve'
Beautiful bicolor crown when it emerges

HEUCHERA 'Northern Exposure Sienna'
With the introduction of richardsonii genes, this 

Heuchera has increased hardiness and vigor 
while keeping an interesting color pattern.

It was added at the request of northern growers 
who wanted a Heuchera to survive their winters. 
If this can live in North Dakota, it can live for you.

HELLEBORUS Southern Belle Doubles Strain
Mix of semi- and fully-double Hellebores

This mix is a stablemate of the Pine Knots Strain 
with all the interesting colors and patterns.

Please note that these Hellebores have a 
limited availability. They are produced in 
September and not produced again until 

the following year, so early orders are filled 
until the production run is sold out.

The Bee-You series is a good gardener’s 
Monarda. Plants spread slowly, don’t grow too 
big, don’t get too tall or floppy, bloom reliably, 

and have nice clear colors. 
 

Even the rich green foliage is 
attractive when not in bloom.

MONARDA 'Bee-You Bee Pretty'
New lavender in the dwarf series

Creek Hill Nursery  
Catalog 2022



EPIMEDIUM 'Pink Panther'
Pink bicolor flowers over bronze leaves 

fill pots faster than the traditional species. 
A Thierry Delabroye release.
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GERANIUM 'Intense'
Vibrant pink blooms on a cantabrigiense habit; 

grows lower than 'Bevan’s Variety'

LUPINE 'Westcountry™ Tequila Flame'
Orange-yellow bicolor added to the dramatic series

ASTER 'Grape Crush'
Mounding habit in purple

ASTER 'Pink Crush'
Mounding habit in dark pink

BRUNNERA 'Alexandria'
Very silver version of the very big leaves found in 
'Alexander’s Great'; a bright alternative for Hosta 

where deer are a problem

PULMONARIA 'Silver Bouquet'
Pink and blue flowers on thin silver leaves

SEMPERVIVUM 'Mona Lisa'
Red leaves encircle the green; pups double the effect

SEMPERVIVUM 'Jeanne d’Arc'
Goes through a wide range of wardrobe changes; 

major colors are green and red, but they mix brown and 
orange tones in between the seasons



THE CASE OF THE 
APHID MUMMIES

DEPLOYING THE SQUAD   
Once a hot spot has been identified by the 

scouts, a matching predator is released into 

the area. We also refresh our populations of 

regular predators from time to time.

SETTING UP THE NEIGHBORHOOD   
A mix of wheat and barley serves as a banker plant, 

infected with an aphid that can only consume those 

grains. This is the core food source for the predator, 

but these aphids don’t feed on the commercial crop.
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THE CRIME REPORT
Scouting for pests works similarly to the police 

blotter at the local precinct. Staff in the field report 

suspicious behavior to a central officer, along with 

regular foot patrols that sweep the greenhouses 

looking for problems. All this information is 

combined into a weekly plan of action to 

purchase and disburse the predator bugs. 

TRACE EVIDENCE   
With the high density of plants enclosed in small spaces, 

every nursery has pest issues. Creek Hill has shown 

that even in a high-production environment, control 

is safer and easier using biologicals rather than the 

sprays and chemicals our industry traditionally uses.

A brutal truth is that pests form resistance 

to chemical solutions, but they always 

remain vulnerable to being eaten.

PROTECTING PLANTS WITH 
THE CREEK HILL BIOLOGICAL PROGRAM

Creek Hill Nursery  
Catalog 2022



THE ASSASSIN AT WORK  
Aphidius colemani 

Attacking from the air

Designed by nature to locate aphids, Aphidius wasps can 

only lay their eggs within a live body. The larvae consume 

it before emerging as a wasp to seek another victim.

THE MUSCLE 
Amblyseius swirskii 

Roaming on the foliage

With a very physical attack style, swirski aggressively 

chase their prey among the leaves and consume them. 

Most effective control for thrips and whiteflies.

THE INVISIBLE PATROL  
Steinernema nematodes 

Lurking in the soil

Modus operandi of this one is to enter the pest in the 

soil, killing it to provide food for the young. Effective for 

fungus gnats, shore flies or thrips. Too small to be seen.
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THE USUAL SUSPECTS
Creek Hill deploys biologicals along three major 

vectors: through the soil, among the foliage, and 

in the air. Although an effective program changes 

the mix to match the seasons or perhaps a specific 

pest problem, we have also found maintaining core 

populations of key predators to be a crucial step.

RELEASED FOR LACK OF EVIDENCE RELEASED FOR LACK OF EVIDENCE PERPETRATOR IDENTIFIED

THE BODIES LEFT BEHIND
Evidence of biological control is often found after the dirty 

deed has been done. Aphid husks are empty exoskeletons 

left behind after the predator has been prowling the scene.

We find that natural predators work by instinct, often 

targeting their prey faster than we can zero in on 

them. They work silently, without scheduling, and 

locate small but hidden populations on their own.

THE BIG THREE AT CREEK HILL

If you are interested in starting your own biological program, please contact Koppert Biological Systems (www.koppertus.com)

Toll Free 1.888.565.0050 | TEL 717.556.0000 | FAX 717.556.0001   
Info@creekhillnursery.com | www.creekhillnursery.com*Unauthorized propagation is prohibited.



ACANTHUS mollis   
Bear’s Breeches · Sun-Part Shade · 24-36" · Zone 7-10

Shiny, lobed, deep green foliage bears soft spines 
at the ends of the lobes. Stalks of white and purple 
flowers appear in June and July. It is said to be the 
inspiration for the leaves on the Corinthian columns. 
While not reliably hardy in Zone 6, it has been hardy 
for us in Pennsylvania for the last five years.
21s=$2.85 · 50s=$2.00

ACANTHUS spinosus   
Bear’s Breeches · Sun-Part Shade · 24-36" · Zone 5-9

Tall flower spikes of reddish-purple and white rise above 
deeply lobed, spiny, glossy green foliage. Blooms from 
June to August, deer-resistant, and our hardiest Acanthus.
21s=$2.85 · 50s=$2.00

ACANTHUS 
'Whitewater' 
Variegated Bear’s Breeches · Part Shade-Shade 
48" · Zone 7-10 · PP23342*

Leaves with white shades look like waves of clean, clear 
water. Pink and cream flower stalks are showy and last 
throughout the entire summer. Make a statement in 
the border or shade garden with this bold selection.
21s=$3.85 · 50s=$2.95 · Royalty=$0.35

ACHILLEA 
'Heartthrob'
Yarrow · Sun · 18" · Zone 3 · PPAF*

Blooms are bright red and colorfast. Strong stems hold 
the flowers above soft, blue-green fern-like foliage. 
Plants have a compact, well-branched habit, forming 
tight clumps. 'Heartthrob' is a robust drought resistant 
perennial once established. Trim back spent blooms 
to encourage new growth and repeat blooming.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.25

ACHILLEA 
'Little Moonshine'
Yarrow · Sun · 9-12" · Zone 4-8 · PP28179*

Finally, all the warm buttery flower and thrives-on-
neglect vigor of 'Moonshine' in a smaller package. 
Guaranteed not to flop, this little Achillea has the same 
heavily cut gray leaves and a slightly longer bloom time. 
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.16

ACHILLEA millefolium 
'New Vintage™ Rose'
Yarrow · Sun · 12-14" · Zone 4-9 · PP25712*

Color starts off vividly and fades to attractive shade of 
pink in the garden, giving it a long color lifespan into the 
autumn. A short plant for an Achillea, it holds its shape 
and reflowers well.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.08

ACHILLEA millefolium 
'New Vintage™ Violet'
Yarrow · Sun · 12-14" · Zone 4-9 · PP25750*

Striking violet flowers fade gracefully, keeping much 
of their color. A compact plant with neat form and 
excellent rebloom. Two-time winner at the Franklin Park 
Conservatory in Columbus, Ohio.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.08

ACHILLEA millefolium 
'Paprika'
Yarrow · Sun · 18-24" · Zone 3-8

Luscious apple red and paprika-colored flowers 
with sulphur yellow centers bloom from early to late 
summer atop gray-green, ferny leaves. This variety 
is salt-tolerant so it is perfect for roadside borders.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95

ACHILLEA millefolium 
'Pomegranate'
Yarrow · Sun · 18-29" · Zone 4-8 · PP20763*

Deep, vibrant red flowers with golden yellow centers 
bloom from early to late summer atop gray-green, 
ferny leaves. The color stays rich even with the 
full heat of summer. A Must Have™ perennial.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.10

ACANTHUS TO 
AGASTACHE

10 Creek Hill Nursery  
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SAFER FOR BEES
SAFER FOR YOU

ACHILLEA 
'Moonshine'
Yarrow · Sun · 18-36" · Zone 3-8

Three foot tall stems carry bright harvest yellow 
blooms over silvery cut-leafed foliage. Flowers 
appear in June and July. 'Moonshine' is an excellent 
choice for cutting and drying. It will re-bloom 
when pruned back. A Must Have™ perennial.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95

AGASTACHE 
'Blue Boa'
Mexican Hyssop · Sun · 32" · Zone 5-10 · PP24050

This is a highly floriferous variety with unusually thick 
purple flower spikes and violet-blue blooms. Tall plants 
with distinctly green foliage form a perfect backdrop 
planted behind any medium sized sun loving perennial. 
Plants are heat, drought, and humidity tolerant.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.10

AGASTACHE foeniculum x rugosum 
'Blue Fortune'      
Giant Hyssop · Sun · 24-36" · Zone 6-9

'Blue Fortune' features an abundance of 
long-lasting, deep blue flowers. Butterflies love the 
giant spikes that bloom from July to September. 
The fragrant foliage boasts a minty-anise scent. 
Plant this variety in average to dry soils.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95

AGASTACHE 
'Kudos™ Coral'
Dwarf Hummingbird Mint · Sun  
20-24”  · Zone 5-10 · PP25613*

Like all Agastache this one can take full sun and poor 
soil, but none sport the same searing coral-toned 
flowers. These blooms go all summer on a plant 
about 20 inches tall. Pinching back will encourage 
even more flowers and an even neater form.

21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.10
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AGASTACHE 
'Kudos™ Red' 
Dwarf Hummingbird Mint · Sun 
12-20" · Zone 5-10 · PPAF*

Vivid red blooms cover this addition to the dwarf Kudos 
series. Plants have the short, rounded habit that works 
so well at the border front or in mixed containers. It 
blooms prolifically from midsummer through early 
fall with strong color and disease resistance. 
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.10

AGASTACHE 
'Kudos™ Mandarin'
Dwarf Hummingbird Mint · Sun 
17-22" · Zone 5-10 · PP25381*

With bright flower color and a short, dense habit, this 
Agastache is ready for the front of the border. Like 
its series mates, 'Mandarin' has the same disease 
resistance and dwarf form but is covered in true deep 
orange blossoms all summer and into the fall.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.10 

Toll Free 1.888.565.0050 | TEL 717.556.0000 | FAX 717.556.0001   
Info@creekhillnursery.com | www.creekhillnursery.com*Unauthorized propagation is prohibited.



AJUGA 
'Chocolate Chip' 
Bugleweed · Sun-Part Shade · 2-4" · Zone 3-9

Miniature chocolate-brown foliage sports stunning 
blue flowers in spring. 'Chocolate Chip' is breathtaking 
when massed and is striking in the rock garden. 
It’s not as invasive as other Ajuga varieties and 
prefers consistently moist, well-drained soil. 
21s=$1.65 · 72s=$0.75

AJUGA 
'Pink Lightning'       
Bugleweed · Sun-Part Shade · 2-6" · Zone 3-9 · PP22255*

Variegated green foliage with creamy white edges has candy pink blooms from May to June. A 
sport of A. 'Purple Torch'. Great groundcover for shade areas and has a vigorous habit. 
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.10

AGASTACHE 
'Kudos™ Yellow'
Dwarf Hummingbird Mint · Sun  
20-27" · Zone 5-10 · PP26563*

Same dwarf habit and abundant bloom of the 
Kudos™ but in a clear lemon yellow, with none 
of those orangey gold tones more common to 
Agastache yellows. It provides a blast of color in mixed 
perennial planters or for the front of the border.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.10

AJUGA 
'Blueberry Muffin' 
Bugleweed · Sun to Shade · 6-10" · Zone 5-9 · PP22092*

Foliage of green and bronze set off loads of bright blue 
flower spikes on this extremely vigorous small-leaved 
groundcover. Not only is it a prolific bloomer it is a faster 
and stronger grower than other small leafed Ajugas. It has 
a dense habit, with leaves that are thicker and heartier. 
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.11

NEW

AGASTACHE 
'Morello'
Hummingbird Mint · Sun · 27-33" · Zone 5-10 · PP29527*

We’ve seen this in several trials and each time 
we have been blown away by it. A medium-
sized plant with a round habit covered in large 
dense spikes of intense raspberry flowers.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.10

AGASTACHE TO 
AMSONIA

12 Creek Hill Nursery  
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AJUGA reptans 
'Black Scallop' 
Bugleweed · Sun-Shade · 3-6" · Zone 4-11 · PP15815*

Rosettes of glossy rippled foliage turn nearly black in 
the sun, while fragrant dark violet flowers appear in late 
spring and early summer. An excellent container and 
accent plant with striking contrast to its silver and gold 
companions. This groundcover adapts to a wide variety of 
soil and water conditions. It’s evergreen in mild climates.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.12

AJUGA reptans 
'Burgundy Glow' 
Bugleweed · Sun-Part Shade · 2-4" · Zone 3-9

'Burgundy Glow' boasts gorgeous tricolor burgundy, 
white, and purple foliage. This Ajuga sports intriguing 
6-inch deep blue flowers in spring. It performs 
best in consistently moist, very well-drained 
soil and is deer-resistant when established.
21s=$1.65 · 72s=$0.75

AJUGA 
'Princess Nadia' 
Bugleweed · Part Sun · 2-3" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

Tricolored foliage of hot pink, green, and creamy 
white makes a stunning groundcover for shade. An 
abundance of short, purple-blue flower spikes add 
even more color, blooming in mid-to-late spring. 
Vigorous 'Princess Nadia' spreads densely and 
helps suppress weeds as it ramps up the drama. 
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.15

ALCHEMILLA mollis 
'Thriller' 
Lady’s Mantle · Sun to Part Shade · 12-18" · Zone 3-8

Striking, fan-shaped leaves form a lavish groundcover. 
Billowing sprays of tiny, star-shaped yellow flowers 
bloom from late spring into summer. 'Thriller' 
fares best in consistently moist soil; it may require 
afternoon shade in hotter, drier climates. 
21s=$1.75 · 72s=$0.85

ALLIUM 
'Millenium'        
Ornamental Onion · Sun-Part Shade · 15-18" · Zone 5-9 
Large green strappy leaves give way to large orb-like 
blooms in midsummer, in tones of rosy-purple rather than 
the typical Allium pink. Very drought-tolerant even in full 
sun. Bring vibrant tones of emerald and violet to those 
hard-to-fill, sunbaked areas. Deer and rabbit-resistant. 
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.40

PPA
Plant of Year

2018

ALLIUM 
'Summer Beauty' 
Ornamental Onion · Sun-Part Shade · 16-18" · Zone 4-9

Featuring light lavender-pink flowers in the shape 
of little globes above deep green swordlike leaves. 
A true summer beauty, blooms cover the verdant 
foliage from June to August. Drought-tolerant once 
established, this variety is perfect for the rock garden 
and makes a nice cut flower. Plant in well-drained soil.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.80

AMSONIA tabernaemontana 
'Blue Ice'    
Blue Star · Sun-Part Shade · 12-15" · Zone 5-9

Lovely, periwinkle-blue, star-shaped flowers 
abound on the compact 'Blue Ice'. Its bright green 
foliage turns a rich yellow in the fall. This charmer 
is long-blooming. Stephanie Cohen maintains, 
“It’s the only Amsonia with real blue flowers.”
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$1.05

AMSONIA hubrichtii             
Blue Star · Sun-Part Shade · 36-48" · Zone 5-9

Gossamer threads of very fine, light green foliage 
create an ethereal display. Steel-blue, star-like 
flowers appear in May and June. This angelic beauty 
is actually native to the U.S. tallgrass prairie.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$1.05

PPA
Plant of Year

2011

ALLIUM 
'Windy City' 
Ornamental Onion · Sun · 15" · Zone 5-8 · PP28100*

Profuse globes of rose purple flowers hover above 
emerald green foliage in early to midsummer. If 
conditions are right, this dwarf plant will rebloom.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.40 · Royalty=$0.20
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ANEMONE 
'Fantasy™ Jasmine'
Creek Hill is a domestic source of vigorous, clean 
Anemone starts for perennial growers looking to avoid 
the problems of European stocks. We work strictly with 
tissue culture, renewing our stocks every year. Your 
Anemone plugs will be nematode and disease-free.
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ANEMONE 
'Dainty Swan' 
Windflower · Sun-Part Shade · 22" · Zone 4-10 · PPAF*

A sister variety of 'Wild Swan™', it has the same height 
and habit but with bright pink backs to its large white 
single flowers instead of blue. As with all Swans it 
blooms throughout the summer and looks particularly 
impressive in the evening or early morning when 
the blooms nod and show off their colorful backs. 
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.90 · Royalty=$0.25

ANEMONE 
'Dreaming Swan' 
Windflower · Sun-Part Shade · 24" · Zone 4-10 · 27384

Large, semi-double flowers open tinged pink and 
fade to white with a purple reverse. Slightly larger 
than 'Wild Swan™', it flowers later but maintains the 
summer bloom time that’s a signature of the series. It 
thrives in humus-rich soil and mixed light conditions.
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.90 · Royalty=$0.25

ANEMONE 
'Elfin Swan'
Windflower · Part Shade-Shade · 20" · Zone 6-9 · PPAF*

The signature Swan look with purple tones on the back 
and large icy-white flowers on the front. Blooming through 
the summer and fall, these are ideal plants for stylish 
displays in containers, pots, or the front of the garden.
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.90 · Royalty=$0.25

ANEMONE 
'Fantasy™ Jasmine'
Windflower · Sun-Part Shade · 14-20" · Zone 5-8 · PPAF*

Newest in the Fantasy series is 'Jasmine', a single dark 
pink dwarf. It exhibits the same compact habit and large 
flower count that make this series so popular. 'Jasmine' is 
actually slightly stronger and more prolific than the other 
Fantasy varieties, delivering a traditional Anemone look in 
a shorter and neater package with nice garden manners.
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.90 · Royalty=$0.30

15 

ANEMONE 
'Fantasy™ Pocahontas' 
Windflower · Full-Part Sun · 12-18" · Zone 5-8 · PP25352*

Frilly double pink flowers are held upright on 
strong stems. This vigorous dwarf selection 
forms an attractive clump in the landscape. 
Blooms show from July through September.
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.90 · Royalty=$0.30

ANEMONE 
'Fantasy™ Red Riding Hood' 
Windflower · Sun · 12-18" · Zone 5-8 · PPAF*

The latest compact Anemone in the Fantasy™ series 
from Plants Nouveau, 'Red Riding Hood' has a single 
flower in shades of dark, reddish pink, all the better 
to wow you. It comes into bloom in late summer 
through autumn, joining its sister varieties in being 
the perfect fall color infusion for a fading border.
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.90 · Royalty=$0.30
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ANEMONE 
'Honorine Jobert'          
Windflower · Part Shade-Shade · 36-48" · Zone 5-9

Lovely single snow-white flowers are tinged pink on back 
with a striking yellow center–they are perfect for cutting! 
This delightful Anemone blooms from late summer into 
fall. It may require afternoon shade in hot, dry summer 
climates. It is deer-resistant. A cultivar over 100 years 
old, it is still the most requested Anemone we sell.
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.90

PPA
Plant of Year

2016

ANEMONE 
'Lucky Charm' 
Windflower · Part Shade · 36" · Zone 5-8

Leaves start off deep purple and change to dark 
green with the undersides a lighter violet. Flowers 
are deep rich pink with very dark purple—almost 
black—stems. 'Lucky Charm' keeps the color 
going throughout the mid-to-late season.
21s=$2.95· 50s=$1.90

ANEMONE 
'Pamina' 
Windflower · Part Shade-Shade · 24-36" · Zone 5-9

Large, semi-double rose-pink blossoms with 
yellow hearts rise over compact, mounding foliage. 
One of the most compact windflowers, its blooms 
appear from August through September. Loves rich, 
consistently moist, well-drained soil; may require 
afternoon shade in hot, dry summer climates.
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.90

ANEMONE tomentosa 
'Robustissima' 
Grapeleaf Anemone · Sun-Part Shade · 24-32" · Zone 3-8

'Robustissima' sports masses of light violet-
pink blossoms. Plenty of flowers bloom over 
large mounds of many-lobed dark green foliage 
in late summer. Deer resistant and a good 
choice for the autumn cut flower garden.
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.90
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ANEMONE 
'Satin Doll™ Blush' 
Dwarf Anemone · Sun-Part Shade · 9-17" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

Abundant large, dogwood-like flowers held just over the glossy foliage. Doesn't have a large footprint in the 
garden and runs less than other varieties on the market. One of the earliest flowering with an extended bloom 
period. Exceptionally high flower count on genetically dwarf plants. Excellent foliage cover; beautiful in pots. 
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.90 · Royalty=$0.20

NEW
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ANEMONE hupehensis 
'September Charm' 
Windflower · Part Shade-Shade · 36" · Zone 6-9

Scores of silvery-pink blooms with yellow centers appear 
from late summer through fall. With its deep green, grape-
leaf type foliage, 'September Charm' is one of the best-
performing Anemones. Moist, well-drained soil is best for 
this windflower, but it may require afternoon shade in hot 
summer climates. Deadheading will prolong bloom time.

21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.90

ANEMONE 
'Snow Angel' 
Windflower · Part Shade · 18-24" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF*

With classic semi-double blooms Anemone 'Snow Angel' is our first dwarf variety in white, with a 
habit only slightly larger than the Fantasy series. Especially attractive dark green leaves make it 
an excellent foliage plant all season, and set off the pure white flowers to radiant effect.
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.90 · Royalty=$0.25

ANEMONE 
'Whirlwind' 
Windflower · Part Shade-Shade · 2-3" · Zone 5-9

Semi-double white blossoms on tall stems make 
great cut flowers! 'Whirlwind' is also perfect for 
the border. Blooms appear in September and 
October. This windflower prefers moist soil and 
requires winter protection in colder climates.
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.90

ANEMONE 
'Wild Swan™' 
Windflower · Sun-Part Shade · 18-24" · Zone 4-10 · PP23132*

Pure white flowers are held high above the foliage. Blue appears on the back of alternating petals—very 
novel for Anemones. 'Wild Swan™' is an excellent choice for partial shade. Blooms all summer.
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.90 · Royalty=$0.25
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ARTEMISIA schmidtiana 
'Silver Mound' 
Wormwood · Sun · 10" · Zone 3-8

'Silver Mound' is grown for its striking foliage. 
Finely cut leaves form compact, rounded 
mounds that are soft and fluffy to the touch. After 
blooming, cut this Artemisia back so the plant will 
re-mound to extend the season. Very hardy!
21s=$1.70 · 72s=$0.80

ASCLEPIAS incarnata     
Swamp Milkweed · Sun · 48-60" · Zone 3-6

Our native swamp milkweed sports small, fragrant 
pink-to-mauve flowers that attract butterflies. Cut some–
they’ll look fabulous in a vase! Asclepias incarnata blooms 
from July to August and thrives in medium to wet soil.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95

ASCLEPIAS tuberosa        
Butterfly Weed · Sun · 18-24" · Zone 3-9

Our native butterfly weed sports intense orange flowers 
that attract butterflies! Asclepias tuberosa blooms from 
June to July and thrives in well-drained, sandy soil. 
Very hardy with few pests, it tolerates drought and is 
great for borders, meadows, and naturalized gardens.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95

PPA
Plant of Year

2017

ASTER dumosus 
'Wood’s Blue' 
Dwarf Aster · Sun · 8-12" · Zone 3-9

Clear lavender-blue flowers appear in late summer 
through fall over clean, compact, dark green foliage. 
Perfect for sunny borders or containers, this beauty looks 
good all season and displays great mildew resistance! 
'Wood’s Blue' prefers consistently moist, well-drained soil.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85

ASTER dumosus 
'Wood’s Pink' 
Dwarf Aster · Sun · 8-12" · Zone 3-9

Bright light pink flowers glow over clean, compact, dark 
green foliage. Blooming in late summer through fall, this 
stunner is great for sunny borders or containers–it looks 
good all season. Exhibiting superior mildew resistance, 
'Wood’s Pink' prefers consistently moist, well-drained soil.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85

ASTER dumosus 
'Wood’s Purple' 
Dwarf Aster · Sun · 8-12" · Zone 3-9

Bright light purple flowers glow over clean, compact, 
dark green foliage. Blooming in late summer through fall, 
this stunner is great for sunny borders or containers–it 
looks good all season. Exhibiting superior mildew 
resistance, 'Wood’s Purple' prefers consistently 
moist, well-drained soil. It is also salt-tolerant.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85

18 

ARTEMISIA TO 
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ASTER laevis 
'Bluebird' 
Smooth Aster · Sun-Part Shade · 3-4'· Zone 3-8

Few plants can compare to this blanket of intense robin’s 
egg blue flowers from top to bottom when it goes into 
fall bloom. Vase-like form and clean foliage further 
distinguish this Mt. Cuba selection of laevis Asters, 
commonly found in glades, open meadows, thickets, 
and roadside banks along the eastern United States.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.90

ASTER novae-angliae 
'Purple Dome'      
New England Aster · Sun · 18" · Zone 3-8

Aptly named, a beautiful dome of purple daisies takes 
shape in the fall. This Aster exhibits a great compact form, 
smaller than most novae-angliae. It’s also a very profuse 
bloomer. Full sun and evenly moist soil are recommended 
for 'Purple Dome'; it does not tolerate drought.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85

19 

ASTER 
'Grape Crush' 
New England Aster · Sun · 26-30" · Zone 3-8 · PPAF*

Beautiful blossoms of deep purple fully cover a large, round mound of attractive green foliage in the 
autumn. A richer color and more attractive form sets this Aster apart from other varieties. 
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.15

NEW

ASTER 
'Pink Crush' 
New England Aster · Sun · 20-24" · Zone 3-8 · PPAF*

'Pink Crush' creates a large, rounded mound of beautiful rose pink flowers. Underneath is dark 
green foliage, but in the fall it is barely visible through the densely packed blooms. 
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.15

NEW
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ASTILBE 
'Delft Lace'
Noted for its lacy bicolor pink plumes on glowing 
red stems, this plant has an interesting way of 
displaying color. Leaves emerge a dark burgundy 
in early spring, slowly greening as they mature. 
They form a silver overlay by summer, but keep 
the burgundy red along the crinkly margin.
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ASTILBE arendsii 
'Bridal Veil' 
Plume Flower · Part Shade · 18" · Zone 3-8

Brilliant white florets rise on a loose, gracefully 
arching plume. New leaves emerge bronze and fade 
to green. 'Bridal Veil' blooms early in the season and 
prefers full to partial shade. It is deer-resistant.
21s=$2.25 · 50s=$1.35

ASTILBE arendsii 
'Fanal' 
Plume Flower · Part Shade · 22" · Zone 3-8

Narrow red plumes spire upward over distinctly 
reddish-bronze foliage. An early and vigorous grower, 
'Fanal' delivers a large amount of red—not an easy 
task in midsummer shade. Leaves have a glossy sheen. 
Winner of the RHS Award of Garden Merit in England, 
it grows best where the soil doesn’t get too dry.
21s=$2.25 · 50s=$1.35

21 

ASTILBE chinensis 
'Little Vision in Purple' 
Plume Flower · Part Shade-Shade 
14-16" · Zone 3-9 · PP21855*

Raspberry-purple plumes with lacy bronze-green 
foliage are great for the shade garden. This compact 
sport of 'Visions' is great added to containers or 
as a cut flower. Developed by Future Plants.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.40 · Royalty=$0.22

ASTILBE chinensis 
'Little Vision in Pink' 
Dwarf Plume Flower · Part Shade-Shade 
14-16" · Zone 3-8 · PP21886*

Dwarf version of the very popular Visions series. 
Very sturdy flowers with strong pink brushes appear 
mid-to-late summer over short bushy plants. The 
chinensis species means it tolerates sun better than 
other types of Astilbes. Reblooms if cut back.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.40 · Royalty=$0.22

ASTILBE chinensis 
'Pumila' 
Dwarf Plume Flower · Part Shade · 12" · Zone 3-8

This is the best groundcover Astilbe—it spreads more 
quickly than other varieties of the species. Soft, dark 
green leaves form a ground-hugging foliage mound 
around six inches high. Thick, stiff panicles of lilac-
pink flowers bloom on 9–12 inch stems in early to 
midsummer. Its dwarf size and drought tolerance make 
'Pumila' a good choice for shaded areas of rock gardens.
21s=$2.25 · 50s=$1.35

ASTILBE chinensis 
'Purple Candles' 
Giant Plume Flower · Part Shade · 24-42" · Zone 3-8

Deep purple-red plumes are narrow and very upright. 
Their bold, full form glows against the distinctive bronze 
and green foliage. This is one of the best tall, late Astilbes. 
'Purple Candles' lights up very late in the season.
21s=$2.25 · 50s=$1.35
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ASTILBE crispa 
'Lilliput' 
Plume Flower · Part Shade-Shade · 6-12" · Zone 4-8

A true teacup Astilbe, this diminutive variety doesn’t 
get much bigger than 8 inches tall. Don’t let its 
little size fool you, 'Lilliput' is tough as nails and 
quite drought-tolerant making it an excellent choice 
for rock gardens and dry areas. It has classic airy 
plumes of pink flowers and dark green leaves. 
21s=$2.25 · 50s=$1.35

ASTILBE 
'Chocolate Shogun' 
Part Shade · 18-24" · Zone 5-7 · PP26430*

A foliar color breakthrough from Japan! Dark 
chocolate-purple leaves highlight the rather small pale 
pink-to-white flower spikes. This dark foliage does not 
fade or tinge green, keeping its chocolate complexion 
all season long! Striking in the border, especially 
when planted en masse or with contrasting foliage.
21s=$3.95 · 50s=$2.45 · Royalty=$0.25

ASTILBE chinensis 
'Vision in Pink' 
Plume Flower · Part Shade · 24" · Zone 4-8 · PP11860*

'Vision in Pink' features bright pink flowers that 
appear over kelly green foliage in early summer. 
This variety makes a good cut flower. Plant it en 
masse for a striking effect. It is drought-tolerant.
21s=$2.25 · 50s=$1.35

ASTILBE chinensis 
'Vision in Red' 
Plume Flower · Part Shade · 24" · Zone 4-8 · PP11965*

'Vision in Red' features crimson flowers with hints 
of fuchsia. Blooms sit atop smooth red stems 
with reddish-green foliage. Plant it en masse for a 
striking effect. This variety is drought-tolerant.
21s=$2.25 · 50s=$1.35

ASTILBE chinensis 
'Vision in White' 
Plume Flower · Part Shade · 24" · Zone 4-8 · PP18965*

Pure white flowers adorn dark smooth stems. Blooms 
rise over deep green foliage, resembling a dwarf 
A. 'Washington'. This variety is not as vigorous as 
'Vision in Pink' and 'Red'. It is drought-tolerant.
21s=$2.25 · 50s=$1.35 · Royalty=$0.20

ASTILBE chinensis 
'Visions' 
Plume Flower · Part Shade · 15" · Zone 3-8

Luscious, upright raspberry-red plumes make this one of the most popular varieties of Astilbe. Its 
smooth, deep green foliage emits a light, sweet fragrance. 'Visions' blooms mid-to-late season.
21s=$2.25 · 50s=$1.35

22 

ASTILBE 
'Delft Lace' 
Dwarf Plume Flower · Part Shade-Shade 12-15" · Zone 5-7 · PP19839*

Spectacular blooms held high on a very short plant. Buds emerge a deep salmon-pink, then 
open to soft and airy apricot-pink blooms with candy apple red stems. Leaves turn maroon 
in higher amounts of light. The leaves themselves have a very ruffled look.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.40 · Royalty=$0.25
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ASTILBE japonica 
'Montgomery' 
Plume Flower · Part Shade · 20-24" · Zone 3-8

'Montgomery' is among the best of the red Astilbes. 
Broadly triangular, full, dark scarlet plumes have 
darker red flower stems. The foliage is even 
crimson-tinged! It blooms mid-to-late season.
21s=$2.25 · 50s=$1.35

ASTILBE japonica 
'Deutschland' 
Plume Flower · Part Shade · 30" · Zone 3-8

'Deutschland' is coveted for its creamy white plumes 
and distinctive foliage in late spring. Tall, loose, white 
panicles rise above dark green leaves. This is a vigorous, 
long-lived grower that blooms early in the season.
21s=$2.25 · 50s=$1.35

ASTILBE japonica 
'Peach Blossom' 
Plume Flower · Part Shade · 24" · Zone 3-8

This is a staple among Astilbes and very fragrant. 'Peach 
Blossom' is an early, very floriferous plant with peach-
pink, blocky plumes. Underneath lies lush green and 
reddish-green foliage. It blooms early in the season.
21s=$2.25 · 50s=$1.35

ASTILBE japonica 
'Red Sentinel' 
Plume Flower · Part Shade · 24" · Zone 3-8

'Red Sentinel' is ready to stand guard in your garden 
border! It is similar in form to 'Montgomery', but 
with dark rose-red plumes. Flowers rise above lush 
reddish-green foliage. This Astilbe blooms mid-season.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.35

ASTILBE 
'Mighty Chocolate Cherry'
Plume Flower · Sun-Shade · 36-48" · Zone 3-8

A standout variety in a crowded category Astilbe 
'Mighty Chocolate Cherry' is bigger, taller, and 
showier with its intensely contrasting foliage 
and flower. Dramatic flower stalks with plentiful 
pinkish red blooms tower over the dark chocolatey 
foliage on long red stems. Flowers midsummer.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.40 · Royalty=$0.25

ASTILBE simplicifolia 
'Sprite'    
Dwarf Plume Flower · Part Shade · 12" · Zone 3-8

Very short, this Astilbe grows only a foot high, with 
nodding, light pink plumes above deep green, glossy 
dissected foliage. Great for low color in summer shade. 
A mid-to-late season bloomer, it received the RHS 
Award of Garden Merit in 1993 (England) and Perennial 
Plant of the Year a year later. A Must Have™ perennial.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.35

PPA
Plant of Year

1994

ASTILBE 
'Younique™ Ruby Red'
False Spirea · Part Shade-Shade 
12-18" · Zone 3-9 · PP23143*

A new color for the Younique™ series and the darkest red 
of the collection, 'Ruby Red' is only 12 inches tall with 
flower spikes reaching 18 inches. Dark green fern-like 
foliage forms a dense clump, with bountiful ruby red 
plumes emerging often from early to midsummer.
21s=$2.25 · 50s=$1.35 · Royalty=$0.20

ASTILBE 
'Younique™ Silvery Pink' 
False Spirea · Sun-Shade · 12-16" · Zone 3-8 · PP20656*

Glimmering pale pink plumes float above full green 
foliage in a compact form that’s great for containers. 
Floriferous, early blooming Younique™ varieties are 
more heat and drought-tolerant than typical Astilbes.
21s=$2.25 · 50s=$1.35 · Royalty=$0.20

ASTILBE 
'Younique™ White' 
False Spirea · Sun-Part Shade 
12-16" · Zone 3-8 · PP19845*

Dense ivory white plumes are fragrant and provide 
texture and form in the garden, containers, and cut 
flower arrangements. Blooms attract butterflies 
from early to midsummer, and seed heads may be 
removed or left on the plant for winter interest.
21s=$2.25 · 50s=$1.35 · Royalty=$0.20
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BAPTISIA 
'American Goldfinch'
False Indigo · Sun-Part Shade · 3-3.5' 
Zone 4-9 · PP30478*

This North American native is extremely floriferous, 
producing plentiful spikes of intense lemon yellow. 
With attractive seed pods and a sphere of airy foliage 
expanding to five feet, it’s a commanding presence 
in the landscape even when not in bloom. 
21s=$2.75 · 72s=$1.80 · Royalty=$0.25

BAPTISIA australis                
False Indigo · Sun-Part Shade · 36-48" · Zone 3-9

Airy spires of indigo blue pea-like blooms! Flower 
spikes rise over attractive glaucous foliage in the spring. 
Leave the seed pods intact for late-season interest. 
Readily grows in average to dry, well-drained soil and is 
drought-tolerant. Native to rich woodlands, thickets, and 
stream banks from Pennsylvania to North Carolina.
21s=$2.15 · 72s=$1.30

PPA
Plant of Year

2010

BAPTISIA 
'Carolina Moonlight' 
False Indigo · Sun-Part Shade · 36" · Zone 4-8

Luscious spikes of pale yellow flowers rise above 
glaucous blue-green foliage. 'Carolina Moonlight' blooms 
in early summer and is extremely long-lived. This 
Baptisia is exceptionally hardy and drought-tolerant.
21s=$2.75 · 72s=$1.80

BAPTISIA 
'Ivory Towers'   
False Indigo · Sun · 5' · Zone 3-8 · PP26827*

An introduction from famed plantsman Tony Avent 
at Plant Delights Nursery and a clear winner in our 
Baptisia trials. Stark black stems highlight the extra 
tall white blooms that crown the plant in late spring. 
Holding its foliage higher than most, 'Ivory Towers' 
shows off its dark stems for a surprisingly refined look.
21s=$2.75 · 72s=$1.80 · Royalty=$0.25

BAPTISIA 
'Lunar Eclipse' 
False Indigo · Sun · 24-36" · Zone 4-7 · PP25875*

Spikes of unique, oversized flowers are held above the 
foliage. Blooms emerge a light lemon-over-cream color 
and age dramatically—first to cream, then to light and 
eventually medium violet. This creates an interesting two 
to three-toned color effect. A Chicagoland introduction.
21s=$2.75 · 72s=$1.80 · Royalty=$0.25

BAPTISIA 
'Purple Smoke' 
False Indigo · Sun-Part Shade · 48" · Zone 3-8

Smoky violet blooms with a purple eye are perched on 
charcoal stems. The flower spikes rise above appealing 
gray-green foliage. 'Purple Smoke' requires average 
to dry soil, is drought-tolerant and deer-resistant.
21s=$2.75 · 72s=$1.80

BAPTISIA TO 
BERGENIA
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BAPTISIA 
'Royal Purple' 
False Indigo · Sun · 36-48" · Zone 4-7 · PPAF*

Incredible dark violet-purple blooms are saturated 
with color. Vigorous plants feature attractive 
blue-green foliage. Dramatic flower spikes create an 
impressive display! A Prairieblues™ introduction.
21s=$2.75 · 72s=$1.80 · Royalty=$0.25

BAPTISIA 
'Solar Flare Prairieblues' 
False Indigo · Sun · 30-36" · Zone 3-9 · PP20408*

Blooms emerge lemon-yellow and age to 
a unique orange-to-violet blush. Flower 
spikes rise well above the attractive blue-
green foliage. 'Solar Flare Prairieblues™' is 
a vigorous grower and is deer-resistant.
21s=$2.75 · 72s=$1.80 · Royalty=$0.25

BAPTISIA 
'Twilite Prairieblues' 
False Indigo · Sun · 40" · Zone 4-8 · PP19011*

Unique deep violet-purple blooms have a lemon-yellow 
keel. Flower spikes rise above the handsome 
blue-green foliage. A vigorous grower, 'Twilite 
Prairieblues™' blooms from May to mid-June. It 
is extremely long-lived and deer-resistant.
21s=$2.75 · 72s=$1.80 · Royalty=$0.25

BERGENIA 
'Bressingham White'
Pigsqueak · Full-Part Sun · 12-24" · Zone 3-8

A winner of the RHS Award of Garden Merit, 
'Bressingham White' is noted for its masses of pristine 
white flowers. While it’s the whitest of the Bergenias, 
it still has hints of blush pink inside the throat. This 
variety is incredibly hardy down to Zone 2 and reliably 
evergreen through most of North America.
21s=$2.75 · 50s=$2.00

BERGENIA 
'Sakura' 
Pigsqueak · Full-Part Sun · 12-15" · Zone 4-9

Pink, semi-double flowers bring to mind cherry blossoms. A 
profusion of pretty blooms float above a mound of compact, 
glossy foliage turning plum purple in winter when its color 
is needed the most. This hardy evergreen lends itself to 
mass plantings, containers, and border fronts, providing 
great color and texture with extremely little maintenance.
21s=$2.75 · 50s=$2.00 · Royalty=$0.18

25 

BERGENIA 
'Spring Fling'         
Pigsqueak · Sun-Part Shade · 12-24" · Zone 4-9· PP26337*

A breakthrough in its genus. Extremely heavy spring 
bloom of bright pink flower spikes and chocolatey purple 
fall foliage make this perennial look exotic but it couldn’t 
be easier to grow. With 100% return rate in its Minnesota 
Hardiness trial it’s sure to be easy next year as well.
21s=$2.75 · 50s=$2.00 · Royalty=$0.18
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BRUNNERA 
'Alexander’s Great' 
Siberian Bugloss · Part Shade-Shade 
14" · Zone 4-9 · PP25789*

A Brunnera on steroids with huge frosted leaves 
more reminiscent of a Hosta. Characteristic sprays 
of bright blue forget-me-not flowers hover over the 
jumbo leaves. Prefers shady locales that do not get 
too hot, especially in areas with humid summers.
21s=$3.25 · 50s=$2.35 · Royalty=$0.30

BRUNNERA macrophylla 
'Jack Frost'            
Siberian Bugloss · Part Shade-Shade · 12-16” · Zone 2-9

'Jack Frost' is grown for its lovely silver-coated foliage 
as well as for the light blue flowers that appear in spring. 
Large heart-shaped leaves brighten up shade gardens 
throughout the season. Bred by Walters Gardens.
21s=$3.25 · 50s=$2.35

PPA
Plant of Year

2012

BRUNNERA macrophylla 
'Sea Heart' 
Siberian Bugloss · Part Shade-Shade 
6-12" · Zone 4-7 · PPAF*

Large silver heart-shaped leaves have prominent green veins 
with exceptional substance. Provides sprays of bright blue 
forget-me-not flowers in spring. An improved Brunnera that 
holds up far better in the heat and humidity of the summer. 
Stunning for the shade garden as well as containers.
21s=$3.25 · 50s=$2.35 · Royalty=$0.30

BRUNNERA macrophylla 
'Silver Heart' 
Siberian Bugloss · Part Shade-Shade  
6-12”  · Zone 4-7 · PPAF*

Large, heart-shaped mature leaves are almost entirely 
a solid silver. Leaves are thick, tough, non-melting, 
and hold up exceptionally well in extreme heat and 
humidity. Wispy panicles of blue forget-me-not 
flowers appear above the foliage in April and May.
21s=$3.25 · 50s=$2.35 · Royalty=$0.30

BRUNNERA 
'Alexandria' 
Siberian Bugloss · Part Shade-Shade · 14-17" · Zone 4-9

A sister variety to 'Alexander’s Great' it maintains the extra large leaves but in pure unveined 
silver. Bright forget-me-not blue flowers and showy foliage bring light to the depths of the 
shade garden and provides perfect contrast for less conspicous foliage plants. 
21s=$3.25 · 50s=$2.35 · Royalty=$0.30

NEW
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CAMPANULA portenschlagiana 
'Birch Hybrid'  
Bellflower · Sun-Part Shade · 6-8" · Zone 4-8

'Birch Hybrid' features countless bright purple-blue bells 
that chime from May into June. A vigorous grower, this 
long-blooming bellflower is an excellent groundcover 
for partial shade. Deadhead to prolong bloom time.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$1.05

CAMPANULA poscharskyana 
'Blue Waterfall'
Serbian Bellflower · Sun-Part Shade 
8-10" · Zone 4-7 · PP13161*     
Blue bell-shaped flowers spill over cascading foliage 
for a mass of color that is stunning at the front of the 
border. Blooming from May into June, 'Blue Waterfall' 
is also excellent for rock walls, containers, or hanging 
baskets. It is drought-tolerant. A Must Have™ perennial.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$1.05 · Royalty=$0.25

CERATOSTIGMA plumbaginoides   
Leadwort · Sun-Part Shade · 8-12" · Zone 6-9

This versatile groundcover with intriguing leaves sports 
breathtaking gentian-blue flowers that echo a cloudless 
sky. In autumn, the foliage turns brilliant scarlet for terrific 
fall contrast. Late to emerge, it’s excellent interplanted with 
bulbs so it will flush with the foliage as the bulbs go dormant. 
It may require afternoon shade in hot summer climates.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.90

CHELONE lyonii 
'Hot Lips'      
Turtlehead · Sun-Part Shade · 14-16" · Zone 4-7

Vivid pink turtlehead-shaped flowers, speckled 
burgundy inside, bloom from early to midsummer. 
Rich dark green foliage contrasts perfectly with 
the brilliant flowers. Perfect in containers or 
planted en masse, it is also a lovely cut flower.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$1.05

CHELONE lyonii 
'Tiny Tortuga'       
Turtlehead · Sun-Part Shade 
 10-12" · Zone 3-8 · PP25350*

Bred by Gerard Lentjes, this dwarf Chelone keeps 
the dark green glossy leaves and intriguingly shaped 
pink flowers within a more manageable 1-foot tall. 
Good in containers, along edges, or for perennial 
borders. Handy on the edges of streams.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$1.05 · Royalty=$0.25

CHRYSANTHEMUM 
'Brandywine Sunset'    
Perennial Mum · Sun · 2.5 to 3' · Zone 5-9

Single daisy-like flowers bloom in sunset-esque shades. 
Buds emerge red and open orange, fading to a creamy 
butter yellow. Colors are best in the cool parts of the 
year—which happen to be when the plant usually flowers.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85

CHRYSANTHEMUM 
'Campfire Glow'        
Perennial Mum · Sun · 22 to 26" · Zone 4

An intense red and orange bicolor, 'Campfire Glow' 
offers vibrant color in the popular Shasta form. It 
blooms late in the season to keep the garden glowing.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85

CHRYSANTHEMUM 
'Coraligraphy'
Perennial Mum · Sun · 24" · Zone 5

Single daisy-like flowers bloom in radiant coral. 
'Coraligraphy' is slightly shorter than other 
Chrysanthemums in our collection. Reds are 
most intense in the cool parts of the year—which 
happen to be when the plant usually flowers.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85

CHRYSANTHEMUM 
'Raspberry Sorbet'
Perennial Mum · Sun · 22-26" · Zone 5         
Vibrant raspberry pink in the popular Shasta 
form along with a late blooming habit for fall 
gardens. It blooms naturally in September and 
October in our Pennsylvania Zone 6 gardens.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85
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COREOPSIS 
'Moonbeam'              
Tickseed · Sun · 18-24" · Zone 5-8

A limpid pool of pale yellow blooms glows over finely cut 
pinnate foliage all summer. 'Moonbeam' is a wonderful 
front-of-the-border plant, or a perfect choice for the 
rock garden. This Coreopsis is drought-tolerant.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85

PPA
Plant of Year

1992

COREOPSIS 
'Superstar'
Tickseed · Sun · 14-16" · Zone 5-9

This new Coreopsis hybrid has extra-large flowers 
in classic tones of golden yellow with a red eye. 
These are the largest flowers, at 2.5 to 3 inches, of 
any Coreopsis currently on the market, with plenty 
of room to show off the dramatic burgundy eyes.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.80 · Royalty=$0.15

COREOPSIS 
'Uptick™ Gold & Bronze'     
Tickseed · Sun · 12-14" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF*

Uptick™ is a very large-flowered bicolor Coreopsis series 
introduced by Darwin Perennials. 'Gold & Bronze' is the 
star of the series with the biggest flowers and most 
striking coloration. A large eye of deep bronze-red is 
framed by gold, all on a foot-tall plant with a tidy habit. 
Does not require vernalization to flower profusely!

21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.16

COREOPSIS TO 
DIGITALIS

28 

COREOPSIS rosea 
'Mercury Rising'     
Tickseed · Sun · 15-18" · Zone 5-9 · PP24689*

Silky wine red flowers edged with a dark pink border. 
Blooms rise above bright green foliage from early summer 
through early fall. This Coreopsis is hardier than most red 
varieties and deer-resistant. From breeder Darrel Probst.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.25

COREOPSIS 
'Li’l Bang™ Red Elf'     
Tickseed · Sun · 12" · Zone 5-9 · PP27918*

A compact plant with blooms of deep velvety 
burgundy. Continually blooming over disease 
free foliage all summer. Try it if you like 'Mercury 
Rising' but want something on a smaller scale. 
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.25

COREOPSIS 
'Enchanted Eve' 
Tickseed · Sun · 8-12" · Zone 5-9 · PP27857*

Naturally compact, 'Enchanted Eve' forms a well-
behaved mound of medium green, disease-resistant 
foliage. Each buttery yellow bloom has a soft red eye 
that fades to yellow as it expands. Expect lots of flowers 
and the same great disease resistance and long bloom 
time as the Big Bang series—but at half the height.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.25
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COREOPSIS 
'Uptick™ Yellow & Red'     
Tickseed · Sun · 12-14" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF*

The Uptick™ series continues with another fine selection 
from Darwin Perennials. Produces the characteristic 
jumbo flowers with an eye of dark red surrounded 
by a halo of yellow. Bred with both the gardener and 
producer in mind, this Coreopsis is short and tidy, easy 
to grow and ship, and does not require vernalization.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.16

COREOPSIS verticillata 
'Zagreb'     
Tickseed · Sun · 12-15" · Zone 5-8

A threadleaf Coreopsis with the soft and ferny foliage, 
'Zagreb' covers itself with brilliant golden yellow 
flowers on tall upright stems that wave easily in 
the wind. Thrives in summer heat from June until 
frost. Deadhead to prolong the blooming season. 
Awarded the RHS Award of Garden Merit in 2001.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85 

DICENTRA spectabilis 
'Gold Heart' 
Gold-Leaf Bleeding Heart · Part Shade-Shade 
18-24" · Zone 3-9

'Gold Heart' is a golden-leaved form of the common 
bleeding heart, Dicentra spectabilis. This clump forming 
variety features mounds of graceful, fern-like leaves. 
Nodding, heart-shaped, rose pink flowers hang in a 
row on long, arching stems in mid-to-late spring. It is 
easily grown in average, medium, well-drained soil.
21s=$3.15

COREOPSIS verticillata 
'Electric Avenue'    
Tickseed · Sun · 18-24" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF*

Formerly 'Mayo Clinic Flower of Hope', this is the 
best yellow thread-leaf Coreopsis on the market to 
date. Masses of large, electric yellow flowers over 
compact dark green foliage. It’s a great bloomer 
in our trial garden. Tags required by breeder.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.25

29 

DIGITALIS 
'Arctic Fox Rose' 
Foxglove · Sun · 18-24" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF*

This beautiful, long-flowering hybrid foxglove is 
hardier than usual for northern gardens. It also 
has a longer summer bloom time, flowering from 
late spring to late summer and attracting bees 
and butterflies to the landscape. 'Arctic Fox Rose' 
looks dramatic and is a good choice for sunny patio 
pots—deadheading encourages fresh new blooms.
21s=$1.95 · 50s=$1.05 · Royalty=$0.15

CORYDALIS 
'Porcelain Blue' 
Part Shade-Filtered Sun · 10-12" · Zone 5-9

It’s all about the piercing aqua blue flowers for this 
woodland plant. Blue green foliage picks up hints 
of bronze in the summer and speaking of summer, 
this cultivar does not go summer dormant and even 
continues to flower as long as nighttime temperatures 
remain below 80°. Does not spread or reseed.
21s=$2.50 · 72s=$1.60 · Royalty=$0.25
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DIANTHUS 
'American Pie Bumbleberry'
With extra large flowers and a nice two-tone 
pink, 'Bumbleberry Pie' is the most vigorous 
of the series. It has the same rich blue tone 
in the folage that graces the full series.
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DIANTHUS 
'American Pie Bumbleberry Pie'
Pinks · Sun · 12" · Zone 5-9 · PP30245

This hybrid pink Dianthus has rich rose-pink blooms 
with vivid, deeper pink centers. Considerably 
large fragrant flowers are held on sturdy stems 
that do not flop. It’s great for cutting.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.15

DIANTHUS 
'American Pie Georgia Peach Pie'
Pinks · Sun · 12" · Zone 5-9 · PP29900

Coral-peach centers are eye-catching on these large, 
pale pink flowers. Graceful blooms on strong stems add a 
sweet clove-like fragrance to the garden. 'Georgia Peach 
Pie' looks lovely in a sunny border or flower arrangement. 
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.15

DIANTHUS 
'American Pie Cherry Pie' 
Pinks · Sun · 8-11" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF*

Fifty-cent piece sized deep red single blooms are fully supported by long strong stems—
great in the garden or in arrangements. Sizeable plants offer mounds of beautiful blue foliage. 
Dianthus in the American Pie® series are known for their cold and drought tolerance. 
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.15

DIANTHUS 
'American Pie Key Lime Pie'
Pinks · Sun · 12" · Zone 5-9 · PP29834

Pure white blooms have apple green centers for a look that is not commonly seen in 
Dianthus. Ideal for modern landscapes, 'Key Lime Pie' has blooms that are bigger than 
the usual varieties and tough stems to hold them up without flopping. 
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.15
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DIANTHUS  
COLLECTION

DIANTHUS 
'Kahori' 
Cheddar Pink · Sun · 14" · Zone 4-8 · PP21016*

A short carpet of intense pink flowers against a bed of tidy green leaves. The combination of 
a resilient, carefree nature and a state of near constant bloom through summer has quickly 
made 'Kahori' a must-have staple for gardeners, garden centers, and landscapers.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$1.00 · Royalty=$0.05
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DIANTHUS allwoodii 
'Frosty Fire' 
Cheddar Pink · Sun · 6" · Zone 5-8

A real stunner! Double scarlet-red flowers dot the 
gray-blue mounding foliage. Blooms appear from spring 
through fall. This is the perfect choice for the front of 
the border or rock garden. Deadhead to prolong bloom 
time. It is easy to grow but requires well-drained soil.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85

DIANTHUS 
'Devon Cottage™ Pinball Wizard'
Pinks · Sun · 12" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF*

This cultivar has plenty of old-fashioned charm. 
The boldly striped, extremely doubled flowers and 
pleasant fragrance have been garnering plenty of 
attention in several variety trials across the country. 
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.15

DIANTHUS gratianopolitanus 
'Firewitch'         
Cheddar Pink · Sun · 6" · Zone 5-9

Our best-selling variety of Dianthus abounds with brilliant magenta fringed flowers! Blooms appear in May and June over 
grassy, deep blue-green foliage. This is an excellent edging or border plant and is perfect for the rock or cottage garden.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85

PPA
Plant of Year
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DIANTHUS 
Vivid™ 'Bright Light'
Pinks · Sun · 8-10" · Zone 5-9 · PP28239*

During its first spring bloom 'Bright Light' is so blanketed in vivid pink flowers it can be difficult to see the attractive blue foliage. This 
fragrant little beauty reblooms prolifically from spring to fall. It’s great for mass planting or mixed containers for sun.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.10 

DIANTHUS 
'Neon Star' 
Cheddar Pink · Sun-Part Shade · 7” 
Zone 5-9 · PP14549, CPBRAF*

Vivid, florescent pink flowers exude the spicy scent of 
clove. 'Neon Star' displays a compact, mounding habit 
of evergreen, glaucous blue-gray foliage. It requires 
well-drained soil. Deadhead for continuous blooms.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.12

DIANTHUS 
'SuperTrouper™ Orange'
Pot Carnation · Sun · 10-14" · Zone 6

Fantastic orange color! There is certainly nothing wrong with a pink dianthus but sometimes you 
just want something a little different. 'SuperTrouper Orange' emerges with a saturated road cone 
orange before eventually fading to pleasant apricot tones. Non-stop rebloom and great color.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.05
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ECHINACEA 
'Sunseekers White Perfection'
Sunseekers approaches the double Echinacea 
from a different angle. Rather than the pom-pom 
center found in a fully-double coneflower, 'White 
Perfection' goes for a thick mane of ring petals 
surrounding the eye. Notice that the central eye 
emerges green, then moves into a blonde color.
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ECHINACEA 
'Butterfly Kisses'      
Coneflower · Sun · 12-18" · Zone 4-8 · PP24458*

Large, double pom-pom style flowers consist of 
bright pink cones with lighter pink ray petals. 
Fragrant blooms are held on strong stems above 
a mound of deep green foliage. Compact, sturdy 
plants attract butterflies and songbirds—seeds 
from spent blooms feed the birds in fall.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.25

ECHINACEA 
'Butterfly™ Orange Skipper'        
Coneflower · Sun · 15-18" · Zone (4) 5-9 · PPAF

Neon orange single flowers with russet cones are 
held aloft on sturdy stems. Butterflies visit the many 
blooms in summer and birds enjoy feeding on the 
spent cones in autumn. At 18 inches it fits into 
small sunny places that need a shot of color.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.18 

ECHINACEA 
'Butterfly™ Rainbow Marcella'      
Coneflower · Sun · 18" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

A medium-sized, well-branched coneflower with single 
bicolor flowers in rainbow sherbet 
tones of pink fading to orange. A staple of the full 
sun garden this rainbow of color will be drawing 
in butterflies and envious glances all summer. 
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.25
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ECHINACEA 
'Butterfly Yellow Rainbow Marcella'                      
Coneflower · Sun · 12-15" · Zone 4-9 · PP30410*

Stunning bright lemon yellow petals are tinted with 
bubblegum pink to form a halo around the cone. This 
new selection resembles the original 'Rainbow Marcella' 
in many ways—the shape of the flowers and the size 
of the plant are the same, just the color is different. 
Where there was orange there is now yellow. 
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.25  

ECHINACEA 
'Big Sky™ Sundown'      
Coneflower · Sun-Part Shade 
30" · Zone 4-9 · PP17659*

Warm russet-orange, daisy-like flowers sport a 
prominent, brownish central cone. Less pubescent 
than most Echinaceas, 'Sundown' is delightfully 
fragrant and a strong grower. It is similar to 'Sunset', 
but stands 8–10 inches taller and is more vigorous.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.15

ECHINACEA 
'Butterfly™ Postman'               
Coneflower · Sun · 15-18" · Zone 5-9  · PP28524*

Placing highly in Mt. Cuba’s Echinacea trials, 'Postman' is 
an excellent all around Echinacea proving both attractive 
and dependable. Fiery red flowers have slightly drooping 
petals and contrasting brown cones that pop against 
its dark green foliage. The most fragrant echinacea we 
carry, it creates a strong honey scent that lingers around 
the plant pleasing postmen and pollinators alike.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.18

NEW
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ECHINACEA 
'Double Scoop™ Mandarin'      
Coneflower · Sun · 22-24" · Zone 4-9 · PP26640

Double Scoop Echinaceas are vigorous growers in 
producton with a branching habit that fills out gallon 
pots well. Stems are shorter and thicker to support 
their larger flowers, and the color is more saturated.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.22

ECHINACEA 
'Fiery Meadow Mama'             
Coneflower · Sun· 20-24" · Zone (4) 5-9 · PPAF

A coneflower with bright golden petals and a fiery 
red halo surrounding the cone. Petals hang down so 
its striking bicolor pattern can be seen from quite a 
distance. By far this is the easiest way to add color 
to your summer garden other than setting it ablaze. 
Requires vernalization to bloom in the first year.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.25
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ECHINACEA 
'Double Scoop™ Cranberry'      
Coneflower · Sun · 22-24" · Zone 4-9 · PP24769

Double Scoop Echinaceas are vigorous growers in 
producton with a branching habit that fills out gallon 
pots well. Stems are shorter and thicker to support 
their larger flowers, and the color is more saturated.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.22

ECHINACEA 
'Cheyenne Spirit'      
Coneflower · Sun · 24-36" · Zone 4-9

It is a breakthrough seed mix from Ball Seed. 
Reds, pinks, yellows, oranges, purples, and whites 
reach their peak from midsummer to early fall. 
Well-branched, bushy upright habit. Drought-tolerant.
21s=$2.35 · 72s=$1.25 

ECHINACEA 
'Delicious Candy'              
Coneflower · Sun-Part Shade · 18-24" · Zone 4-9

Very floriferous with a pink we describe as fluroescent. 
The blooms are semi-double, which is a unique form 
among Echinancea, and very charming. Early to flower 
and lasts a long time. Developed by Marco van Norde.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.21

ECHINACEA 
'Dark Shadows Wicked'               
Coneflower · Sun · 12-16" · Zone 4-9  · PPAF*

Glowing watermelon pink flowers are displayed 
in abundance on dark chocolate brown stems. 
Matching dark cones contrast with the neon pink 
petals, while dense pine green foliage covers the 
plant all the way to the ground. It is stunning planted 
en masse and makes a standout specimen.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.25

NEW
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ECHINACEA 
'Hot Papaya'      
Coneflower · Sun-Part Shade 
30-36" · Zone 4-9 · PP21022*

Hot, hot, hot! Double-flowered spicy orange 
pom-pom blooms sizzle! Poised atop thick, 
maroon stems the flowers rise above lush, deep 
green foliage. Plant it en masse for a dramatic 
effect. It also provides excellent cut flowers.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.25

ECHINACEA 
'Kim’s Knee High'      
Coneflower · Sun-Part Shade 
18" · Zone 3-9 · PP12242*

E. 'Kim’s Knee-High' brings the beauty, long bloom, 
and butterfly attraction of our native coneflower 
to the front of the border. Deep pink petals around 
bright orange centers bloom from June until frost. 
This variety provides excellent cut flowers.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 

ECHINACEA 
'Kismet™ Red'               
Coneflower · Sun · 16-18" · Zone 4-9 · PP29743*

Latest entry in a standout series. Large flowers in 
deeply saturated red fade slowly and rebloom in waves 
all summer, for a superior crown count and a head-
turning display in containers or borders. This upright 
variety has a lovely compact habit and is fragrant.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.25 

ECHINACEA 
'Kismet™ White' 
Coneflower · Sun · 15-18" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

Fitting right in with the rest of the series, 'Kismet™ White' 
has a lovely compact, upright habit. Lots of large, long-
lasting white flowers grace the plants—they look great 
in gardens and containers right up until a hard frost.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.25 

ECHINACEA 
'Kismet™ Raspberry' 
Coneflower · Sun · 16-18" · Zone 4-10 · PPAF*

Very large, raspberry colored coneflowers are 
early blooming and stay in color all summer by 
taking longer to fade and having excellent rebloom. 
Upright, low, compact plants have lots of showy 
flowers that hold their petals aloft over the crown. 
This is a great, long-lasting container plant.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.25 

ECHINACEA 
'Kismet™ Intense Orange'          
Coneflower · Sun · 16-24" · Zone 4-10 · PPAF*

Masses of intense orange flowers have large, central 
gold-brown cones. Upright, compact plants start 
blooming in early summer and continue until frost with 
regular deadheading. Leave some spent blooms over 
the winter months to feed finches and other birds.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.25 
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ECHINACEA 
'Parrot' 
Coneflower · Sun · 18 to 20" · Zone 4-9

Saturated yellow flowers biocolor with coral eye. 
Lots and lots of bright, single-petaled coneflowers 
are supported by stout, sturdy stems on super 
winter hardy plants. Similar in color to Fiery Meadow 
Mama, but holds its petals out, on a stockier 
plant without any vernalization requirements.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.25

ECHINACEA 
'Pica Bella'      
Coneflower · Sun · 36" · Zone 4-8

Hope you’re ready–'Pica Bella' is a prolific bloomer! 
Flowers sport thin, spiky pink petals that look like glowing 
rays emanating from the central orange-bronze cone.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15

ECHINACEA 
'Lovely Lolly'            
Coneflower · Sun · 20-24" · Zones 4-9 · PPAF

Signature deep purple stems host a fully double 
coneflower in deep pink. Prefers full sun but will tolerate 
moderate shade once established. Blooms from late 
June to late October. Spread of 14 to 16 inches.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.18 

ECHINACEA 
'Magnus'               
Coneflower · Sun · 48" · Zone 4-9

Flat, reddish-pink petals radiate from a large 
gold cone. 'Magnus' adapts to most soils, is very 
long-lived, and tolerates heat and drought once 
established. Leave the seed pods intact for winter 
interest and to attract birds to the garden.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95

PPA
Plant of Year

1998

ECHINACEA 
'Kismet™ Yellow' 
Coneflower · Sun · 16-18" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF

Golden yellow petals turn down slightly as they 
surround a green cone. Butterflies love the abundance 
of large, long-lasting blooms. As you can imagine, 
'Kismet™ Yellow' makes a great cut flower.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.25 

ECHINACEA 
'Moab Sunset'               
Coneflower · Sun · 12-20" · Zone 4-9  · PPAF*

Large double blooms in fluorescent shades of 
orange flood this plant with color that seems to glow 
from across the garden. It has an upright, compact 
habit that works for garden beds, containers, and 
sunny patios. Flowers are slow to fade, keeping 
the show going throughout the summer.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.25

NEW
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ECHINACEA 
'Playful Meadow Mama'           
Coneflower · Sun · 20-24" · Zone (4) 5-9 · PPAF 

Another unique confeflower from Plants Noveau’s 
Meadow Mama series. Broad berry-pink petals emerge 
with quilled tips that quickly unfurl to show a frosted 
white point at the end. Each flower’s markings vary 
slightly but all surround large fragrant cones.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.25

ECHINACEA 
'Pow Wow White'      
Coneflower · Sun · 22" · Zone 2-9

Bouquets of white flowers with yellow cones 
bloom over compact foliage. This variety does 
not need vernalization to flower the first year. It 
is very hardy and makes a good potted plant.
21s=$2.35 · 72s=$1.15

ECHINACEA 
'Pow Wow Wild Berry'      
Coneflower · Sun · 22" · Zone 2-9

'Pow Wow Wild Berry' features deep rose-berry 
blooms with a golden-brown cone. This free 
flowering, compact plant is great for pots. It does 
not need vernalization to flower the first year.
21s=$2.35 · 72s=$1.15

ECHINACEA 
'Raspberry Truffle'      
Coneflower · Sun-Part Shade 
28-32" · Zone 4-9 · PP22612*

The flowers emerge single coral pink with a chocolate 
cone and then develop their pom-pom center as they 
mature. All are produced on showy dark stems that 
dramatically highlight the unique flower color. An 
incredibly vigorous grower with a spectacular habit.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.25

39 

ECHINACEA 
'Sombrero® Adobe Orange'      
Coneflower · Sun · 18-26" · Zone 4-9  · PP26639

Glowing orange daisy-like flowers bloom for months on 
vigorous plants that love the heat and humidity. 'Adobe 
Orange' is a great choice for the pollinator garden.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.14

ECHINACEA 
'Pretty Parasols'               
Coneflower · Sun · 36-40" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

Bicolor flowers fade from pink in the center to white 
at the tips. Elegant petals are long and draping and 
highlight the full extent of the color shift. Flowers are 
set on strong vigorous plants with narrow bright green 
foliage. Plants have a long, consistent bloom period and 
very strong stems that stand up to inclement weather.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.20

NEW
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ECHINACEA 
'Sombrero® Poco Hot Coral'               
Coneflower · Sun · 14-16" · Zone 4-9  · PP23097*

Bright flowers are hot red but not magenta, with a dark 
cone for contrast. The same well-loved variety, always 
a bit shorter than its series mates, finds its home in the 
new Sombrero Poco series. A collection with the same 
great flower count, intense color, and hardy, drought-
resistant plants as the original Sombreros but with 
a smaller, more compact form. Great for planters.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.14

ECHINACEA 
'Sombrero® Poco Yellow'               
Coneflower · Sun · 14-16" · Zone 4-9  · PPAF*

Brilliant yellow flowers keep their rich, bright color 
all season long. Though slightly smaller than the 
original Sombrero series, Sombrero Poco is covered 
in the same large blooms that butterflies love. Hardy, 
drought-resistant plants are sturdy and upright 
for smaller gardens, pots, and sunny borders.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.14

ECHINACEA 
'Sombrero® Baja Burgundy'            
Coneflower · Sun · 18-26" · Zone 4-9 · PP28162

Deep, rich burgundy petals overlap as they 
surround a large brown cone on sizeable single 
flowers. Sturdy, compact plants are well branched 
with a high bud count, attracting butterflies 
to sunny borders and mixed containers.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.14

ECHINACEA 
'Sombrero® Granada Gold'      
Coneflower · Sun · 18-26" · Zone 4-9  · PP30115

Rich, golden yellow blooms simply cover the plants and 
the bright color does not fade. Sturdy stems hold up to 
frequent butterfly visits. Outstanding habit and hardiness.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.14

ECHINACEA 
'Sombrero® Lemon Yellow Improved'      
Coneflower · Sun · 18-26" · Zone 4-9  · PP30116

Add some splashes of bright color with these 
beautiful sunny yellow blooms with golden cones. 
Plant this durable selection from the Sombrero® 
series in a sunny part of the garden—it has a petite 
habit so it can fit into tight spaces if necessary.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.14

40 

ECHINACEA 
'Sombrero® Blanco'               
Coneflower · Sun · 18-20" · Zone 4-9 

Crisp white petals overlap to create a framework 
for the golden yellow cone. Sturdy, upright plants 
are covered with bright blooms all summer. 
Make sure not to deadhead as songbirds enjoy 
the seeds of the spent blooms in fall.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.14

NEW
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ECHINACEA 
'Tomato Soup'      
Coneflower · Sun · 30" · Zone 3-8 · PP19427*

Tomato-red flowers measuring 5 inches 
across add a hot steaming bowl of color to any 
summer garden. A Terra Nova introduction.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.25

ECHINACEA 
'Sunseekers Rainbow'               
Coneflower · Sun · 24-30" · Zone 3-9  · PPAF*

Multiple layers of broad flat petals ring 'Sunseekers 
Rainbow' and age through a number of colors. Blooms 
emerge yellow, transition to orange, morph into apricot 
pink and finally end as a violet pink. These multiple layers 
of petals show off all the shades at any given time.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.23

NEW

ECHINACEA 
'Sunseekers White Perfection'               
Coneflower · Sun · 20" · Zone 4-9  · PPAF

Unique creamy white flowers have multiple rows 
of short spade shaped petals that surround a 
green cone. This gives them a full, dahlia-like 
look that makes 'SunSeekers White Perfection' 
a unique flower form among coneflowers.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.23

NEW

ECHINACEA 
'Sombrero® Sangrita'      
Coneflower · Sun · 18-26" · Zone 4-9  · PP30138

Vibrant scarlet red flowers are complemented by 
dramatic dark burgundy stems. Selections from the 
Sombrero® series are distinguished by heavy amounts 
of large-coned single flowers in blazing hot colors. 
Plants are compact and exceptionally winter hardy.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.14

ECHINACEA 
'Sombrero® Salsa Red'      
Coneflower · Sun · 18-26" · Zone 4-9 · PP23105

An intense red coneflower for the native wildflower 
garden! Lightly scented blooms on strong stems 
are great for cutting. This bright red looks 
stunning when grouped in the landscape.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.14
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ECHINACEA 
'Sombrero® Rosada'               
Coneflower · Sun · 18-20" · Zone 4-9  · PP33011*

Bright rose-pink flowers beam against a background 
of vibrant green. This sturdy, compact coneflower is 
covered in blooms all summer. It’s a lovely addition 
to the butterfly garden and is great for cutting.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.15 · Royalty=$0.14

NEW
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EPIMEDIUM 
'Pink Panther'
An exclusive debut from the reknown French 
breeder Thierry Delabroye, 'Pink Panther' has 
large bi-color spray. The sharply serrated and 
deeply bronze leaves emerge in the spring.
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EPIMEDIUM 
'Amber Queen' 
Barrenwort · Sun-Part Shade · 24" · Zone 5-8 · PP17197*

Our biggest Epimedium with the tallest displays of flowers. Red-tinged, heart-shaped, spiny 
foliage contrasts with amber yellow flowers that sport peach centers and long spurs.
21s=$4.55 · Royalty=$0.30

EPIMEDIUM 
'Domino'  
Barrenwort ·Sun-Part Shade · 12-18" · Zone 5-8

Bicolor white-spurred blooms with cups of pale amber 
and rosy pink. These almost appear to float over the 
large tough foliage that emerges in spring mottled 
with red. Typical of all Epimediums it is drought-
tolerant once established and deer-resistant.
21s=$4.55

EPIMEDIUM perralchicum 
'Frohnleiten' 
Barrenwort · Part Shade-Shade · 12" · Zone 4-9

Large, yellow butterfly-like flowers bloom in May. 
Spiny green leaves are marbled with bronze and 
form an attractive clump. This is a cross between 
Caucasian and Atlas Mountain species.
21s=$4.55

43 

EPIMEDIUM 
'Pink Champagne' 
Barrenwort · Part Shade-Full Shade · 12-18" · Zone 4-9

A very exciting Epimedium to come out of Darrel Probst’s breeding program. New leaves emerge orange splotched 
and spotted with dark red or purple. A much larger type, it grows 2 feet tall and has nearly 12-inch long airy 
flower spikes that dangle extra large bicolor pink and white spurred flowers over its attractive foliage. 
21s=$4.55
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EPIMEDIUM rubrum 
'Galadriel' 
Barrenwort · Part Shade-Shade · 15" · Zone 4-9

An improvement on rubrum. Spring foliage is hot poker red which returns in the fall. Variety seems to root out 
containers especially quickly for a slow genus. Named after an Elven Queen from Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings series.
21s=$4.55

EPIMEDIUM 
'Pink Elf' 
Barrenwort · Sun-Part Shade · 20" · Zone 5-8 · PP17228*

Heart-shaped, spiny green foliage creates the 
perfect backdrop for delightful pale pink flowers 
with deep rose centers and long spurs. Blooms 
appear in late spring. It’s effective as a groundcover 
or tucked into the garden. A Robin White hybrid.
21s=$4.55 · Royalty=$0.30

EPIMEDIUM rubrum   
Red Barrenwort · Part Shade-Shade · 12-16" · Zone 4-9

Tiny cherry-red flowers dot the delicate foliage 
in mid-to-late spring. Heart-shaped leaves 
emerge with a red flush and mature to a shiny 
green. They turn red and bronze in the fall.
21s=$4.55

EPIMEDIUM 
'Pink Panther' 
Barrenwort · Shade · 12" · Zone 5 · PPAF*

Pink star-shaped flowers are large yet delicate and bloom on arching stems. Spiny, serrated foliage is fairly large 
and emerges pink to chocolate brown in spring. 'Pink Panther' is low growing and more vigorous than older 
varieties of Epimedium quickly filling pots. New breeding from famed perennial breeder Thierry Delabroye.
21s=$4.55 · Royalty=$0.10

NEW
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EPIMEDIUM warleyense 
'Orange Queen' 
Barrenwort · Part Shade-Shade · 8-10" · Zone 4-9

Coppery-orange flowers bloom from mid-to-late spring on bushy, mounded foliage. 
It slowly spreads as it naturalizes under shrubs or large perennials.
21s=$4.55

EPIMEDIUM versicolor 
'Sulphureum'  
Persian Barrenwort · Part Shade-Shade · 9-12" · Zone 5-9

Daffodil-like blooms of pale yellow sepals, bright yellow petals and deep yellow spurs flower 
in spring. Bright green compound leaves, speckled in ruby red and chocolate brown, turn more 
brilliant in autumn. It is a perfect small area groundcover or edger for shady locations.
21s=$4.55

EPIMEDIUM 
'Spine Tingler' 
Barrenwort · Part Shade-Shade · 8-10" · Zone 5-8

Dense sprays of yellow star-like flowers appear above 
the plant in spring creating a dazzling display en masse. 
Highly unusual long, thin dagger-like leaves have spiny 
edges and emerge with a tinge of color for an interesting 
texture even when out of bloom. A great option under 
trees, as once established it thrives in dry shade.
21s=$4.55
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ERYNGIUM 
'Big Blue' 
Dwarf Sea Holly · Sun · 18-24" · Zone 5-9 · PP20636

As advertised, 'Big Blue' Eryngium has flowers that 
are some of the biggest and bluest on the market. A 
tough plant produces loads of iridescent blue flowers 
beloved in the cut-flower industry for use fresh or dry. 
Valued by gardeners for its drought resistance and as 
a bright blue counterpoint in the perennial border.
21s=$2.50 · 72s=$1.50 · Royalty=$0.32

ERYNGIUM 
'Blue Hobbit' 
Dwarf Sea Holly · Sun · 24" · Zone 4-8

This is the first dwarf blue Eryngium. 'Blue Hobbit' 
forms a spherical mound that is only 8–12 inches tall 
when in full bloom. Silver-blue stems emerge from 
basal rosettes with blue, globe-like flower heads. Plants 
have a long and prolific bloom time in summer.
21s=$2.40 · 72s=$1.40

ERYNGIUM planum 
'Jade Frost'     
Sea Holly · Sun · 24-30" · Zone 5-8 · PP17370*

Leaves are edged with a clean-looking variegation 
of pure white surrounding a fresh green center. 
Attractive periwinkle blue flowers appear in 
midsummer but the crisp patterned foliage 
provides interest all season, especially in cool 
weather when the white margins blush pink.
21s=$2.50 · 72s=$1.55 · Royalty=$0.25

EUPATORIUM dubium 
'Baby Joe'    
Joe-Pye Weed · Sun-Part Shade 
30" · Zone 4-9 · PP20320*

More compact than the species, upright 'Baby 
Joe' forms a 2–3 foot clump that is 1–2 feet wide. 
Fragrant, cabernet-colored flowers appear on bright 
green foliage in the late season. Moderately vigorous 
plants flower freely—enjoy its winter silhouette. 
This variety also makes a great cut flower.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.35 · Royalty=$0.20

EUPATORIUM purpureum 
'Euphoria™ Ruby' 
Joe-Pye Weed · Sun · 24-32" · Zone 5-9 · PP31668*

Flowering earlier in summer than the typical Joe-Pye 
weed, 'Euphoria™ Ruby' has a bloom time that extends 
well into late summer and fall. This dwarf version of the 
classic North American native makes a lovely accent or 
group planting for sunny areas of the garden. Being a 
native it is generally resistant to our pests and foraging 
creatures but very attractive to local bees and butterflies. 
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.35 · Royalty=$0.14

EUPATORIUM fortunei 
'Pink Frost'     
Joe-Pye Weed · Sun-Part Shade · 36" · Zone 4-7

Great foliage accent, this variegated Joe Pye 
Weed actually is more carefree than its fully 
green relatives. Has the same vertical form and 
pinkish flower but with a bright edging in cream 
and white. Good for sun to part shade and would 
be an attractive foliage interest in large pots. 
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.35

ERYNGIUM TO 
EUPHORBIA
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EUPATORIUM maculatum 
'Gateway'      
Joe-Pye Weed · Sun-Part Shade · 60-72" · Zone 4-8

Large wine-red flowers bloom on burgundy stems. This 
big, bold plant is great in the back of the border or as 
an accent. Native to damp meadows and thickets in the 
Northeast U.S., it likes rich, constantly moist-to-wet soil.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.35

EUPATORIUM purpureum 
'Little Joe'      
Joe-Pye Weed · Sun-Part Shade · 48" · Zone 4-9 · PP16122*

This dwarf form of Joe-Pye weed has a stiffer, more upright, and more compact growth habit—it does not flop!. 
Bunches of tiny mauve to light lavender flowers are smaller than other varieties. Blooms appear in late summer and 
early fall. While it prefers moist to wet soil, ’Little Joe’ exhibits greater drought tolerance than the typical Eupatorium.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.35 · Royalty=$0.15

EUPHORBIA martinii 
'Ascot Rainbow' 
Spurge · Sun · 20" · Zone 6-9 · PP21401*

Dr. Seuss would have loved this showy plant! It sports 
masses of cream flowers on colorful red and blue-green 
bracts. Blooms appear over mounds of cream, yellow 
and blue-green foliage. It is drought-resistant.
21s=$2.25 · 72s=$1.30 · Royalty=$0.30

EUPHORBIA polychroma      
Cushion Spurge · Sun · 12-15" · Zone 5-8

This plant will make you a hero! Put it in your hottest, 
driest spot and it will perform beautifully! Bushy 
green foliage sports bright, light yellow flowers from 
April until June. This trooper will even re-bloom 
in fall. It’s drought-tolerant and cold hardy.
21s=$2.25 · 72s=$1.25

EUPHORBIA amygdaloides 
'Robbiae' 
Wood Spurge · Sun-Part Shade · 10-12" · Zone 6-9

A wonderful groundcover for dry shade! Upright rosettes 
of deep green foliage boast lovely light green-yellow 
flowers at the tips of the bracts. It’s low-maintenance, but 
requires extremely well-drained soil. A friendly warning: 
its milky sap is poisonous and may irritate the skin.
21s=$2.25 · 72s=$1.30
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GAILLARDIA aristata 
'Arizona Red'      
Blanket Flower · Sun · 12-15" · Zone 2-10

Masses of bright burgundy 4-inch flowers bloom from early summer to early fall, even if the climate is hot and 
dry. Some of the flower petals will have slightly yellow tips. A dwarf, it exhibits the same uniform, compact growth 
habit as 'Arizona Sun'. Well-branched stems make for nice, bushy plants that fill out borders or containers nicely.
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.75

GAILLARDIA aristata 
'Arizona Sun'      
Blanket Flower · Sun · 12-15" · Zone 2-10

Bold 4 to 5-inch fiery orange-red blooms are tipped 
by a ring of rich yellow. Green compact foliage has a 
very uniform growth habit. Plants bloom from early 
summer into fall and are very hardy. 'Arizona Sun' 
performs best in well-drained soil and is salt-tolerant.
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.75

GAILLARDIA 
'Fire Wheels' 
Blanket Flower · Sun · 12-15" · Zone 3-9

Unusual fluted petals are almost trumpet-like but 
maintain the classic Gaillardia coloration with a 
crimson center surrounded by a ring of yellow. This 
highly sought-after flower form has been stabilized 
by Jelitto into a seed strain for the first time. Still 
retains all the ease, drought tolerance, and bright 
summer color expected of a Blanket Flower.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.80

GAILLARDIA 
'Mesa Peach'      
Blanket Flower · Sun · 16-18" · Zone 5-9

Abundant bicolor light orange and yellow flowers stay 
vibrant all season without fading. Bushy plants are 
compact and uniform with a strong, upright habit. 
They are extremely vigorous, blooming 2–3 weeks 
earlier than other varieties and going all summer long if 
deadheaded. Butterflies love nectar-rich 'Mesa Peach'!
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.75

GALIUM odoratum   
Sweet Woodruff · Part Shade-Shade · 6-12" · Zone 4-8

While it’s merely an attractive shade groundcover here, 
this plant is used for making May wine in Germany! 
Lovely pinwheel-like foliage sports fragrant, 4-petaled, 
delicate white flowers in April and May. Use it as a 
great edging plant or in the crevices of walks.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85

GAILLARDIA TO 
GAURA
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GAURA lindheimeri 
'Crimson Butterflies'      
Wand Flower · Sun-Part Shade · 12-18" · Zone 5-9 · PP13189*

Dark red foliage and hot pink flowers are spectacular in the front of the border and in containers. 'Crimson Butterflies' 
forms a 12-inch mound of narrow, lance-shaped leaves that emerge crimson in spring, with the addition of some 
green as the leaves mature. Flowers appear in wand-like panicles on red stems, rising above the foliage to 18 inches 
tall. This tidy grower blooms all summer. It is drought and heat-tolerant and looks best massed or in groups.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.80 · Royalty=$0.15 

GAURA lindheimeri 
'Rosy Jane'      
Wand Flower · Sun · 24-30" · Zone 5-10 · PPAF*

A bicolor breakthrough for Gaura, 'Rosy Jane' has 
graceful white flowers with pretty pink picotee edges. 
Slender stems are topped with blooms from June to 
September, creating a beautiful display. As a native 
plant it’s a natural choice for butterfly gardens. Once 
established it exhibits excellent drought tolerance.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.80 · Royalty=$0.15 

GAURA lindheimeri 
'Siskiyou Pink'      
Wand Flower · Sun · 30" · Zone 5-9

Sprays of pink alternate flowers appear on upright stems 
from June until frost. 'Siskiyou Pink' is great for the 
border, wildflower, cottage or naturalized garden. Very 
well-drained soil is the key to success with this tough 
Gaura, which otherwise loves average garden conditions.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.80

GAURA lindheimeri 
'So White'      
Wand Flower · Sun · 15-18" · Zone 6-9

Pure white flowers billow over dwarf plants from 
late June until frost. 'So White' is the hardiest 
Gaura we have found. Growers who have problems 
overwintering them say this variety thrives in pots. 
Plant it in sandy, loamy, well-drained soil.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.80

GAURA 
'Walberton’s Silver Fountain'     
Wand Flower · Sun · 24" · Zone 5

A profusion of clear white blooms top highly variegated 
green and white foliage. Plants have an airy loose 
feel and hold their flowers aloft on tall stems. 
Variegation is clean and bright providing interest 
even when plants are not in flower which is rare 
given it has an exceptionally long bloom period.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.80 · Royalty=$0.25
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GERANIUM 
'Intense' 
Cranesbill · Sun · 10" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF*

These bright pink flowers are intense! Lots and 
lots of brilliant blooms top the fragrant foliage. 
'Intense' is a strong grower that makes a lovely 
low-maintenance mound of foliage, with the 
green leaves often staining red in autumn.
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.85 · Royalty=$0.15

NEW
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GERANIUM macrorrhizum 
'Bevan’s Variety' 
Cranesbill · Sun-Part Shade · 8-12" · Zone 4-8

Thick clusters of deep magenta flowers appear from 
mid spring into summer. Low spreading clumps of 
aromatic foliage make an excellent groundcover 
for the perennial border. Gorgeous orange-red 
fall color extends the season of interest.
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.75

GERANIUM cantabrigiense 
'Biokovo'       
Cranesbill · Sun-Part Shade · 12-15" · Zone 5-8

Flowers are a blush white with pink centers May  
into June. Aromatic, glossy light green foliage. An 
exceptional groundcover for part shade or sun. Red  
and orange fall color.
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.75

PPA
Plant of Year

2015

GERANIUM macrorrhizum 
'Ingwersen’s Variety' 
Cranesbill · Sun-Part Shade · 12-18" · Zone 4-8

Semi-evergreen foliage is topped with profuse 
clusters of soft pink flowers with showy pistils 
and stamens in late spring to early summer. Large 
fragrant leaves and the density of the roots are ideal 
for keeping the weeds out. Excellent fall color.
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.75

GERANIUM cantabrigiense 
'Karmina' 
Cranesbill · Sun-Part Shade · 12" · Zone 3-7

Much deeper and richer raspberry-pink color 
than 'Biokovo'. Great groundcover. The leaves 
are aromatic and an attractive green. 
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.75

GERANIUM 
'Cloud Nine' 
Cranesbill · Sun-Part Shade · 12" · Zone 3-7

Much deeper and richer raspberry-pink color 
than 'Biokovo'. Great groundcover. The leaves 
are aromatic and an attractive green. 
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.95 · Royalty=$0.25

GERANIUM striatum 
'Lancastriense' 
Lancaster Geranium · Sun-Part Shade · 8" · Zone 4-8

This is the famous Lancaster Geranium, originally 
found in the wild in Northern England. Rose pink 
flowers are nestled among leaves in short, mounded, 
creeping form. It’s great for landscaping!
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.85

GERANIUM sanguineum 
'Max Frei' 
Cranesbill · Sun-Part Shade · 10-15" · Zone 3-7

Plant 'Max Frei' en masse for a stunning 
groundcover. Reddish-purple flowers bloom 
in May and June and re-bloom throughout the 
summer. The compact, mounding, shiny dark 
green foliage often turns red in autumn.
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.85

GERANIUM 
'Rozanne'    
Cranesbill · Sun-Part Shade 
18-20" · Zone 5-8 · PP12175*

This is the longest blooming Geranium we have ever seen. 
Large, violet-blue, saucer-shaped flowers cover deep 
green, heat-resistant foliage all summer. Let 'Rozanne' 
star in your rock garden! A Must Have™ perennial.
21s=$3.05 · 50s=$2.10 · Royalty=$0.10

PPA
Plant of Year

2008

GERANIUM macrorrhizum 
'Spessart' 
Cranesbill · Sun-Part Shade · 15-18" · Zone 4-8

Burgundy flower buds open to white flowers with a 
hint of pink. Mat-forming foliage consists of large 
green leaves. It blooms from May into June.
21s=$2.95 · 50s=$1.75

Toll Free 1.888.565.0050 | TEL 717.556.0000 | FAX 717.556.0001   
Info@creekhillnursery.com | www.creekhillnursery.com*Unauthorized propagation is prohibited.
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HELENIUM autumnale 
'Fuego' 
Sneezeweed · Sun · 18-20" · Zone 3-9 · PPAF*

From Dutch breeder Arie Blom comes 'Fuego', an orange 
Helenium with rings of yellow around the small button 
cone and the petal tips. Shorter than most Heleniums, 
these flowers reach heights of 18-20" within the first 
year and 24-30" by the second year. If you cut them back 
in June, they will remain between 18-20" every year.
21s=$2.25 · 72s=$1.25 · Royalty=$0.25

HELENIUM autumnale 
'Salsa' 
Sneezeweed · Sun · 18-20" · Zone 3-9 · PPAF*

A red Helenium, 'Salsa' has a golden hue with a small 
ring of brown bleeding away from the dark brown button 
cone. It is consistently shorter than the autumnale 
species. Vibrant in late summer, this variety also 
blends well with fall colors when autumn arrives.
21s=$2.25 · 72s=$1.25 · Royalty=$0.25

HELENIUM autumnale 
'Siesta' 
Sneezeweed · Sun · 18-20" · Zone 3-9 · PP25969*

Deep bluish-red ray petals surround a maroon and 
yellow cone to create a lovely two-toned effect. 
'Siesta' is a valuable nectar source for native 
bees and butterflies, and contrary to its common 
name it’s unlikely to make you sneeze.
21s=$2.25 · 72s=$1.25 · Royalty=$0.25

HELENIUM autumnale 
'Sombrero' 
Sneezeweed · Sun · 18-20" · Zone 3-9 · PPAF*

Rich, bright yellow right down to its button cone, 
'Sombrero' is the only variety with a colored cone 
in Arie Blom’s collection. These strong, sturdy 
stems make for lovely, long lasting cut flowers. It 
offers excellent powdery mildew resistance.
21s=$2.25 · 72s=$1.25 · Royalty=$0.25

HELIANTHUS salicifolius 
'Autumn Gold'      
Willowleaf Sunflower 
Sun · 24-26" · Zone 5-10 · PPAF*

For most of the growing season it appears to be an 
attractive narrow leafed green shrub. Upon the arrival 
of Autumn it is absolutely covered in tons of small 
bright yellow sunflowers. Provides non-stop fall color 
until the first hard frost. Perfect for fall programs.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.10

HELENIUM TO 
HELLEBORUS

HELIOPSIS 
'Bleeding Hearts'
False Sunflower · Sun · 47" · Zone 3-9
Flowers open fire red at first, then as the flower 
ages it bleeds to orange-red starting from the tips 
of the petals, and ends the classic heliopsis golden 
orange. Healthy dark purple leaves have dramatic 
black stems. Tall clumps of this ornamental foliage 
are topped with blooms from July through October.
21s=2.15 · 72s=$1.15

HELIOPSIS 
'Fire Twister'       
False Sunflower · Sun · 24-30" · Zone 3-9
A mass planting of 'Fire Twister' is impressive—the 
flowers are big, bright orange suffused with red, but 
the dark foliage underneath truly makes the color 
pop. It’s a striking combination that flowers in sunny 
areas from June through October. This variety grows 
waist-high so it does not tower over you or its neighbors 
in the garden, as some Heliopisis are prone to do. 
21s=2.15 · 72s=$1.15 · Royalty=$0.24

HELIOPSIS helianthoides 
'Sunstruck'       
False Sunflower · Sun · 14-16" · Zone 4-9 · PP25524* 
The bright white variegated foliage is laced with 
green veining and is the perfect contrast for its 
2” wide yellow flowers. A compact variety at just 
over a foot tall its blooms appear nearly a month 
earlier than other varieties and go all summer.
21s=2.15 · 72s=$1.15 · Royalty=$0.12

HELLEBORUS 
'Ivory Prince'
Lenten Rose · Part Shade-Shade  
12-18" · Zone 4-9 · PP16199*
Reliable classic known for its multitude of very 
upright and outward facing flowers in shades of 
cream. In most areas it is in full bloom by mid-
February gracefully taking below freezing temps 
and snow storms without singeing a petal.
21s=$3.75 · Royalty=$0.55
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SAFER FOR BEES
SAFER FOR YOU

HELLEBORUS orientalis 
Pine Knot Select
Lenten Rose · Part Shade-Shade · 12-18" · Zone 4-9 
From the specialists at Pine Knot Farm in Virginia comes this Hellebore mix, selected for a wide 
range of colors and bloom forms. Nodding flowers are mostly single with some semi or fully double, 
in solids and patterns from dark purple to pure white dotted with scarlet, yellow, and pink.
36s=$3.75

HELLEBORUS 
'Mont Blanc'        
Lenten Rose · Sun-Part Shade · 12-16" · Zone 3-9
Single snow-white flowers begin to bloom a month before 
Christmas and continue where winters are mild. In colder 
climes it may pause for winter and rebloom in spring. 
'Mont Blanc' is vigorous in the garden but also looks great 
in small pots. Good for winter gift season without needing 
to be forced, as the holidays fall in the peak of its bloom.
21s=$3.75 · Royalty=$0.35

HELLEBORUS 
'Winter Magic™ Candy Love'   
Lenten Rose · Part Shade-Shade · 12-15” 
Zone 3-9 · PP19413*

Large single flowers begin blooming in late winter. 
Starting off cream they mature first to a shell pink, then 
gather hints of green and finally end up a dusty chocolate. 
This Hellebore has flowers that hold their heads up 
proudly, displaying their blooms in various stages of color.
21s=$3.75 · Royalty=$0.35

HELLEBORUS 
Southern Belle Doubles Strain 
Lenten Rose · Sun-Full Shade · 15" · Zone 4-9

Breeding for doubles is extremely difficult among 
Hellebores. It requires a great deal of skill because 
doubleness is a very recessive trait. This beautiful mix of 
Pine Knot varieties is all doubles with lots of colors and 
patterns, making it even more unique and desirable.
36s=$3.95

NEW

HELLEBORUS 
'Winter Magic™ Snow Love'  
Lenten Rose · Part Shade-Shade  
12-15" · Zone 3-9 · PP19559*

A large healthy plant, typically it is one of the first 
Hellebores to bloom in late winter, often in the midst 
of snow. It has large white outward facing blooms 
that are held well above the foliage. These begin to 
fade to lime before ending up a bright kelly green.
21s=$3.75 · Royalty=$0.35

Toll Free 1.888.565.0050 | TEL 717.556.0000 | FAX 717.556.0001   
Info@creekhillnursery.com | www.creekhillnursery.com*Unauthorized propagation is prohibited.
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Looking to build a bench of bestsellers? 

Make sure to include the popular cultivars 

that everyone looks for. Large or small, these 

varieties form the backbone of any good sun 

or shade display.

SUN BESTSELLERS
#1 GERANIUM 'Rozanne'
#2 RUDBECKIA 'American Gold Rush'
#3 RUDBECKIA 'Goldsturm'
#4 ARALIA 'Sun King'
#5 ALLIUM 'Millenium'
#6 LAVENDER 'Phenomenal'
#7 ASCLEPIAS tuberosa
#8 ECHINACEA 'Sombrero® Lemon Imp.'
#9 DIANTHUS 'Firewitch'
#10 ECHINACEA 'Kim’s Knee High'

SHADE BESTSELLERS
#1 HEUCHERA 'Caramel'
#2 HEUCHERA 'Obsidian'
#3 BRUNNERA 'Jack Frost'
#4 BRUNNERA 'Silver Heart'
#5 PULMONARIA 'Trevi Fountain'
#6 POLEMONIUM 'Touch of Class'
#7 HAKONECHLOA 'All Gold'
#8 PULMONARIA 'Raspberry Splash'
#9 HELLEBORUS Pine Knot Select
#10 HEUCHERELLA 'Sweet Tea'

Rudbeckia 'American Gold Rush'

Allium 'Millenium'Geranium 'Rozanne'

Pulmonaria 'Trevi Fountain'

Heuchera 'Caramel'

Polemonium 'Touch of Class'

Brunnera 'Jack Frost'

Aralia 'Sun King'

BEST 
SELLERS
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PERENNIALS FOR SHADE
Echinacea 'Sombrero® Granada Gold'

Agastache 'Morello' Mazus reptans

Heuchera 'Carnival Rose Granita'Lewisia Rainbow Mix

Dianthus American Pie™ 'Georgia Peach'

GROUNDCOVERSEARLY-BLOOMING

NATIVE PERENNIALS     

DEER-RESISTANT

BEE SUPPORT

 ∙ Ajuga
 ∙ Amsonia 'Blue Ice'
 ∙ Dianthus
 ∙ Dicentra
 ∙ Euphorbia
 ∙ Galium
 ∙ Lamium

 ∙ Phlox divaricata
 ∙ Phlox
stolonifera
 ∙ Polemonium
 ∙ Salvia
 ∙ Tradescantia

 ∙ Ajuga
 ∙ Ceratostigma
 ∙ Delosperma
 ∙ Epimedium
 ∙ Galium
 ∙ Geranium
 ∙ Hypericum
calycinum
 ∙ Lamium

 ∙ Lysimachia
 ∙ Mazus
 ∙ Nepeta
 ∙ Origanum
 ∙ Phlox stolonifera
 ∙ Stonecrop Sedum
 ∙ Stachys
byzantina

 ∙ Agastache
 ∙ Allium
 ∙ Amsonia
 ∙ Artemisia
 ∙ Asclepias
 ∙ Buddleia
 ∙ Dicentra
 ∙ Echinacea
 ∙ Euphorbia

 ∙ Geranium
 ∙ Lamium
 ∙ Lavandula
 ∙ Mazus
 ∙ Nepeta
 ∙ Origanum
 ∙ Perovskia
 ∙ Salvia
 ∙ Stachys

 ∙ Achillea
 ∙ Agastache
 ∙ Aquilegia
 ∙ Asclepias
 ∙ Aster
 ∙ Baptisia
 ∙ Buddleia
 ∙ Caryopteris
 ∙ Ceratostigma
 ∙ Chelone
 ∙ Coreopsis
 ∙ Dicentra
 ∙ Echinacea
 ∙ Eupatorium
 ∙ Gaillardia
 ∙ Geranium
 ∙ Helenium

 ∙ Knautia
 ∙ Lavandula
 ∙ Leucanthemum
 ∙ Lobelia
 ∙ Lonicera
 ∙ Lupine
 ∙ Monarda
 ∙ Nepeta
 ∙ Perovskia
 ∙ Phlox
paniculata
 ∙ Rudbeckia
 ∙ Salvia
nemerosa
 ∙ Sedum
telephium
 ∙ Tradescantia

 ∙ Amsonia
 ∙ Asclepias
 ∙ Aster 'Purple Dome'
 ∙ Baptisia australis
 ∙ Carex appalachica
 ∙ Carex pensylvanica
 ∙ Carex 'Bunny Blue'
 ∙ Chelone
 ∙ Coreopsis
 ∙ Echinacea
 ∙ Euphorbia
 ∙ Eupatorium
 ∙ Gaillardia
 ∙ Gaura
 ∙ Helianthus
 ∙ Heliopsis
 ∙ Heuchera 
'Autumn Bride'
 ∙ Heuchera 
'Dale’s Strain'

 ∙ Heuchera 
  'Palace Purple' 
· Hibiscus
 ∙ Hydrangea 
arborescens
 ∙ Hydrangea 
quercifolia
 ∙ Lewisia
 ∙ Lobelia
 ∙ Lonicera
 ∙ Lupine
 ∙ Monarda
 ∙ Penstemon
 ∙ Phlox
 ∙ Polemonium 
'Stairway to Heaven'
 ∙ Rudbeckia
 ∙ Sedum ternatum
 ∙ Tiarella
'Running Tapestry'
 ∙ Tradescantia

 ∙ Acanthus
 ∙ Ajuga
 ∙ Alchemilla
 ∙ Anemone
 ∙ Astilbe
 ∙ Brunnera
 ∙ Carex appalachica
 ∙ Carex pensylvanica
 ∙ Ceratostigma
 ∙ Dicentra
 ∙ Epimedium
 ∙ Eupatorium
 ∙ Galium

 ∙ Geranium
 ∙ Hakonechloa
 ∙ Heuchera
 ∙ Heucherella
 ∙ Lamium
 ∙ Lobelia
 ∙ Mazus
 ∙ Phlox divaricata
 ∙ Phlox stolonifera
 ∙ Polemonium
 ∙ Tiarella
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Creek Hill Nursery offers a range of discounts based on the volume of plants purchased.  
The discount structure applies to the following criteria:
 • Initial orders must meet dollar amounts and ship on one date. 
 • Back orders do not apply. 
 • Orders must meet dollar amounts upon shipping.

VOLUME DISCOUNT RATES
$1,000 to $2,499.99 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1% Discount
$2,500 to $3,999.99 . . . . . . . . . . . .2% Discount

$4,000 to $5,499.99 . . . . . . . . . . . .3% Discount
$5,500 to $6,999.99 . . . . . . . . . . . .4% Discount
$7,000 and up . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5% Discount

VERNALIZED ORDERS 
We release a fixed list of vernalized items, their prices and schedule through the Availability List, published weekly. All vernalized items ship after 
week 4 to ensure sufficent vernalization. 

NO ADVANCE ORDERS 
NAO Terms: This means we are experiencing problems with this plant due to difficult propagation or lack of tissue culture or seed availability. 
Rather than accumulating back orders and possibly upsetting customers, we have decided to sell these plants only when we have them on hand.

SHIPPING AND TERMS 
Shipping Racks: We ship on wood racks by a common carrier for orders of 40 or more trays. The plants are well-protected during shipment, 
customers avoid the boxing charges, and there is no cardboard waste afterwards. The full rack can hold 64 trays, and the half-rack holds 40 trays.

Shipping: We ship on our trucks. $3.00 per flat will be charged. Minimum trucking order is 50 flats. Orders are subject to truck schedule. We ship 
UPS to all 50 states and Canada. For boxed orders, a $8.50 per box boxing charge will apply. All Canadian orders require shipping on a phyto 
week and will incur a $45.00 phyto fee. We also allow pick-up at our Leola or Manheim locations.

General Terms: For those customers who have established credit with us, 
payment is Net 30 days. All others will be on a cash basis. Overdue accounts 
will incur a finance charge of 2% per month (24% per year). All discounts 
and special pricing are contingent upon payment terms. We reserve the right 
to rescind any and all discounts on delinquent accounts.

Past Due Accounts: All accounts that have reached a status of 60 days past 
due will be put on hold and all discounts will be forfeited.

Returned Checks: A $35 fee will be charged for all returned checks. The 
buyer agrees that in the event of default by nonpayment of an overdue 
account, they shall be liable for collection charges including reasonable 
attorney fees. Action to enforce payment shall fall under the jurisdiction of 
Lancaster County, PA.

Refund Guarantee: We guarantee our plants to be of good quality and true to 
name. We will refund or replace (if available) any plant material that does not 
meet this quality standard. Availability is subject to change without notice.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
Creek Hill Nursery acknowledges all orders. To avoid any additional costs, 
please review the acknowledgement for accuracy and communicate any 
changes to us prior to the ship date.

TERMS & 
CONDITIONS
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CREEK HILL STAFF
Ron Strasko, President

Ross Strasko, Vice President
John Zuleta, Director of Operations

Joel DiBernardo, Head Grower
Jen LaCasse, Customer Service Manager

Matt Sterba, Customer Service
Lisa Griffin, Inventory

Patrica Cook, Financial Manager
Wayne Rowe, Manager, Manheim Location

Steve Mowrer, Manager, Shreiner’s Location
David Horst, Manager, East Earl Location 

Phil Cabassa, Production Coordinator

DISTRIBUTORS
2Plant International

Ball Seed
Barry Freeman & Associates

Bill Moore & Co.
BFG Supply

Bondi Plant Brokerage LLC
De Vroomen 

Dragon Agro Products
Eason Horticultural

Express Seed
Florasource, Ltd.

Fleurizon LLC
Foremost Co., Inc.

Germania Seed Company
Great Green Sources LLC

Griffin
Henry F. Michell Co.

Holland Garden Products
Holtex

John D. Schmidt & Associates
Koenig & Associates 

KPS Sales
KRS Quality Growers

Maryland Plants & Supplies
McHutchison & Co.

Mid-Atlantic Plant Co.
M&M Flowers

M&M Plant Sales, Inc.
Netherland Bulb
Paulger’s Plants

Robin Wittman Co.
S.G. Calautti Co.

Southeast Biostimulants
The Perennial Market

The Raymond Perri Company
Thievon Horticulture

Vandenberg Horticulture
Vaughans Horticulture

FORMS OF PAYMENT
Cash

Checks
American Express 

Discover
Mastercard

VISA

PICTURE TAGS 
Plant Labels: We stock color picture labels for all of our material. Our tag is 
1-5/8" wide by 5-5/8" tall with a large picture of the plant on the front and 
cultural information on the back. Tags can be ordered with your plants or 
separately at the cost of $0.16 each. 

Tag Availability: Please note new plants may not immediately have tags 
due to lack of photography. We and the tag company do, at times, run 
out of stock. At these times, your patience and understanding are greatly 
appreciated.

DIRECTIONS TO CREEK HILL NURSERY 
We are located on the north side of Rte. 23 behind Leola Pizza. Turn into 
Dollar General Store lot, then right into our driveway.

From Baltimore: I-95 to I-695 (Towson) to Route 83N to the Route 462 exit. 
Go straight across at bottom of ramp on North Hills Road to Route 30 E, then 
to Route 23 E.

From Wilmington: 141N to Lancaster, 41 into  Pennsylvania, 41N to 30W, 772N (first 
right) to Intercourse, left onto 340W, first light, right on 772N to 23E.

From Pennsylvania Turnpike: Exit 286 to 222S to the Brownstown exit, left onto 
772S to 23E. 

ADDRESS: 17 West Main Street, Leola, PA 17540

Toll Free 1.888.565.0050 | TEL 717.556.0000 | FAX 717.556.0001   
Info@creekhillnursery.com | www.creekhillnursery.com*Unauthorized propagation is prohibited.
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HEUCHERA 
'Northern Exposure Sienna'

Buy it because of the leaves that change colors with 
the seasons and its heavy flower show. Keep it because 

it survives down to Zone 3 due to the richardsonii 
genes. Hardiness almost unheard of in a Heuchera.

Creek Hill Nursery  
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HEUCHERA  
COLLECTION

HEUCHERA 
'Berry Smoothie' 
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade · 18" · Zone 4-9 · PP21871*

The foliage ranges a bit in color with the season, 
emerging bright rose pink in spring and darkening 
to purplish-rose in summer. The finest pink in the 
Heuchera palate, 'Berry Smoothie' is also heat 
and humidity tolerant. Cream flowers appear 
in midsummer. A Terra Nova introduction.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

HEUCHERA 
'Blackout' 
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade 
12-18" · Zone 4-9 · PP20613*

'Blackout' boasts a darker leaf than 'Obsidian'. Black, 
almost glossy leaves appear in dense layers in this hybrid. 
It sports creamy white flowers and a nice compact habit. 
This variety contrasts very well with other light Heucheras.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$1.90 · Royalty=$0.20

HEUCHERA 
'Caramel' 
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade · 24-
30" · Zone 4-9 · PP16560*

Yum! Beautiful apricot foliage matures to caramel. It is 
more reliable than other Heucheras in hot, wet summers. 
Dainty pinkish-white flowers appear at season’s end.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.00 · Royalty=$0.15

HEUCHERA americana 
'Dale’s Strain'      
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade · 18" · Zone 4-9

This Eastern Native sports green leaves with a  
silvery blue overlay. Discovered in the mountains of  
N. Carolina by rogue eco-horticulturist Dale Hendricks.
21s=$2.60 · 72s=$1.50

HEUCHERA 
'Carnival Black Olive' 
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade · 10-12" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

Shiny foliage starts out green and matures to 
smoky olive. Leaves have rose undersides and 
distinctive veining. In spring, sprays of delicate 
creamy pink flowers bloom on tall dark stems.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.00 · Royalty=$0.10

HEUCHERA 
'Carnival Peach Parfait' 
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade · 10-12" · Zone 4-9

Large ruffled leaves are peach-toned with dark orange 
veining, brushed lightly with silver. A tidy mounding 
habit makes 'Carnival Peach Parfait' a good choice 
for adding color and texture to the front of the border. 
This hardy variety is tolerant of heat and humidity.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.00 · Royalty=$0.10

Toll Free 1.888.565.0050 | TEL 717.556.0000 | FAX 717.556.0001   
Info@creekhillnursery.com | www.creekhillnursery.com*Unauthorized propagation is prohibited.
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HEUCHERA  
COLLECTION

HEUCHERA 
'Carnival Rose Granita' 
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade · 10-12" · Zone 4-9

Jewel-toned foliage is frosted rosy-purple with prominent 
purple venation. It’s ideal for landscaping applications, 
adding both interesting texture and color to borders 
and mixed containers. Sprays of small flowers on dark 
pink stems attract butterflies and hummingbirds.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.00 · Royalty=$0.10

HEUCHERA 
'Carnival Watermelon' 
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade · 10-12" · Zone 4-9

Leaves in soft shades of peach, pink, and green 
have hints of pink showing through from the 
undersides. It mixes easily with other varieties 
from the hardy Carnival series, adding unique 
texture and rich color to the landscape.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.00 · Royalty=$0.10

HEUCHERA 
'Fire Alarm' 
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade · 9-13" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

Intensely red foliage—the reddest of any  
Heuchera—flares in spring. The leathery 
leaves smolder into shades of reddish-brown 
in summer that brighten again in fall. Very 
showy. Our favorite Terra Nova introduction.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

HEUCHERA 
'Fire Chief' 
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade 
9-18" · Zone 4-9 · PP21880*

With bright red new foliage, 'Fire Chief' will be drawing 
eyes to the garden all spring. Leaves deepen to dark red 
with a maroon overlay and finally mahogany by autumn. 
More floriferous than most, its white flowers compliment 
the foliage. Another excellent Terra Nova introduction.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

HEUCHERA 
'Forever® Purple' 
Coral Bells · Sun-Shade · 12-15" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

Aptly named by Terra Nova, this Heuchera has thick 
damage-resistant leaves that start off a clear saturated 
purple and never fade! Whether in full sun or part shade 
it thrives maintaining mounded form and strong color, 
bringing all-season contrast to any garden bed.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

HEUCHERA 
'Forever® Red' 
Coral Bells · Sun-Shade · 7" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

Joining its sister Forever Purple in providing 
eye scorching saturated shades of pure color. 
Brighter and redder than 'Fire Chief’'with smaller 
more lobed leaves than 'Fire Alarm'.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

HEUCHERA 
'Champagne' 
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade · 12-18" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

Peach-pink leaves with white veiling emerge in 
the spring turning golden during summer. New 
foliage growth throughout the season creates 
a unique multi-colored effect. Maroon stems of 
light peach flowers bloom freely all season.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

HEUCHERA 
'Citronelle' 
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade 
10-12" · Zone 4-9 · PP17208*

Light green leaves brighten any shade or 
semi-shade area—contrasts extremely well 
with its golden and black-leafed cousins.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.00 · Royalty=$0.15

HEUCHERA 
'Frilly'     
Coral Bells · Part Sun · 12-14" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF*

A truly unique Heuchera. True to its name, the leaves are 
extremely frilly to the point of a pom-pom rather than a 
conventional flat leaf. This unusual Heuchera grows tight 
to the crown with a sturdy and dense habit. Its amber 
color is similar 'Caramel' and the extreme ruffled shape 
of the foliage shows off the leaves golden undersides.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.35

NEW
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HEUCHERA 
'Georgia Peach' 
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade 
14-30" · Zone 4-9 · PP19375*

Large peach leaves with a silver overlay form a 
lush habit. Color intensifies in fall and winter to a 
frosted, rosy purple. Heat and humidity-tolerant.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

HEUCHERA 
'Green Spice' 
Coral Bells · Sun-Shade · 8-14" · Zone 4-9

The broad green leaves of this variety have a silvery 
overlay, darker green edges, and outstanding beet 
red veining. The leaves take on brilliant shades of 
red and orange in the fall. Tiny cream flowers appear 
in early summer. Excellent garden worthiness. 
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.00

HEUCHERA 
'Guacamole'  
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade · 12-24" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF

Brilliant lime green on extra-large wavy leaves with a 
matte finish. A full-figured plant, its substantial mound 
and bright color guarantee it won’t be lost among the 
other perennials. Small white flowers top the foliage 
in late spring. Bred by the famous Thierry Delabroye.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.00 · Royalty=$0.20

HEUCHERA 
'Lime Marmalade' 
Coral Bells · Part Shade-Shade · 10" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

A sport of one of our strongest Heucheras, 
'Marmalade'. 'Lime Marmalade' maintains the large 
form and hardy, extremely ruffled leaves but in a 
totally different color range of lemon-lime instead 
of orange. Like most Heucheras of this color it 
requires part shade or shade to truly do well. 
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

HEUCHERA 
'Gooseberry Lime'     
Coral Bells · Part-Full Shade · 10-12" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

For a dose of stunning contrast in the garden 
this Heuchera offers glowing lime green leaves. 
'Gooseberry Lime' keeps these warm late summer 
colors, even into the bare winter months staying 
evergreen in warmer climates. It is a prolific 
grower from the Indian Summer series.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.18

NEW

HEUCHERA 
Little Cutie™ 'Blondie'  
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade · 5-9" · Zone 4-9 · PP24564*

These yellow bells add to the recent trend of 
Heuchera flowers worth having. Small clumps of 
rich caramel foliage are adorned with numerous 
short wands of creamy yellow flowers. Probably the 
closest to a miniature Heuchera we have seen.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25
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HEUCHERA  
COLLECTION

HEUCHERA 
'Magma'
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade · 20-24" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

When it first erupts in spring 'Magma' has extra 
large leaves of bright red with hints of pink. As the 
season progresses the color cools to saturated red 
and then mahogany. Big, strong plants offer an 
alternative to some of our smaller red varieties. Winter 
hardy and suitable for a range of light conditions.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.00 · Royalty=$0.25

HEUCHERA 
'Midnight Rose' 
Coral Bells · Part Shade-Shade 
10" · Zone 4-9 · PP18551*

A sport of 'Obsidian', it shares the same dark leaves and 
vigor. However, its nearly black leaves are spangled with 
contrasting bright pink streaks and spots. Not quite as 
comfortable with full sun in hot summers, it’s best planted in 
partial shade where you can notice the unique patterning. 
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

HEUCHERA 
'Obsidian' 
Coral Bells · Part Shade-Shade 
10" · Zone 3-8 · PP14836*

'Obsidian' features dark purple to near-black, rounded, 
smooth leaves that look polished. Their undersides 
are deep purple with the same glassy finish. Small, 
creamy white flowers appear in late spring to early 
summer. Larger and more vigorous than 'Blackout'.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

HEUCHERA 
'Palace Purple'              
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade · 18" · Zone 2-8

A miscrantha type, 'Palace Purple' offers all-season 
color, with its unusual shiny, dark purple, maple-cut 
leaves. Sprays of small greenish-white flowers appear in 
late summer to early autumn. The foliage complements 
most other perennials. It prefers rich, evenly moist, 
well-drained soil. 1991 Perennial Plant of the Year™.

21s=$2.05 · 72s=$0.85

PPA
Plant of Year

1991

HEUCHERA 
'Northern Exposure Sienna'     
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade · 13-22" · Zone 3-10 · PPAF*

Leaves emerge green with amber veining that slowly 
expand until they are completely sienna orange by 
summer. Bred from hardy Heuchera richardsonii, 
'Northern Exposure Sienna' not only has attractive 
leaves and bright pink flowers but is vigorous 
and long-lived in the garden even to zone 3!
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

NEW

HEUCHERA macrorrhiza 
'Autumn Bride'      
Coral Bells · Part Shade-Shade · 24" · Zone 3-8

Say, “I do!” to the delicate, airy panicles of white flowers! 
They bloom over velvety lime green, maple-cut foliage 
from late summer into fall. Rich, moist, well-drained 
soil is best for this Heuchera, but it will tolerate dry 
shade. This superior low-maintenance groundcover 
boasts blooms that would make a lovely bouquet!
21s=$2.75 · 72s=$1.55
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HEUCHERA 
'Paris' 
Coral Bells · Sun-Shade ·10" · Zone 4-9 · PP18881*

Free-flowering, long blooming, cultivar produces 
large, deep rose-pink flowers on 14 inch scapes in 
late spring. Foliage is cool green with a bright silver 
overlay. Terra Nova Nurseries introduction. 
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

HEUCHERA 
'Peach Flambe' 
Coral Bells · Part Shade-Shade 
12-18" · Zone 4-9 · PP17195*

Get out your sunglasses! This Heuchera GLOWS bright peach 
in spring and summer before turning plum in winter. Leaves 
are flaming red with an overlay of orangey gold veining. It 
grows vigorously into a medium-sized plant. White flowers 
bloom in spring. Great variety from Terra Nova Nursery. 
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

HEUCHERA 
'Plum Pudding' 
Coral Bells · Part Shade-Shade · 8" · Zone 4-9

Silvery, dark burgundy serrated foliage with deep 
purple veining forms mounds of unusual color 
in the garden. Striking wine red flower stalks 
carry light pink blossoms in spring. A miscrantha 
type, it one of the most popular Heucheras.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.00

HEUCHERA 
'Silver Scrolls' 
Coral Bells · Sun-Part Shade · 10-12" · Zone 5-8

This is the big brother of 'Silver Maps', 'Silver 
Scrolls' has dark purple leaves overlaid 
with a patina of silver interrupted by dark 
veining. White flowers appear in spring.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.00

HEUCHERA 
'Southern Comfort'   
Coral Bells · Part Shade-Shade · 14" · Zone 4-9 · PP20364

Large lobed leaves change color from cinnamon 
peach to burnished copper to amber like a smooth 
whiskey. Creamy white flowers appear above the lush 
foliage in late summer. A Terra Nova introduction.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

HEUCHERA 
'Stainless Steel' 
Coral Bells · Part Shade-Shade 
8-12" · Zone 5-8 · PP23349*

New metallic-silver growth matures to a pale 
seafoam green with eggplant purple undersides. 
White flowers bloom in early May.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.00 · Royalty=$0.25
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HEUCHERELLA 
'Pink Revolution'
Foamy Bells · Sun-Part Shade · 12-15" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF*

Stunning spires of pink flowers bloom in late spring—the most flowers of all the pink Heucherellas introduced 
recently. Bright green deeply cut leaves develop purple markings as they mature for multiple seasons of interest.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

HEUCHERELLA 
'Plum Cascade™'  
Foamy Bells · Part Shade-Shade  
9-12" · Zone 4-11 · PPAF*

Heucherella has gone purple! Lobed silver-purple 
leaves are topped with light pink flowers that bloom 
on and off from May to October. Plants mound at 
first, then weep and wail with maturity. It looks 
especially smart alongside yellow foliage.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

HEUCHERELLA TO 
HYPERICUM

HEUCHERELLA 
'Art Nouveau'     
Foamy Bells · Part-Full Shade · 16-18" · Zone 4-9 · PP29285*

A large mound of green foliage features classic Tiarella markings on a the large leaves and mounded structure 
of a Heuchera. Substantial maple-shaped leaves are green with deep reddish brown centers and thick, dark 
veining. Plants are extremely vigorous and work well as edging, mass plantings, and container specimens.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

NEW

HEUCHERELLA 
'Art Tropico'     
Foamy Bells · Part-Full Shade · 12" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

'Art Tropico' emerges with bright yellow leaves 
with thin red markings. It adds a vivid splash 
of tropical color to the border or containers. 
Slightly trailing mounds are the perfect for lining 
beds or interplanting with taller perennials.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

NEW
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HEUCHERELLA 
'Solar Eclipse'
Foamy Bells · Sun-Shade · 10-16" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

Leaves begin almost entirely yellow with a heart of 
red-brown staining in the center that slowly grows 
until it nearly eclipses the entire leaf leaving only 
a bright yellow picotee outline. One of the most 
vigorous and attractive of the yellow Heucherellas, 
'Solar Eclipse' is showy in all of its stages.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

HEUCHERELLA 
'Stoplight' 
Foamy Bells · Sun-Shade · 6" · Zone 4-9 · PP16835*

You’ve arrived at the intersection of Heuchera and 
Tiarella. Radiant yellow leaves have a large, dark red 
blotch in the center which feathers out through the veins. 
Older leaves tinge green providing the three-colored 
effect of its namesake. White flowers are produced 
on 12-inch tall stalks beginning in late spring.
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

HEUCHERELLA 
'Sweet Tea' 
Foamy Bells · Part-Full Shade 
20-27" · Zone 4-9 · PP21296*

A standard in Heucherellas. Large palmately cut 
leaves with deep red veins form a mounding habit 
that pours generously. The warm orange foliage turns 
darker in summer and lightens in fall providing a full 
range of autumn hues. Great garden performer. 
21s=$3.15 · 72s=$2.30 · Royalty=$0.25

HYPERICUM calycinum   
St. John’s Wort · Sun-Part Shade · 15-18" · Zone 3-9

This St. John’s wort features golden yellow 
blooms. Flowers appear in June and July amid 
evergreen, semi-prostrate, ovate foliage. It is 
easy to grow in average, medium moisture, 
well-drained soil, but it thrives in sandy soils.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90

HYPERICUM calycinum 
'Brigadoon' 
St. John’s Wort · Sun-Part Shade · 12-18" · Zone 5-9

Electric yellow-green foliage turns orange in fall. Large 
rose-like yellow flowers cover the plant in summer. This 
subshrub is frequently planted as a groundcover. Leaves 
are rich green in sun but a lighter, yellowish-green in 
shade—warm enough to brighten any shade spot.
21s=$2.05 · 72s=$0.95

HYPERICUM calycinum 
'Fiesta' 
St. John’s Wort · Sun · 8-12" · Zone 5-9 · PP26400*

A strikingly variegated Hypericum, its oval leaves 
are splashed dark green on chartreuse with new 
growth blushed pink. This festival of color gets even 
more intense when yellow rose-shaped blooms 
appear in summer. This compact variety spreads 
slowly and is drought-tolerant once established.
21s=$2.05 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.17
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IBERIS TO 
LAVANDULA

LAVANDIN 
'Provence'  
French Lavender · Sun · 30" · Zone 6-9

'Provence' is a fragrant cross between L. latifolia 
and L. angustifolia that is taller than either parent. 
Lavender-blue flowers bloom over silvery green foliage 
in early summer. An interesting fact: The Lavandins were 
developed in France for their oil-producing qualities.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90

LAVANDULA angustifolia 
'Big Time Blue'
Lavender · Sun · 12-24" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF*

Vivid purple blooms are twice normal size. At 12”-20” 
this lavender has all the charm and fragrance at half 
the size. Small size, large flowers, and long season 
make it ideal in containers or along walkways.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.15

IBERIS 
'Snowsation'     
Sun · 6-8" · Zone 4-9 · PP29637

In spring masses of pure white flowers totally 
blanket the tidy, mounded plants and provide many 
weeks of strong flowering. This frost-tolerant Iberis 
was bred to begin its bloom a week or two earlier 
than most varieties but last just as long, and to 
be well-branched for maximum flower count.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.80 · Royalty=$0.06

KNAUTIA macedonica 
'Thunder and Lightning' 
Field Scabiosa · Sun · 12-15" · Zone 4-7 · PP21437*

'Thunder and Lightning' features beautiful cream 
and green leaves. Dark magenta pincushion flowers 
orbit the foliage from June to August. This is an 
excellent choice for the front of the border.
21s=$2.60 · 72s=$1.60 · Royalty=$0.25

LAMIUM maculatum 
'Purple Dragon' 
Spotted Dead Nettle · Part Shade-Shade 
6-8" · Zone 4-8 · PP15890*

'Purple Dragon' makes a dazzling addition to the garden 
from spring through fall! This variety produces the largest 
deep purple snapdragon-like flowers of any of the Lamiums. 
Bright silver foliage edged with green sports abundant 
blooms. It grows best in evenly moist, well-drained soils.
21s=$1.75 · 72s=$0.70 · Royalty=$0.19

LAMIUM maculatum 
'Beacon Silver' 
Spotted Dead Nettle · Part Shade-Shade · 4-8" · Zone 5-8

'Beacon Silver' shines! Heart-shaped silver leaves 
trimmed in green form a groundcover mat. Pink flowers 
appear in late spring. Evenly moist, well-drained 
soil is required. It may melt out in hot summer 
climates but usually perks back up in autumn.
21s=$1.75 · 72s=$0.70
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LAVANDULA intermedia 
'Grosso'  
French Lavender · Sun · 30" · Zone 5-9

This variety is great for butterfly gardens! Extremely 
fragrant deep violet-blue flowers bloom for most 
of the summer. Due to high-yielding spikes, this is 
one of the most popular oil plants in the Lavender 
world. It requires dry, extremely well-drained soil.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90

LAVANDULA angustifolia  
'Platinum Blonde™' 
Lavender · Sun · 16-24" · Zone 5-8 · PPAF*

Updating the look of English Lavenders, 'Platinum Blonde' 
has creamy variegation on broad leaves, blooming with 
stunning blue flowers in early summer. Especially fragrant 
and very bushy in habit. Tags required by breeder.
21s=$2.10 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.13

LAVANDULA angustifolia 
'Munstead' 
English Lavender · Sun · 12-15" · Zone 5-9

'Munstead' is the classic English Lavender. Dark blue flowers bloom over compact gray-green 
foliage in late spring and early summer. This variety is wonderfully fragrant!.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90

LAVANDULA angustifolia 
'Hidcote' 
English Lavender · Sun · 12" · Zone 5-9

'Hidcote' is probably the most popular of the 
English Lavenders. Deep violet-blue flowers rise 
over compact, silver-gray foliage. It is one of the 
hardiest of all the Lavender species and one of the 
primary sources of essential oils for perfume use.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90

SAFER FOR BEES
SAFER FOR YOU

LAVANDULA intermedia 
'Phenomenal®' 
Lavender · Sun · 24-32" · Zone 4-8 · PPAF*

One of the hardiest Lavenders, 'Phenomenal' sports 
uniform and consistent silvery foliage. It has a 
nice round form and it has a high oil content—a 
feature some people look for in a Lavender. Very 
low winter die back. Tags required by breeder.
21s=$2.10 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.13
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LAVANDULA 
'SuperBlue'     
Lavender · Sun · 9-12" · Zone 4-9 · PP24929*

Deep violet-blue flowers stand out against bright 
silver foliage. 'SuperBlue' is a nice compact variety 
that is a little less fussy about soils and humidity 
than other Lavenders. Highly versatile, it can add 
some midsummer color to the front of the mixed 
perennial border, rock garden, or herb garden.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.07

LAVANDULA 
'Sensational!®'     
Lavender · Sun · 36" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF

Compact silvery foliage is topped by large, dense 
purple flower spikes but 'Sensational!®' stands 
apart from traditional Lavender: it’s durable in the 
face of sun, heat, and humidity as well as being cold 
tolerant. Also, the thick stem is great for cutting—you 
can shake the flower bunch and it won’t bend.
21s=$2.10 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.20

LEUCANTHEMUM 
'Becky'      
Shasta Daisy · Sun-Part Shade · 30-36" · Zone 5-9

Large white daisies with yellow centers bloom in 
June and July over shiny, dark green foliage. A great 
cut flower, it is also stunning planted en masse. 
'Becky' does not tolerate wet conditions. Re-bloom 
can continue to fall with regular deadheading. 2003 
Perennial Plant of the Year™. A Must Have™ perennial.
21s=$2.10 · 72s=$1.10

PPA
Plant of Year

2003

LEUCANTHEMUM superbum 
'Snowcap' 
Shasta Daisy · Sun · 14-18" · Zone 3-7

The best of the short shastas. A long-lasting 
perennial introduced by Alan Bloom. Large pure 
white daisies atop bushy mounds of foliage 
in late summer. Sturdy, uniform habit.
21s=$2.10 · 72s=$1.10

LEWISIA 
'Constant Comment'      
Bitterroot · Sun-Part Shade · 3-5" · Zone 6-9

Large bright rose flowers appear again and again 
over compact growth. Being bred to have a tolerance 
for container growing and non-stop rebloom 
this Lewisia always has something to say.

21s=$2.60 · 72s=$1.55 · Royalty=$0.15

LEWISIA cotyledon 
'Rainbow Mix'        
Bitterroot · Sun · 4-6" · Zone 4-6

Rainbow Mix is an alpine native of the mountains of 
the US Northwest. Attractive rosettes of succulent and 
semi-succulent green leaves boast a vibrant mix of solid 
and striped flowers in summer. This plant is great for 
troughs and rock gardens. It requires good drainage.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$1.20
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LIMONIUM 
'Dazzle Rocks'   
Siberian Statice · Full Sun · 16" · Zone 4-8 · PPAF*

A great stride forward in Limonium breeding, ’Dazzle Rocks’ is compact, very floriferous, but most importantly fully 
winter hardy. Each stem produces an abundance of pretty lilac purple flowers to brighten beds, rock gardens, and 
containers, as well as vases and dried arrangements. It is drought and heat resistant so it’s suitable for xeriscaping.
21s=$2.60 · 50s=$1.60 · Royalty=$0.15

NEW

LOBELIA cardinalis        
Cardinal Flower · Sun-Shade · 36-48" · Zone 3-8

Scarlet trumpet blooms appear over bright green 
foliage in July and August. Plant this Lobelia in a 
shady, constantly moist-to-wet site. It works equally 
well in the border, native plant or woodland garden, or 
near ponds and streams. L. cardinalis tolerates more 
sun in cooler, northern climates or boggy soils.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.90

LOBELIA 
'Black Truffle'     
Cardinal Flower · Sun · 3-4' · Zone 3-8 · PP25687

Foliage emerges nearly-black and fades to a deep 
maroon with hints of green as the plant matures. The 
large tall stems of bright red flowers are magnets for 
butterflies, hummingbirds and other nectar feeders.
21s=$2.60 · 50s=$1.60 · Royalty=$0.25

NEW

LOBELIA 
'Starship Blue'     
Cardinal Flower · Sun-Shade · 28-32" · Zone 6-10

While not quite a true blue, this Lobelia provides towers 
of flowers in deep purple-blue. Part of the Starship series, 
it provides more flowers and a tidier habit than the 
species lobelia. Dramatic flower spikes provide perfect 
complement for more round mounding perennials.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.90

NEW

LOBELIA 
'Starship Scarlet'     
Cardinal Flower · Sun · 18-24" · Zone 5-8

Numerous spikes are covered with masses of 
bright scarlet red flowers. Beautiful bronzing on 
the leaves complements the brilliant blooms. 
Hummingbirds and butterflies are constantly 
fluttering around its sturdy flower spikes.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.90

NEW
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LONICERA sempervirens 
'Major Wheeler'      
Honeysuckle · Sun-Part Shade · 3-8" · Zone 3-8

'Major Wheeler' features coral-red trumpet-like 
flowers with golden insides against medium green viny 
foliage. Blooms appear from late spring to autumn. 
Choose this variety to cover a trellis, fence, or stone 
wall. It is easy to grow in average, moist soil.
21s=$2.60 · 50s=$1.70

LUPINE polyphyllus 
Russell Hybrid Mix     
Lupine · Sun · 36-48" · Zone 3-7

Hummingbirds love it! This variety comes in 
mixed colors that bloom from May to July. It 
continues to be a seasonal favorite, thanks to 
its elegant, majestic, showy flower spires.
21s=$1.75 · 50s=$0.90

LUPINE 
'Tutti Frutti'      
Lupine · Sun-Part Shade · 24-36" · Zone 4-8

Enormous tall, thick flower spikes bloom in a broad range 
of lush solids and bicolors, some that have not been seen 
before this mix. Color combinations include: midnight 
purple/magenta; persimmon/gold; butter/cream; pink/
primrose; two-tone pink, and purple/coral. Several stems 
rise out of a single base in well-established clumps.
21s=$1.75 · 50s=$0.90

LUPINE 
'Westcountry™ Manhattan Lights'      
Lupine · Sun · 36" · Zone 5-9

Stunning spires of bicolor blooms in radiant purple 
and soft yellow are produced on tall stems. This 
fashionable take on the summer garden classic 
offers vibrant color on a strong plant. Extra 
large flower spikes measure 24–36 inches.
21s=$2.75 · 50s=$1.90 · Royalty=$0.27

LUPINE 
'Westcountry™ Blacksmith'     
Lupine · Part Sun-Sun · 24-36" · Zone 4-9

Dramatic bicolor blooms of bold purple and white 
tower dramatically above vibrant mounds of bright 
green foliage. Lupines in the Westcountry™ series 
have extra thick spikes of large, heavy blooms that 
create distinctive mass plantings in the landscape. 
Butterflies and hummingbirds visit frequently.
21s=$2.75 · 50s=$1.90 · Royalty=$0.27

LUPINE 
'Westcountry™ Masterpiece'      
Lupine · Sun · 36" · Zone 5-9

Vibrant magenta-purple flower spikes are deftly 
highlighted by bright orange flecks. Planted en 
masse, these grand, showy blooms on tall sturdy 
stems turn a sunny border into an art gallery, with 
butterflies and hummingbirds as frequent visitors.
21s=$2.75 · 50s=$1.90 · Royalty=$0.27
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LUPINE 
'Westcountry™ Persian Slipper'     
Lupine · Sun · 24-36" · Zone 4-9

Westcountry™ presents a unique spin on Lupine with 
'Persian Slipper'. Extra thick, bicolor blooms are bold 
periwinkle blue and white, attracting butterflies and 
hummingbirds to the garden. Tall flower spikes add 
drama as they rise above a mound of verdant foliage. 
It makes a bold statement when planted en masse.
21s=$2.75 · 50s=$1.90 · Royalty=$0.27

LUPINE 
'Westcountry™ Red Rum'      
Lupine · Sun · 36" · Zone 5-9

In a shining example of less-is-more, a fleck of 
white enhances the rosy red of these oversized, 
bicolor flower spikes. Plant in a group for a 
thrilling sunny bed of red. Towering Westcountry™ 
Lupines also make dramatic cut flowers.
21s=$2.75 · 50s=$1.90 · Royalty=$0.27

LUPINE 
'Westcountry™ Tequila Flame'     
Lupine · Full-Part Sun · 24-36" · Zone 5-8 · PP23047*

Two colors are always interesting, and here 
we have a bright yellow and red bicolor. It’s a 
distinct color combo and very striking. Same 
extra large flowers and bright contrast that has 
made the Westcountry Lupines so popular.
21s=$2.75 · 50s=$1.90 · Royalty=$0.27

NEW

LYCHNIS flos-cuculi 
'Petite Jenny'
Catchfly or Ragged Robin · Sun · 14" · Zone 5-8

Compact mounds of bushy foliage give way to airy 
masses of soft, lavender-pink double blooms on this 
tufted dwarf. Flowers rise about a foot above the 
leaves on graceful stems, and are sterile so reseeding 
is not a problem. It has a longer bloom period, from 
spring throughout summer, and attracts pollinators.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.27

LYCHNIS flos-cuculi 
'Petite Henri'
Catchfly or Ragged Robin · Sun · 18" · Zone 5-8

This short clump of green foliage might easily be 
overlooked until late spring when it reveals hundreds 
of small, double snow white flowers. Blooms float like 
a cloud about a foot above the leaves on long thin 
stems. It’s perfect as filler in the garden or a vase, and 
has a very long bloom time from May to October.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.19

LYCHNIS 
'Lipstick' 
Maltese Cross · Sun · 18-24" · Zone 4-8

Bright, red-orange flowers bloom over contrasting 
bronze foliage throughout the summer. Larger 
flowers than the species. Seedpods provide fall 
interest. Deer-resistant and drought-tolerant.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$1.00 · Royalty=$0.25
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LYSIMACHIA nummularia 
'Aurea' 
Creeping Jenny/Money Plant 
Sun-Part Shade · 6" · Zone 4-8

Golden strings of spreading coin-like foliage brighten 
the shade garden! 'Aurea' is a good contrast plant and 
groundcover, and a great choice for water gardens or 
along ponds or streams. It is striking when sited to 
spill over stones or when used in hanging baskets.
21s=$1.70 · 72s=$0.70

MAZUS reptans 
'Alba' 
Cupflower · Sun-Part Shade · 3" · Zone 3-7

A very vigorous, obedient spreader! 'Alba' creates 
beautiful mats of small leaves that are covered with 
petite white flowers. It blooms in early summer.
72s=$0.90

MAZUS reptans   
Cupflower · Sun-Part Shade · 3" · Zone 3-7

A very vigorous, obedient spreader! Mazus reptans 
creates beautiful mats of small leaves that are covered 
with petite lavender flowers. It blooms from May to June.
72s=$0.90

MONARDA 
'Bee-You™ Bee-Free'        
Bee Balm · Sun · 20-24" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF* 

A stout globe of rich purple flowers with bracts that 
stain purple make for an attractive look even before 
the plant fully begins to bloom. Disease resistant 
foliage is rich green for most of the year but in cool 
fall weather it sometimes stains completely purple. A 
favorite among bees in Penn State’s pollinator trials.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.25

MONARDA 
'Bee-You™ Bee-Happy'     
Bee Balm · Sun · 20-24" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF* 

Particularly bright red-pink flowers bloom all through 
summer. The disease resistant foliage is a rich shade 
of green and its perfect midsize height guarantees it is 
tall enough for it to be seen in all its glory, but not so 
tall that its glory flops all over your other perennials.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.25

LYSIMACHIA TO 
NEPETA

MONARDA 
'Bee-You™ Bee-Lieve'     
Bee Balm · Sun · 15-18" · Zone 5-9 · PP29078*

An attractive pink and white bi-color, accented by maroon 
bracts that unfold into a large flower for the dwarf 
size of the plant. Bees, butterflies, and hummingbirds 
can’t resist the sweet nectar and fragrance.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.25

NEW
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MONARDA 
'Bee-You™ Bee-Merry'        
Bee Balm · Sun · 20-24" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF* 

A rich shade of magenta surrounds a brown button center 
in this excellent dwarf Monarda. Rich green foliage is 
disease resistant and makes for a perfect contrast with 
its summer bloom. Reaching a foot and half tall this 
Monarda is the perfect way to add classic bee balm 
color without it overshadowing your other perennials.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.25

MONARDA didyma 
'Coral Reef'      
Bee Balm · Sun · 24-36" · Zone 3-9 · PP16741*

A distinctly different disease-resistant bee balm! 
'Coral Reef' boasts fluorescent coral-to-salmon 
pink blooms from July to frost. Flowers float over 
dark green, mildew-resistant foliage with an 
upright habit. It requires rich, consistently moist, 
well-drained soil. Deadhead to prolong bloom time.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.25

MONARDA didyma 
'Jacob Cline'      
Bee Balm · Sun · 60" · Zone 3-8

The large red flowers of 'Jacob Cline' bloom from 
June through August. It requires rich, consistently 
moist, well-drained soil and is mildew-resistant. 
Deadhead to prolong bloom time.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85

NEPETA 
'Blue Prelude'    
Catmint · Sun-Part Shade · 28-36" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF*

From a different species of Nepeta, this one has 
a much larger bloom on stiffer and tighter stems 
over big green leaves. It grows short the first year, 
but it can scale to three feet by the second year.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.09

MONARDA 
'Bee-You™ Bee-Pretty'     
Bee Balm · Full-Part Sun · 15-18" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF*

The lavender version of the dwarf series, lighter 
than 'Bee-Free' but darker than 'Bee-Lieve'. This 
variety has large green leaves that serve as an 
attractive accent to the low-blooming flowers.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.25

NEW

NEPETA faassenii 
'Little Titch' 
Persian Catmint · Sun · 8-10" · Zone 3-8

One of the lowest growing Nepeta varieties, 'Little 
Titch' has dense gray-green foliage with lightly fragrant 
lavender-blue flowers. It forms a low-growing mat that 
blooms all summer long—great for edging, naturalizing, 
or the front of the border. Butterflies are frequent visitors.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95
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NEPETA 
'Junior Walker™' 
Catmint · Sun · 18" · Zone 5-9 · PP23074*

Retains the non-reseeding attribute of 'Walker’s 
Low' but is one-third of the size. Long blooming blue 
flowers contrast with gray-green, fragrant foliage.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.80 · Royalty=$0.15

NEPETA 
'Purrsian Blue'
Catmint · Sun · 14-18" · Zone 3-8

Like all Nepetas it provides worry-free, glowing 
blue spikes of flower. This improved selection has a 
tidy, densely mounding habit that stays attractive all 
season. As a perennial it covers all the bases—it’s 
low maintenance, drought tolerant, deer-resistant, 
and long blooming. Scented foliage and fragrant 
flowers attract bees and other polinators.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.15

NEPETA 
'Neptune'    
Catmint · Full-Part Sun · 8-12" · Zone 5-9 · PP29556

Compact 'Neptune' is a pint-sized version of the 
classic Nepeta form and is a more intense blue, almost 
purple. This dwarf still offers full-sized flowers on the 
tops of its stems but it doesn’t get tall or spread out 
very wide. It behaves more like a traditional garden 
perennial and is suitable for a pollinator bed.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.15

NEPETA faassenii 
'Walker’s Low'       
Catmint · Sun-Part Shade · 18-24" · Zone 3-8

This fine, long-blooming cultivar boasts lavender-blue 
flowers. Blooms appear over gray-green, 
catmint-scented foliage from April until frost. 
Its compact mounds spread vigorously to 2 feet 
wide. 2007 Perennial Plant of the Year™.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.80

PPA
Plant of Year

2007

NIPPONANTHEMUM nipponicum   
Montauk Daisy · Sun · 24-36" · Zone 5-9

This shrubby perennial is comprised of very leathery, 
glossy, dark green leaves and white daisy-like 
flowers. Blooms have green center disks and appear 
on long stalks in fall, though the foliage looks 
good all season. Nippon daisies put on their best 
show with smaller varieties planted in front—they 
make excellent, long-lasting fresh cut flowers.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$1.00

ORIGANUM rotundifolium 
'Kent Beauty' 
Ornamental Oregano · Sun · 4-8" · Zone 5-8

A strictly ornamental Origanum, it is non-edible. Unique 
hops-like flower bracts are pendant and relaxed. Blooms 
are dusty rose to rose-pink with a protruding lavender 
corolla, appearing above bright green, ovate leaves from 
June to September. It prefers gritty or sandy fast-draining 
soil and does not tolerate wet, boggy conditions.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$1.00

NEPETA TO 
PERSICARIA
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SAFER FOR BEES
SAFER FOR YOU

PENSTEMON 
'Dark Towers'  
Beardtongue · Sun · 36" · Zone 3-8 · PP20013*

Dark foliage that emerges wine purple with masses of 
pink flowers in early to midsummer. Developed by expert 
Dale Lindgren of the University of Nebraska. Provides less 
flop and more vigor than most Penstemons on the market. 
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$1.20 · Royalty=$0.20

PENSTEMON schmidel 
'Red Riding Hood'        
Beardtongue · Sun-Part Shade 
24-30" · Zone 5-8 · PP18950*

A selection of the western native, this Penstemon 
proves to be more floriferous than many of the 
more cultivated varieties. Long-lasting, bright 
red tubular flowers bloom in waves all summer 
and are very attractive to hummingbirds. 
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$1.20 · Royalty=$0.15 

PEROVSKIA atriplicifolia        
Russian Sage · Sun · 36-48" · Zone 3-9

This Russian sage is a great choice for the mixed 
perennial or butterfly garden, or as an accent! It 
features silver-gray, finely dissected foliage. Upright 
stems bear branched panicles of lavender-blue 
flowers. Blooms appear from late summer to autumn. 
Dry to average, well-drained soil is required.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.90

PPA
Plant of Year

1995

PEROVSKIA atriplicifolia 
'Blue Jean Baby'   
Russian Sage · Sun · 28-34" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF 

Walters Gardens has delivered a better behaved Perovskia 
with all the hardiness and bloom of the species on a more 
manageable 2-3’ chassis. One of the earliest in bloom, 
its smoky lavender blue flowers and dwarf form will 
look good lining your walk, while its good manners and 
reluctance to flop will keep it from blocking your path.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.26

PEROVSKIA atriplicifolia 
'Little Spire' 
Russian Sage · Sun · 25" · Zone 3-9

'Little Spire' is compact and long blooming! 
Slender spikes of silvery-blue flowers accent its 
complementary silver-gray, spicy foliage. This variety 
features an upright habit that does not flop.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.90

PERSICARIA polymorpha   
Giant Fleeceflower · Sun · 72" · Zone 4-9

White plumes rise over bushy, clumping foliage from 
May to September. This plant works well in the back of 
the border or in combination with ornamental grasses. 
It performs best in rich, moist, well-drained soil but is 
drought-tolerant when established; it is also non-invasive.
21s=$2.55 · 50s=$1.50
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PHLOX 
'Minnie Pearl'
A roadside find in Mississippi, 'Minnie Pearl' is naturally 
resistant to summer mildew problems. Over time, it grows 
into large clumps of dense flowers about waist-high.
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PHLOX  
COLLECTION

PHLOX divaricata 
'Blue Moon'      
Woodland Phlox · Part Shade · 6-8" · Zone 5-8

Violet-blue blooms are wonderfully fragrant. The 
exceptionally large flower clusters appear over 
semi-evergreen, compact foliage from spring through 
summer. Choose this low-growing, spreading variety 
for the border, naturalized area or rock garden. 
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.95

PHLOX glaberrima 
'Triple Play'      
Smooth Phlox · Part Shade 
12" · Zone 5-8 · PP21329*

Lavender-pink flowers appear from May 
to June above green and white variegated 
foliage. Plant it in moist, well-drained soil.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.25

77 

PHLOX 
'Fashionably Early Flamingo'      
Sun · 28-32" · Zone 4-8 · PPAF*

An early bloomer, Flamingo brings its light lavender-pink flowers to the party weeks earlier than other 
Phlox. It is far more disease resistant with sturdy stems that will not ruin its display by flopping.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.21

PHLOX 
'Glamour Girl'
Tall Garden Phlox · Sun · 32" · Zone 3-8 · PP25778*

Walters’ best selling Phlox and its easy to see why. Blooms are large in a showy shade of coral and the foliage is 
extremely mildew resistant. Big panicles of blooms sit atop tall stems with new foliage tinged with dark purple.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.20

NEW
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PHLOX  
COLLECTION

PHLOX paniculata 
'Flame® Blue'      
Garden Phlox · Sun-Part Shade 
15-18" · Zone 4-8 · PPAF*

Fragrant white flowers are brushed with 
blue. Clusters of pretty blooms appear in 
midsummer above compact green foliage. 
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.15

PHLOX paniculata 
'Flame® Coral'      
Tall Garden Phlox · Sun  
15-18" · Zone 3-8 · PP22234*

Butterflies and hummingbirds love Flame® 
'Coral'! Fragrant, coral-red flowers bloom in 
midsummer above compact green foliage. 
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.15

PHLOX paniculata 
'Flame® Pro Lilac'
Tall Garden Phlox · Sun · 14-16" · Zone 4-10

This dwarf version from the Flame® Pro series 
is one of the shortest introduced, with brilliant 
clusters of magenta-mauve flowers that have tiny 
white eyes. It mixes well with other perennials and 
exhibits good resistance to powdery mildew. 
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.15

78 

PHLOX paniculata  
'Candy Store® Coral Crème Drop'      
Summer Phlox · Sun · 18-22" · Zone 3-9 · PP20907*

Short, well-branched form of the Candy Store® series 
but with a unique dark color to its new growth. Not quite 
as powdery mildew-resistant as 'Bubblegum Pink', 
it does have a lovely coral bloom with a dark eye. 
21s=$2.05 · 72s=$1.05 · Royalty=$0.30

PHLOX paniculata 
'Candy Store® Bubblegum Pink'      
Summer Phlox · Sun · 18-22" · Zone 3-9 · PP21171*

An excellent direction for the breeding of paniculata 
Phlox to be heading. It has a shorter form unlikely to 
flop but is well-branched and covered in bright pink 
flowers. Had both the longest total bloom time and 
powdery mildew resistance of our Phlox trials.
21s=$2.05 · 72s=$1.05 · Royalty=$0.30

PHLOX 
'Minnie Pearl'      
Low Phlox · Sun-Part Shade · 12-24" · Zone 5-9

Short and upright, 'Minnie Pearl' has an earlier bloom 
time and better disease resistance than most Phlox. 
Balled clumps of clear white flowers appear over the 
summer and, in the south, it will bloom in the spring.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95
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PHLOX paniculata 
'Flame® Pro Violet Charme'     
Tall Garden Phlox · Sun · 14-16 inches · Zone 4-10

Bright flower clusters top a bushy mound of foliage 
on this dwarf selection from the Flame® Pro 
series—it’s one of the shortest introduced. Violet-
purple petals surround a white eye. It works well 
in containers or at the front of a sunny border and 
exhibits good resistance to powdery mildew.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.15

PHLOX paniculata 
'Laura'      
Summer Phlox · Sun · 36-48" · Zone 4-8

Huge panicles of fragrant pink-purple flowers 
bloom from July to September. Each floret has a 
distinct white star in its center. This Phlox is very 
mildew-resistant. Plant it in rich, moist, well-drained 
soil. Deadhead to prolong blooming season.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 

PHLOX paniculata 
'Jeana'
Tall Garden Phlox · Sun-Part Shade · 48-60" · Zone 4-8

A must-have plant for the pollinator garden! This U.S native found in TN has great powdery mildew resistance. It 
produces large masses of small lavender-pink flowers from July to October. Winning the #1 spot in the Mt. Cuba 
Phlox trials, it was blanketed in butterflies during our visit while the rest of the Phlox were ignored! When you 
smell its sweet, spicy fragrance you'll see why. Its tall stature makes it more suited for back of the border. 
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 

PHLOX stolonifera 
'Sherwood Purple'      
Creeping Phlox · Part Shade-Shade  
6-10" · Zone 5-8

Clear purple, fragrant, star-like flowers appear in late spring to early summer over 
mat-forming, deep green foliage. This native is drought-tolerant.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95
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PLATYCODON TO 
PULMONARIA

POLEMONIUM reptans 
'Touch of Class' 
Jacob’s Ladder · Part Shade-Shade  
4" · Zone 3-8 · PP19768*

'Touch of Class' is a sport of 'Stairway to Heaven' and 
its bright, white variegation has a lustrous appearance. 
Silvery blue flowers bloom in spring. This variety makes 
an excellent addition to the middle of the border.
21s=$2.65 · 50s=$1.75 · Royalty=$0.25

PLATYCODON 
'Popstar Blue'      
Balloon Flower · Sun-Part Shade · 7" · Zone 3-9

Cute miniature 'Pop Star Blue' has full-sized balloon 
flowers that sometimes dwarf the plant that produces 
them. Platycodons are normally small, but Pop Stars 
grow only about six inches tall with 12-inch trails. 
This is a full sun plant that blooms throughout the 
summer. It is remarkably hardy, down to zone 3.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.80

PLATYCODON 
'Popstar Pink'      
Balloon Flower · Sun-Part Shade · 7" · Zone 3-9

Enchanting 'Pop Star Pink' grows only about six 
inches tall but it has huge balloon flowers. Clear pink 
blooms look lovely in patio pots, mixed containers, 
or in-ground beds all summer. This low-maintenance 
plant thrives in full sun and is hardy to zone 3.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.80

PLATYCODON grandiflorus 
'Astra Double Blue' 
Balloon Flower · Sun · 6-12" · Zone 3-9

Star-shaped, periwinkle blue blooms measure 
2–3 inches in diameter. Petals are long lasting 
and plants flower continuously. This compact 
variety exhibits a uniform, well-branched habit.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.80

PLATYCODON grandiflorus 
'Astra Double Pink' 
Balloon Flower · Sun · 6-12" · Zone 3-9

'Astra Double Pink' offers star-shaped blooms that 
measure 2–3 inches in diameter. Petals are long 
lasting and plants flower continuously. This compact 
variety exhibits a uniform, well-branched habit.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.80

POLEMONIUM caeruleum 
'Bressingham Purple'
Jacob’s Ladder · Shade · 15" · Zone 4-9 · PP15367*

'Bressingham Purple' boasts striking purple fern-
like foliage in spring and fall. The foliage color may 
vary in summer heat. Deep electric lavender-blue 
flowers appear in late spring on burgundy stems. 
It is heat tolerant. A Must Have™ perennial.
21s=$2.65 · 50s=$1.75 · Royalty=$0.32

POLEMONIUM caeruleum 
'Brise d’Anjou'
Variegated Jacob’s Ladder  
Part Shade-Shade · 12" · Zone 4-9 

What a show-stopper! 'Brise d’Anjou' boasts 
beautiful cream-and-green variegated foliage all 
season. Violet-blue flowers appear from late spring 
to early summer. This variety of Jacob’s ladder 
prefers rich, consistently moist, well-drained soil 
and cooler climates. A Must Have™ perennial.
21s=$2.65 · 50s=$1.75 · Royalty=$0.07

POLEMONIUM reptans 
'Stairway to Heaven'        
Variegated Jacob’s Ladder · Part Shade-Shade 
12-15" · Zone 3-8 · PP15187*

'Stairway to Heaven' is a stunning variegated form of our 
native Polemonium reptans. Green leaves with white margins 
are tinged pink in spring and sport light blue, 3/4-inch 
bell-shaped flowers in May and June. It prefers moist, rich, 
well-drained soil and won’t melt out in hot humid summers.
21s=$2.65 · 50s=$1.75 · Royalty=$0.25

PLATYCODON grandiflorus 
'Sentimental Blue' 
Balloon Flower · Sun-Part Shade · 6-12" · Zone 3-8

'Sentimental Blue' features large, blue balloon flowers. 
Blooms float over dwarf green foliage in early summer. 
This variety is an excellent choice for the front of the 
border or rock garden. It makes a lovely cut flower.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.80
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PULMONARIA 
'Diana Clare'
Lungwort · Shade · 8-12" · Zone 3-8

Dark green leaves start out the season with 
Pulmonaria’s signature speckles that become 
heavier and heavier until the leaves are entirely 
a pure silver. In bloom purple flowers are framed 
perfectly by stainless steel finished foliage.
21s=$2.85 · 50s=$2.00

PRIMULA 
'Oakleaf Yellow Picotee'     
Primrose · Part-Full Shade · 12-16" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

This unique new perennial has unusual oakleaf-
shaped leaves and bright, cheerful yellow flowers 
framed with red edges. In our greenhouses, it 
bloomed from February through June. A sturdy 
stems and a long bloom time provides an early 
source of nectar for bees and other pollinators.
21s=$2.10 · 72s=$1.50 · Royalty=$0.10

NEW

PULMONARIA 
'Opal'      
Lungwort · Part Shade-Shade 
12-14" · Zone 5-8

A well-named Pulmonaria brought over from England, 
'Opal' has white flowers. A classic silver polka-dot 
pattern that becomes denser over time. Enhances 
the flowers and provides foliar interest year round.
21s=$2.85 · 50s=$2.00 · Royalty=$0.07

PULMONARIA 
'Shrimps on the Barbie'
Lungwort · Sun · 10-11" · Zone 4-9

An amazing number of deep pink flowers pop against 
verdant, white-spotted foliage. Plants spread about 24 
inches. Cut back hard immediately after blooming for 
attractive-looking leaves all season. Another Pulmonaria 
from Terra Nova that holds up well in East coast heat 
and humidity, and shows excellent deer resistance.
21s=$2.85 · 50s=$2.00 · Royalty=$0.25

PULMONARIA officinalis 
'Raspberry Splash' 
Lungwort · Part Shade-Shade · 12" · Zone 3-8 · PP12138*

A Pulmonaria out of Terra Nova with striking foliage 
splashed and spotted with white. Two-tone flowers 
bloom in spring emerging purple and fading to a 
bright raspberry. Seems to hold up to our hot and 
humid summers much better than older varieties.
21s=2.85 · 50s=$2.00 · Royalty=$0.25

PULMONARIA 
'Silver Bouquet'     
Lungwort · Part-Full Shade · 7-10" · Zone 4-9 · PP20059

A clump of spectacular silver foliage is topped with 
charming coral-to-pink-to-violet flowers that tip 
upwards for a better view. The cevennensis species 
is the toughest version of Pulmonaria, and 'Silver 
Bouquet' adds a better habit, better markings, 
better flowers, and improved disease-resistance.
21s=$2.85 · 50s=$2.00 · Royalty=$0.25

NEW
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RUDBECKIA laciniata 
'Autumn Sun' (Herbstonne)      
Black-Eyed Susan · Sun · 60-96" · Zone 5-9

'Herbstonne' boasts glossy green, deeply cut 
foliage. Butterflies love the tall flower stalks with 
bright yellow petals around green cones. It blooms 
mid-to-late summer. This Rudbeckia loves rich, 
moist, well-drained soil and tolerates hot, muggy 
weather. Deadhead to promote re-bloom.
21s=$2.85 · 50s=$1.75

RUDBECKIA hirta 
'Indian Summer'      
Black-Eyed Susan · Sun · 36" · Zone 5-8

'Indian Summer' features huge, up to 8-inch, blooms 
all summer. This easy-to-grow variety will bloom 
the first year without vernalization when planted 
in early spring. It makes a great cut flower and is 
also perfect for the border or naturalized areas.
21s=$1.95 · 50s=$0.85

RUDBECKIA fulgida 
'Goldsturm'           
Black-Eyed Susan · Sun · 24-36" · Zone 4-8

This classic black-eyed Susan boasts bright gold 
petals with a dark brown center cone from midsummer 
to fall. It is stunning when massed in the border, 
cottage garden, prairie, meadow or naturalized area. 
'Goldsturm' prefers dry to medium, well-drained soil and 
tolerates heat and some drought when established.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.70

PPA
Plant of Year

1999

RUDBECKIA hirta 
'Cherry Brandy'
Gloriosa Daisy · Sun · 24" · Zone 5-8

A welcome color addition, Rudbeckia 'Cherry Brandy' 
produces deep maroon red flowers with a dark 
chocolate center. Flowers, 3–4 inches across, bloom 
all summer, even in poor soils. Combine with yellow-
blooming Rudbeckia to create a cheery garden 
spot with wonderful contrast. Road salt tolerant.
21s=$1.95 · 50s=$0.85

RUDBECKIA 
'American Gold Rush'      
Black-Eyed Susan · Sun · 22" · Zone 4 · PPAF*

An excellent black-eyed susan that puts off loads of 
characteristic golden yellow flowers around a deep 
black eye. Only a bit more compact than 'Goldsturm' 
at 22" with similar sized flowers. Its real strength 
lies in the narrow, hairy leaves which have been 
bred to be highly resistant to Septoria Leaf Spot.
21s=$2.55 · 72s=$1.75 · Royalty=$0.25

PULMONARIA TO 
SALVIA
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PULMONARIA 
'Trevi Fountain'
Lungwort · Part Shade-Shade · 9-12" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

Cerulean blue flowers bloom above deep green foliage 
flecked with dramatic white spots and splotches. 
Perfect filler plant for shade gardens, we find this 
variety to bloom longer and to be much more heat 
and humidity resistant than older varieties.
21s=$2.85 · 50s=$2.00 · Royalty=$0.25
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SALVIA nemorosa 
'Blue Hill' 
Meadow Sage · Sun · 18-24" · Zone 4-8

Masses of blue flowers bloom on purple spikes. Cut it 
back after the first flowering to promote re-bloom. 'Blue 
Hill' loves moist, fast-draining soil and is deer-resistant.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.90

RUDBECKIA 
'Sahara'      
Black-Eyed Susan · Sun-Part Shade · 12-14" · Zone 5-9

Mix of double flowered Rudbeckias is a cut flower 
lover’s dream. Velvety brown centers are surrounded 
by petals in a rainbow of colors from muted shades of 
antique rose, caramel, and peach to more brilliant pinks, 
oranges, and a range of yellows. Colors morph over 
the season like a radiant desert sunset. Heat tolerant.
21s=$1.85 · 50s=$0.85

RUDBECKIA 
'Little Goldstar'        
Black-Eyed Susan · Sun-Part Shade 
14-16" · Zone 4-9 · PP22397*

Large, 2 to 2-1/2 inch golden yellow flowers sit atop 
strong stems. Blooms appear above a short clump of dark 
green foliage from July to October. This ultra-compact 
black-eyed Susan offers more flowers with a much tighter 
habit. Use it to brighten up beds, borders, or containers.
21s=$2.60 · 72s=$1.80 · Royalty=$0.22
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SALVIA nemorosa 
'Blue Marvel'
Sage · Sun · 10-12" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

With the largest flowers of all the nemorosa Salvias, 
each flower is distinguishable and can appear two-tone 
blue and white on slightly stouter spikes when 
observed closely. Great rebloomer if dead-headed. 
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.15

SALVIA 
'Blue By You'     
Meadow Sage · Sun · 20-22" · Zone 4-9 · PP31033*

An improvement over the standard landscape Salvia, 
'Blue By You' has longer flower stems, more stems 
to bloom from, and more success in reblooming 
afterwards. It also comes with Salvia's powerful ability 
to feed beneficials with high volumes of nectar.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.09

NEW

SALVIA nemorosa 
'Caradonna' 
Meadow Sage · Sun · 18" · Zone 4-9

This is a must-have plant! Striking black flower 
stems boast bright violet-blue 'East Friesland' type 
blooms from May through July. Fragrant gray-
green foliage exhibits an excellent compact form. 
Introduced into the US by our very own Ron Strasko 
and a somewhat obscure Dale Hendricks. 
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.90
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SALVIA nemorosa 
'Sallyrosa™ April Night' 
Meadow Sage · Sun-Part Shade 
12-14" · Zone 5-11 · PP28882*

Blooms earlier and longer than others of its species. 
This dwarf variety has been bred with an eye towards 
being sturdy and strong, and will maintain its petite 
size. Drought, mildew-tolerant and deer-resistant.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.12

SALVIA nemorosa 
'Snow Hill' 
Meadow Sage · Sun · 18" · Zone 4-8

This sport of 'Blue Hill' boasts masses of white 
flowers. Blooms appear in early summer over 
fragrant, dark green foliage. Cut it back after 
the first flowering to promote re-bloom.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.90

SENECIO 
'Angel Wings'
Sun · 10-12" · Zone 8-11 · PP28830*

Tender perennial with intense silver-gray foliage. 
Stunning in mixed containers or among annuals, 
it seems to set off all colors well. Customer 
reaction has been intense on this one. 
21s=$2.75 · 50s=$1.85 · Royalty=$0.35

SALVIA nemorosa 
'Rose Marvel'  
Sage · Sun · 10-12" · Zone 4-9 · PP30118*

An outstanding nemorosa type in a novel shade of 
bright rose. Flower spikes stay attractive longer than 
other varieties and rebloom readily when deadheaded. 
Excellent additional color for the salvia palette.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.15

SALVIA TO 
STOKESIA
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SALVIA nemorosa 
'May Night'       
Meadow Sage · Sun · 18" · Zone 4-8

Abundant large blue-violet flower spikes appear in 
May and June over coarse, wide-leaved foliage. Cut it 
back or deadhead after the first flowering to promote 
re-bloom. 'May Night' loves moist, fast-draining soil.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.90

PPA
Plant of Year

1997

SISYRINCHIUM 
'Moody Blues'       
Blue-Eyed Grass · Sun · 6" · Zone 4-9

Large brilliant blue flowers have bright yellow eyes. With 
low growing, grassy green foliage Sisyrinchium makes 
a lovely groundcover or rock garden planting, though 
it’s not seen all that often. Vigorous 'Moody Blue' can 
be used in small or large groupings or all alone in a pot, 
where the pretty flowers can be enjoyed close up.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$1.05
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STOKESIA 
'Peachie’s Pick' 
Stokes’ Aster · Sun · 18" · Zone 5-9

Brilliant lavender-blue flowers are bluer than those of typical 
Stokesia. It blooms longer and later than other varieties, 
bringing plenty of bees, butterflies, and other pollinators. 
Blooms appear from midsummer to early fall above upright 
green foliage. Choose this easy-to-grow variety for the 
border or containers. It also makes a lovely cut flower.
21s=$2.65 · 50s=$1.35

STACHYS byzantina 
'Silky Fleece' 
Lamb’s Ear · Sun · 4" · Zone 4-8

This dwarf version of lamb’s ear has woolly white 
leaves with lilac-plum colored flowers, creating 
an appealing groundcover. 'Silky Fleece' is an 
excellent choice for the border or for contrast in 
the rock garden. It prefers well-drained soil.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.90 

SOLIDAGO 
'Fireworks'      
Sun · 30-36" · Zone 4-8

This smaller, more graceful form of native goldenrod 
has golden yellow flower spikes that resemble 
fireworks darting in different directions above clumps 
of dark green foliage. Sought after by pollinators in 
the peak of the season, it is an excellent choice for 
a butterfly garden, meadow, or naturalized area. 
21s=$2.05 · 50s=$1.05

STACHYS monieri 
'Hummelo'  
Lamb’s Ear · Sun · 20" · Zone 4-8

Distinctive basal rosettes of ovate, heavily textured, glossy 
green foliage. Stiff, upright stalks, around 1.5 to 2 feet 
tall, are topped with spikes of purple flowers. Foliage 
clumps spread over time to form a dense groundcover. 
Leaves are evergreen in warm winter climates. This 
species is grown primarily for its vivid flowers and 
somewhat more closely resemble the Salvias.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95

PPA
Plant of Year

2019
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STACHYS 
'Helene von Stein'     
Lamb's Ear · Full-Part Sun · 8-10" · Zone 4-8

This classic lamb’s ear has huge leaves that are 
about twice the size of the typical variety. Soft and 
velvety, 'Helene von Stein' is a natural choice for the 
front of the border, where the silver fuzzy foliage has 
a great use as an accent among other perennials.
21s=$1.90 · 50s=$0.90

NEW

STACHYS 
'Silver Carpet'     
Lamb's Ear · Sun · 3-6" · Zone 4-8

Grown primarily for its dense crown of lush, soft 
leaves packed tightly to the center. Foliage is 
extremely velvety and silver-gray. It forms a rapidly 
spreading mat about 4–6 inches off the ground, adding 
texture and color to the border or rock garden.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.90

NEW
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TIARELLA 
'Pink Skyrocket'   
Foam Flower · Part-Full Shade  
6-11" · Zone 4-9 · PP13382

A Terra Nova innovation, it is the pinkest flowering Tiarella we sell. In spring masses of shrimp-pink 
foam flowers rocket upward from among the deeply cut foliage. Not content with only spring 
interest, its leaves burnish bronze or black in the fall depending on light conditions.
21s=$2.50 · 72s=$1.55 · Royalty=$0.20

TIARELLA TO 
YUCCA
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TIARELLA 
'Candy Striper'
Foam Flower · Part-Full Shade 
10-14" · Zone 4-9 · PP15528

A Tiarella with deeply incised leaves and a distinct maroon 
stripe down the center of each lobe. The foliage provides 
textural interest all year but it’s at its most spectacular 
in masses of pink-blushed, foamy white flowers that 
cover it April through May. Bred by Terra Nova Nursery.
21s=$2.50 · 72s=$1.55 · Royalty=$0.20

TIARELLA cordifolia 
'Running Tapestry'        
Foamflower · Part Shade-Shade · 12" · Zone 3-8

This woodland native is the best of the running forms of 
Tiarella. Light green foliage is accented by red specks 
and reddish-brown midribs. 'Running Tapestry' prefers 
rich, moist soil but will not tolerate boggy, wet conditions.
21s=$2.50 · 72s=$1.55

TIARELLA 
'Angel Wings'     
Foamflower · Part-Full Shade · 12" · Zone 4-9

A very good Tiarella that ticks off all the major features it should: Rosettes of large, deeply lobed 
heart-shaped leaves that have dark maroon veining. Dense, upright racemes of fluffy, pale 
pink flowers bloom from late spring into summer. However, its major advantage above other 
Tiarellas is the heat tolerance. 'Angel Wings' won't burn out as quickly in the summer.
21s=$2.50 · 72s=$1.50 · Royalty=$0.15

NEW
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TRICYRTIS formosana 
'Seiryu' 
Toad Lily · Part Shade-Shade · 18-24" · Zone 4-8

White orchid-like flowers have deep purple spots at 
the base, deepening to light lavender-blue at the petal 
tips. Unique blooms appear on long arching stems over 
dark green spotted foliage in fall. Plant it up close in 
shade at the edge of a bed or patio where the unusual 
flowers can be appreciated. Great for cutting!
21s=$1.95 · 50s=$1.10

TRICYRTIS 
'Sinonome'
Toad Lily · Part Shade-Shade · 24-36" · Zone 5-8

Covered in early autumn with loads of white blooms 
heavily speckled with dark purple. Vase shaped and not 
prone to spreading. An old variety with unknown origins 
it is superior to the species in both vase and garden.
21s=$1.95 · 50s=$1.10

VERONICA spicata 
'Red Fox' 
Speedwell · Sun-Part Shade · 15" · Zone 4-7

So many people asked for this variety that we brought 
it back! 'Red Fox' features 3–4 inch long spikes 
of rose to pinky-red flowers. Blooms appear over 
toothed, lanceolate foliage in June. Cut some of the 
showy flowers to add drama to an arrangement.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85

VERONICA spicata 
'Royal Candles' 
Speedwell · Sun · 17" · Zone 5-8 · PP18932*

This is one of our favorite Veronicas! 'Royal Candles' 
features abundant violet-blue flower spikes in June 
and July. Blooms light up over compact, non-invasive, 
deep green foliage. Lower leaf die-out is not an issue.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.17

YUCCA filamentosa 
'Color Guard' 
Adam’s Needle · Sun · 36-48" · Zone 4-10

This variegated yucca features sword-like, olive-green 
leaves, each with a vibrant canary yellow stripe down the 
middle. In cool weather leaf edges have a pink tinge and 
the yellow stripe has a rosy hue. Fragrant, snow white 
flower spikes bloom in midsummer. Add drama to the 
border or containers with this drought-tolerant variety.
21s=$2.95 · 72s=$2.05

YUCCA variegata 
'Ivory Towers' 
Adam’s Needle · Sun-Part Shade · 24-26" · Zone 4-10

'Ivory Towers' features sword-like leaves of ivory-white 
streaked gray-green with ivory margins. The leaf 
blades form upright “towers.” Creamy white flower 
spikes bloom from early to midsummer. Add drama to 
the border or containers with this xeriscape variety.
21s=$2.95 · 72s=$2.05

TIARELLA 
'Timbuktu' 
Foam Flower · Part Sun · 10-12" · Zone 4-9

Pale pink flower spikes bloom above 
deeply dissected leaves with purple-brown 
veining. A clumping-style Tiarella.
21s=$2.50 · 72s=$1.55

TRADESCANTIA 
'Sweet Kate'  
Spiderwort · Sun · 18" · Zone 5-8

'Sweet Kate' features dark blue flowers over unique 
butter-yellow foliage. This very interesting spiderwort 
blooms from early summer to frost and brightens 
up the shade garden! It tolerates dry conditions.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.40

TRICYRTIS formosana 
'Samurai' 
Toad Lily · Part Shade-Shade · 16-18" · Zone 5-9

Spotted purple orchid-like flowers over shiny 
green foliage with a showy gold margin. One of 
the few variegated Tricyrtis. Great plant with very 
clean foliage. Excellent choice for the woodland 
garden, shade garden, or naturalized areas.
21s=$1.95 · 50s=$1.10
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SEDUM 
'Angelina' and 'Dragon’s Blood'
Two of the best Sedums with trailing or draping 
habits are 'Angelina' and 'Dragon’s Blood'. The two 
pair well with their contrasting textures and colors, 
plus they share the same cultural requirements. 
Both of them thrive in most any garden soil.
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DELOSPERMA cooperi
Ice Plant · Sun · 3-6" · Zone 6-9

Bright rose-pink flowers bloom all summer over tubular, 
succulent, dark green creeping foliage. It makes a 
great groundcover for hot, dry, full sun conditions.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85

DELOSPERMA 
'Fire Spinner®' 
Ice Plant · Sun · 2-4" · Zone 5-8

This African native features the most interesting 
Delosperma blooms we’ve ever seen. The magenta 
petals fade to bright orange all around a white 
eye creating a dramatic three-toned effect. But it 
does not sacrifice vigor for beauty, proving a strong 
grower excellent for rock gardens or borders.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.09

  DELOSPERMA 
  'Wheels of Wonder™ Fire Wonder' 
Ice Plant · Sun-Part Shade · 2-3" · Zone 6-9 · PPAF*

Large daisy-like flowers of orange-red and yellow 
glow like flames in the landscape from early summer 
to fall. Fleshy blue-green leaves form a lush mat 
of spreading foliage under the blazing blooms.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.20

DELOSPERMA 
'Wheels of Wonder™ Golden Wonder' 
Ice Plant · Sun-Part Shade · 2-3" · Zone 6-9 · PPAF*

Radiant golden yellow flowers shine like big sunbursts 
all over succulent evergreen foliage. Spreading Wheels of 
Wonder™ varieties are beautiful groundcovers for summer, 
requiring very little water in times when it can be scarce.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.20

DELOSPERMA 
'Wheels of Wonder™ Hot Pink Wonder' 
Ice Plant · Sun-Part Shade · 2-3" · Zone 6-9 · PPAF*

Big bright pink flowers with glowing yellow centers 
live up to the series name—they deliver the WOW 
factor. Beautiful blooms on lush evergreen foliage 
turn heads as groundcover or cascading over 
rock walls for a splash of hot summer color.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.20

DELOSPERMA 
'Wheels of Wonder™ Violet Wonder' 
Ice Plant · Sun-Part Shade · 2-3" · Zone 6-9 · PPAF*

Large violet daisy-like flowers illuminate displays for 
summer. Succulent spreading foliage looks lovely 
spilling out of containers and hanging baskets. 
Plants love the heat and humidity, plus they’re 
forgiving if you occasionally forget to water.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.20

SUCCULENT 
COLLECTION
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DELOSPERMA 
'Wheels of Wonder™ White Wonder' 
Ice Plant · Sun-Part Shade · 2-3" · Zone 6-9 · PP25600*

Big, bright pure white flowers bloom from spring until 
fall. Shiny blooms cover fast spreading succulent foliage, 
creating a great groundcover or colorful cascade over 
a rock wall or out of a hanging basket. This beautiful 
plant is heat, humidity, and drought tolerant.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.20

SEDORO x SunSparkler® 'Blue Elf' 
Sun · 3" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

Chris Hanson has been at it again with this little 
interspecific addition to the SunSparkler® series. 
It has the cultural requirements of a stone crop 
sedum and the rounded glaucous blue foliage of its 
orostachys parent. Growing no more than an inch or 
two, it brings its steel blue foliage and mass of fuchsia 
blooms to any sun-parched, well-drained area.
21s=$2.05 · 72s=$1.05 · Royalty=$0.19

SEDUM acre 
'Aurea' 
Golden Stonecrop · Sun · 2-3" · Zone 2-9

'Aurea' features a low carpet of tiny succulent leaves 
which turn buttery yellow during the summer. Tiny 
golden star flowers appear in the early summer. 
This groundcover is drought-resistant and is 
perfect for edging, containers or rock gardens.
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.80

SEDUM album 
'Coral Carpet' 
Stonecrop · Sun · 3-6" · Zone 3-9

Small, rounded, fleshy succulent leaves change from 
salmon-orange (coral) colored to bright green and 
eventually reddish-bronze in winter. Clusters of tiny 
white-to-pale pink flowers bloom in early summer.
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.75

SEDUM cauticola 
'Lidakense' 
Stonecrop · Sun · 3-4" · Zone 5-9

Succulent foliage of dusty gray-blue is topped 
with rose-purple flowers in fall. 'Lidakense' is a 
very hardy, drought-tolerant Japanese native.
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.75

SEDUM dasyphyllum 
'Major' 
Stonecrop · Sun · 2-6" · Zone 6-8

Tight, pebbly blue foliage resembles upright 
bunches of grapes with white flowers in spring. This 
mat-forming groundcover for hot dry conditions 
and troughs will tolerate some partial shade.
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.75

SUCCULENT 
COLLECTION
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SEDUM floriferum 
'Weihenstephaner Gold' 
Stonecrop · Sun · 3-5" · Zone 3-9

Tight mats of serrated green rosettes turn red in 
winter. Starry pale yellow flowers with red sepals 
bloom in summer and acquire pink tones with age.
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.75

SEDUM ellacombianum 
'Cutting Edge'
Stonecrop · Sun · 6-8" · Zone 3-9 · PP28926

Virtually static plants start with bright butter yellow edges and hints of pink in spring. Yellow edged, 
bright green foliage on mounding plants 6-8" tall and spreading over 12" wide look good from Spring 
to Fall providing a bright contrasting plant for full sun to part shade. Well drained soil.
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.75 · Royalty=$0.10

SEDUM kamtschaticum   
Russian Stonecrop · Sun · 9" · Zone 3-8

Very attractive green serrated leaves, often edged in 
white, form a loose rosette. Flat clusters of yellow flowers 
bloom from July to August. It turns bronze in the fall. 
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.75

SEDUM kamtschaticum 
'Little Miss Sunshine'
Stonecrop · Sun · 6-8" · Zone 3-9 · PPAF*

This groundcover Sedum forms mounds of dark 
green, glossy foliage but in bloom it is so covered 
with its tiny yellow flowers that they appear as bright 
yellow mounds. Slowly spreading remains tidy in a 
compact size, drought tolerant once established, so 
it’s a solution for areas with hot, dry summers.
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.75 · Royalty=$0.15

SEDUM reflexum 
'Blue Spruce' 
Stonecrop · Sun · 6-10" · Zone 3-8

A low growing mat of blue-green pine-like foliage 
makes an interesting succulent groundcover for 
hot, dry summery locations. Clusters of bright 
yellow star-shaped flowers bloom in July.
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.75
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SEDUM spurium 
'Dragon’s Blood' 
Stonecrop · Sun · 6" · Zone 3-8

Neon red flowers bloom over prostrate bronze-
tinged green foliage in July. Foliage turns a glowing 
scarlet-bronze in autumn with heads of radiant red 
flowers. 'Dragon’s Blood' is a great groundcover.
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.75

SEDUM spurium 
'Fuldaglut' 
Stonecrop · Sun · 3-4" · Zone 3-8

A vegetative selection from 'Dragon’s Blood', it has 
red foliage all year with red flowers in summer. 
'Fuldaglut' is the best of the red groundcover Sedums.
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.75

SEDUM sieboldii   
Stonecrop · Sun · 5-6" · Zone 3-8

Flaring stems bear round, blue-gray leaves with red 
margins in a mounding habit. In colder climates, 
leaves turn pinkish in autumn with hot pink blooms 
very late in the season. Loves dry, well-drained soil.
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.75

SEDUM sieboldii variegatum   
Stonecrop · Sun-Light Shade · 18-24" · Zone 3-9

Scalloped, rounded blue-green leaves with creamy 
white centers and red edges give this Sedum its unique 
look. Variegata forms tidy mounds of brightly patterned 
foliage that look charming in succulent containers or 
the rock garden. Arching stems have a hint of pink, 
and bright pink star-shaped blooms in early fall.
21s=$1.85 · 72s=$0.80
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SUCCULENT 
COLLECTION

SEDUM 
'SunSparkler® Firecracker' 
Stonecrop · Sun · 4-6" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

Shiny cherry red foliage forms a brilliant mound from 
April through November. Large pink flower heads appear 
in mid-to-late August and remain colorful for almost 
four weeks. This compact, drought-tolerant variety is 
perfect for mixed containers, edging, or green roofs.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.19

SEDUM 
'SunSparkler® Dazzleberry' 
Stonecrop · Sun · 6-8" · Zone 4-9 · PP22457*

Brilliant raspberry-colored flowers bloom in late summer 
over smoky blue-gray foliage. This low, spreading Sedum 
forms a solid mat of foliage which is excellent for covering 
slopes and cascading over rock walls. Brighten up beds 
and borders with this heat and drought-tolerant variety.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.15

SEDUM spurium 
'John Creech' 
Stonecrop · Sun · 2" · Zone 3-8

One of the best groundcover Sedums, it typically 
grows to only two inches tall but quickly 
forms a dense mat of creeping foliage. Artfully 
formed pink rosettes bloom in June.
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.75

SEDUM spurium 
'Voodoo' 
Stonecrop · Sun · 6" · Zone 3-9

All red leaves—possibly the reddest ones we have—are 
held on red stems. Rose blooms reappear all summer.
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.75

SEDUM rupestre 
'Angelina' 
Stonecrop · Sun · 3-6" · Zone 3-11

Golden, succulent, burro-tailed foliage is very 
unique! Yellow flowers bloom from June to July. 
This variety does great in pots, borders and hanging 
baskets—it’s very tolerant of cold and heat.
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.75
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SEDUM takesimensis 
'Atlantis'
Stonecrop · Part Sun-Light Shade · 6" · Zone 4-8 · PPAF*

Leaves have a central green stripe with classy milk 
white tracing around it that outlines each small 
serrated leaf. It forms a 6-inch tall by 10-inch 
wide specimen topped by yellow flowers in bloom, 
pink tinges to its variegation in cool weather and a 
mounding, slightly weeping habit when mature. Drought 
tolerant and tolerates more shade and moisture.
21s=$2.10 · 72s=$1.10 · Royalty=$0.18

SEDUM ternatum        
Woodland Stonecrop · Partial Shade · 4-6" · Zone 4-8

This cute little evergreen groundcover is the most 
widespread on the East Coast. Thriving in tough soils 
and under trees, it spreads modestly with strings 
of starry-white flowers in the late spring and early 
summer. As a bonus it provides winter interest.
21s=$1.80 · 72s=$0.75

SEDUM 
'SunSparkler® Lime Twister'  
Stonecrop · Sun · 4" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

A variegated sport of 'Lime Zinger' that captures the 
same shape and habit but each leaf is marked by a broad 
edging of cream. A natural impulse buy, it adds a bit of 
flash to any mixed succulent bed or container. Bright 
sun will insure the most vigor and the deepest color.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.25

SEDUM 
'SunSparkler® Lime Zinger' 
Stonecrop · Sun · 4-6" · Zone 4-9 · PP24632*

SunSparkler® 'Lime Zinger' features apple green foliage 
with bright pink edging. Hot pink flowers appear from 
late summer to fall. This low, spreading Sedum forms a 
solid mat of unique foliage which is excellent for covering 
slopes and cascading over rock walls. Brighten up the 
border or containers with this drought-tolerant variety.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.19

SEDUM 
'SunSparkler® Plum Dazzled'
Stonecrop · Sun · 8" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

Leaves darken in the sun until the plant is a deep 
midnight purple. In early summer it begins to be 
covered in contrasting magenta flowers. Great in the 
landscape as masses or drought proof foliar contrast.
21s=$1.90 · 72s=$0.85 · Royalty=$0.25

SEDUM 
'SunSparkler® Wildfire'
Stonecrop · Sun · 6" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

A sport of 'Firecracker' has the same cherry-red leaves 
but is variegated with a neon pink edge. Does well in 
typical succulent conditions, both sunny and well-
drained, and only full sun will bring out the best color 
this foliage can offer. Large rose-pink flowers set off 
this eye-catching foliage in late summer through fall.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.25
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SEDUM 
'Autumn Fire'
One of the best pollintors for the fall garden 
are the upright sedums. Their blooms generate 
a generous amount of nectar right when 
the bees need to stock up for winter.
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SEDUM 
'Vera Jameson' 
Upright Sedum · Sun · 12" · Zone 3-8

Pink flowers bloom in September over dark blue 
foliage with mahogany red overtones. Very showy.
21s=$1.80 · 50s=$0.85

SEDUM spectabile 
'Matrona' 
Upright Sedum · Sun · 24-36" · Zone 3-9

Pretty pink flower heads appear in July 
and August. Beautiful blue-gray foliage is 
enhanced by dark red stems and midribs.
21s=$1.80 · 50s=$0.85

SEDUM spectabile 
'Autumn Joy' 
Upright Sedum · Sun · 24-36" · Zone 3-9

Large, rounded pink flower clusters in July and August 
turn to maroon in fall. Seed heads last well into winter.
21s=$1.80 · 50s=$0.85

SEDUM spectabile 
'Neon' 
Upright Sedum · Sun · 15" · Zone 3-9

Tough succulent prized for its neon-pink flowers over 
green foliage from September to October. It’s electric!
21s=$1.80 · 50s=$0.85

SEDUM spectabile 
'Abbeydore' 
Upright Sedum · Sun · 16" · Zone 3-9

A unique and upright compact form with beautiful, 
rosy pink flowers blooming in late summer over 
medium green, succulent foliage. Will not flop.
21s=$1.80 · 50s=$0.85

SEDUM spectabile 
'Autumn Charm' 
Upright Sedum · Sun-Part Shade · 
16" · Zone 3-9 · PP14421*

Blue-green foliage has creamy leaf margins topped with 
bright pink flowers aging to deep red. Does not revert!
21s=$2.15 · 50s=$1.10 · Royalty=$0.25

SEDUM spectabile 
'Autumn Fire' 
Upright Sedum · Sun · 24-30" · Zone 3-9

An improvement on the classic 'Autumn Joy'. Attractive 
glaucous wax blue-green leaves give rise to clusters 
of light rose-to-bright red beginning in July, turning to 
deep bronze-red in the fall. This selection holds up much 
longer into the fall and winter. It thrives in hot, dry sites.
21s=$1.80 · 50s=$0.85
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SEMPERVIVUM 
'Mona Lisa'
Our most distinctive Sempervivum this season. 
The red and green colors are pretty simple, but the 
pattern is repeated in the chicks and topped by 
the webbing to form attractive patches of color.
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SEMPERVIVUM 
'Black' 
Hens & Chicks · Sun · 4-6" · Zone 4-9

This Sempervivum has bright green fleshy foliage 
with leaf tips that blush dark purple-to-black 
nicely highlighting its geometric rosette shape. 
Combines drought resistance and toughness 
with a coloration that looks as if each plant were 
turned upside down and dipped in black ink. 
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90

SEMPERVIVUM borisii        
Hens & Chicks · Full-Part Sun · 3" · Zone 4-9

This unique little succulent has many short leaves, each 
covered in a fine coating of tiny, fuzzy hairs. Light green 
foliage becomes even fuzzier as the the plant matures. 
Adds another interesting texture to succulent mixes 
and rock gardens. Typically it produces many chicks.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90

SEMPERVIVUM 
'Arctic White'        
Hens & Chicks · Sun-Light Shade · 4" - Zone 2-9 · PPAF*

With extreme white cobwebbing in spring, summer, and 
fall 'Arctic White' stands out. It has a very strong root 
system and branches well, growing around six inches 
wide. Pink flowers bloom from May to July. An early 
grower after winter, it is suitable as a full sun groundcover 
or component for the rock garden or mixed planting.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.10

SEMPERVIVUM 
'Commander Hay' 
Hens & Chicks · Sun · 2-6" · Zone 3-8

Giant red and green rosettes have sharply 
pointed leaf tips. Very impressive.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90

SEMPERVIVUM 
'Bronco'        
Hens & Chicks · Full-Part Sun · 3" · Zone 5

In the course of a year "Bronco" can move through 
virtually every color in the Sempervivum pallette, going 
through red, yellow, and purple phases in cooler weather. 
However, it is most often seen as a green with purple 
tips. This vigorous selection is a great pupper, with a 
prolific number of little ones surrounding its diameter.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90

SEMPERVIVUM 
'Coral Red'        
Hens & Chicks · Sun · 4" · Zone 2 · PPAF*

Beautiful 'Coral Red' is eye-catching in the rock garden. 
Its unique foliage color contrasts dramatically with the 
typical greens and pinks of the Succulent world. This 
variety has a very strong root system and branches 
well, reaching around four inches high and six inches 
wide. Surround it with white stones for a modern twist.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90 · Royalty=$0.10
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SEMPERVIVUM 
'Jeanne d'Arc'        
Hens & Chicks · Full-Part Sun · 3" · Zone 5

A striking rosette that changes its colors from green to 
red as the season progresses. Its red phase looks like 
it’s been dusted with cinnamon or sometimes cocoa. 
Little dabs of webbing decorate each leaf tip. Under 
three inches across with lots of chicks each spring.
21s=$2.15 · 72s=$1.15

NEW

SEMPERVIVUM 
'Mona Lisa'        
Hens & Chicks · Full-Part Sun · 3" · Zone 5

The hallmark of this Sempervivum is its distinctive 
circle of red leaves surrounding a center of green, 
topped with webbing. The cultivar produces a lot of 
red and green chicks on short stolons around its base. 
Over time it develops into a dense, mounding colony. 
Each hen reaches about three to four inches in size. 
21s=$2.15 · 72s=$1.15

NEW

SEMPERVIVUM 
'Green Wheel' 
Hens & Chicks · Sun-Part Shade · 4-6" · Zone 3-9

Ground hugging spirals of concentric succulent 
green leaves. Interesting and attractive, this very 
hardy plant could have inspired M.C. Escher.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90

SEMPERVIVUM 
'Killer'
Hens & Chicks · Sun-Part Shade · 2.5-4" · Zone 4

Eye-catching rosettes have a unique two-tone color 
pattern. In cool weather dark green is seperated 
from a contrasting blood red center by an unusually 
distinct line. This strict division fades and bleeds 
into a more mottled red-green in summer.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90

SEMPERVIVUM 
Hot Mix 
Hens & Chicks · Sun · 3-6" · Zone 5-8

A full tray grown from vegetative cuttings, representing 
the best of the Creek Hill stock. A mixed bag of 
green, tan and red colors in small and large varieties. 
A great way to get variety with just a few trays.
21s=$2.15 · 72s=$1.15

SEMPERVIVUM 
'Moss Rose' 
Hens & Chicks · Sun · 2-8" · Zone 4-8

Dusty green and red rosettes have wide, pointed leaves 
that fall open to create interestingly textured crowns. 
Short spikes of pastel flowers appear in summer.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90
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SEMPERVIVUM 
'Pacific Blue Ice'
Hens & Chicks · Sun · 3-4" · Zone 3-8

Lovely silver-blue foliage makes 'Pacific Blue Ice' 
stand out from the crowd. As winter approaches 
it can aquire a bit of red taking on a purple cast. 
Classic rosette shape, seems to pup generously.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90

SEMPERVIVUM 
'Oddity' 
Hens & Chicks · Part Shade · 2-4" · Zone 4-8

A refreshing change of texture in hens and chicks, 
'Oddity' bears lime green tubular leaves with open 
crimson tips. Provides a little something different for 
planters and containers. Pink star-shaped flowers 
bloom June through August. A unique “wow” plant. 
21s=$2.15 · 72s=$1.15

SEMPERVIVUM 
'Peggy' 
Hens & Chicks · Sun · 4-6" · Zone 3-8

Color ranges from bright red to dark purple, 
depending on light conditions and time of year. No 
matter the season it provides the perfect contrast 
for rock gardens or succulent containers. 
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90

SEMPERVIVUM 
'Red Heart' 
Hens & Chicks · Sun · 2-4" · Zone 4-8

'Red Heart' features 2-4 inch fleshy, blue-green 
leaves with maroon-tinged centers. This garden 
jewel’s rosettes are drought-tolerant.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90

SEMPERVIVUM 
'Red Rubin' 
Hens & Chicks · Sun · 4-6" · Zone 3-9

Smallish rosettes turn bright hot-poker red in 
summer. More often the plant is found fully 
green, in cool seasons and when immature. 
Light pink starry flowers bloom in summer.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90

SEMPERVIVUM 
'Silver King'        
Hens & Chicks · Full-Part Sun · 4-6" · Zone 4-9

A symmetrical rosette of silver-green petals has a 
blush of red at the base. This is a larger hen than 
most. Chicks form a mat around the hen if left alone.
21s=$2.00 · 72s=$0.90
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HAKONECHLOA 
'Aureola'
The strong stripe along the blade of the leaf 
emphasizes the weeping look of this mid-sized 
grass. Its varigation suits it best for shade 
and semi-shade gardens, where the lemony 
color adds a bright spot to dark places.



GRASS  
COLLECTION

CALAMAGROSTIS 
'Karl Foerster'      
Reed Grass · Sun · 60-72" · Zone 4-8

This popular hybrid feather reed grass is noted for its 
slender, bright green leaves that reach up to 3 feet tall 
with a spread of around 2 feet. Feathery plumes of pink-
to-purple tinged flowers bloom on narrow upright stalks 
that rise well above the foliage to 5 feet tall. Red-bronze 
flower spikes dry to a golden buff color for winter interest. 
21s=$2.10 · 50s=$1.45

PPA
Plant of Year

2001

CAREX 
'Blue Zinger'       
Blue Sedge · Part Shade-Shade · 12-18" · Zone 5-9

Clumps of turquoise blades make this Carex a 
highly versatile companion plant for shady areas. 
It’s stunning as an underplanting in the woodland 
garden, or as an edging plant for paths or walkways. 
Tolerance for wet areas also makes it a great option 
for rain gardens or sites prone to flooding.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$1.15

CAREX appalachica        
Appalachian Sedge · Partial Shade-Shade 
10-12" · Zone 3-8

A worthwhile Sedge native to the eastern United States. 
Long, wispy green blades make for an airy natural look. 
Excellent planted in drifts for flowing texture in part 
shade and tolerates tree root competition. In late spring 
tiny seed heads appear randomly sprinkled above the 
foliage and underline the unfussy woodland aesthetic. 
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$1.25

CAREX laxiculmus 
'Bunny Blue™'

Blue Sedge · Part Shade · 12-16" · Zone 6-9

Native blue-green sedge. Blades of silvery foliage form 
tidy clumps. Low-growing and evergreen it provides 
interesting texture to moist shady areas all year.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$1.15 · Royalty=$0.15

CAREX morrowii 
'Ice Dance' 
Sedge · Sun-Part Shade · 6-12" · Zone 5-9

A sport of Carex m. 'Variegata' featuring shiny, 
leathery foliage with wide cream-to-white margins. 
It’s great for low spots or along ponds or streams, 
where this vigorous grower will clump nicely.
21s=$2.25 · 72s=$1.30

101 

CAREX oshimensis 
'Evercolor® Everest'
Sedge · Sun-Shade · 18" · Zone 5-9

This compact, clump-forming evergreen sedge has 
green leaf centers and striking wide white margins. 
'Everest' grows about a foot to a foot and a half tall 
and wide, making it an effective accent for smaller 
gardens or groundcover for part shade areas. It 
can also be used along stream or pond edges.
21s=$2.75 · 72s=$1.65 · Royalty=$0.25
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FESTUCA 
'Cool as Ice' 
Blue Fescue · Sun-Part Shade · 18" · Zone 4-8 · PP27651*

Finely textured foliage emerges light blue and intensifies 
through summer. Graceful clumps have good heat 
tolerance and attractive panicled seed heads. Prefers 
well-drained soils. A Brent Horvath introduction.
21s=$2.20 · 50s=$1.15 · Royalty=$0.20

CAREX pensylvanica        
Pennsylvania Sedge · Sun-Part Shade 
8-10" · Zone 3-9

Textured, shiny, deep green foliage is a shade-loving 
groundcover that forms clumps in acidic soils. 
A native to the Appalachian mountains.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$1.25

CAREX oshimensis 
'Evergold'
Sedge · Sun-Part Shade · 12-15" · Zone 6-9

Tight clumps of grass striped in yellow and 
green. Its bright color and neat cascading 
form have made it a staple in the landscape 
and a go to for part shade planters.
21s=$2.60 · 72s=$1.50

FESTUCA glauca 
'Elijah Blue' 
Sheep’s Fescue · Sun · 8" · Zone 4-9

Finely textured foliage is beautiful metallic blue. One 
of the best blue fescues, it has a compact, clump-
forming habit that is versatile in the garden and mixes 
well with other ornamental grasses. Blades radiate 
upward and outward for use as an edging plant, small 
area groundcover, or accent for the rock garden.
21s=$2.20 · 50s=$1.15

CAREX oshimensis 
'Evercolor® Everglow' 
Sedge · Part Shade-Shade · 14-18" · Zone 5-9

Distinctive variegated foliage forms a low, cascading 
clump. Each blade has a prominent green central stripe 
with glowing orange margins from early fall to late 
winter, then fading to cream tones in the variegation 
from spring to summer. A well-behaved plant!
21s=$2.75 · 72s=$1.70 · Royalty=$0.25

CAREX oshimensis 
'Evercolor® Everillo'
Sedge · Sun-Shade · 18" · Zone 5-9

Bright lime green leaves turn yellow-gold as they 
mature, arching down like a radiant waterfall. Cold hardy 
and evergreen, it can be used as edging to illuminate 
a walkway or rock garden. Discovered in Kilkenny, 
Ireland by Pat FitzGerald of FitzGerald Nurseries.
21s=$2.75 · 72s=$1.70 · Royalty=$0.25
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HAKONECHLOA macra   
Japanese Forest Grass · Part Shade · 12-18" · Zone 5-9

Bright green leaves form spreading mounds of cascading 
foliage. Creates an Asian bamboo-like foliage feel in the 
shade garden without all the invasive concerns. Does 
best in well-drained, humus soil. Will burn in full sun.
21s=$2.95

HAKONECHLOA macra 
'Aureola'       
Japanese Forest Grass · Part Shade · 12" · Zone 6-9

Yellow, white, and green bamboo-like foliage is 
delicate and cascading from spring through fall. 
It evokes oriental gardens and rushing water.
21s=$2.95

PPA
Plant of Year

2009

PENNISETUM advena 
'Cherry Sparkler' 
Variegated Pink Fountain Grass · Sun 
24-36" · Zone 9-10 · PP22538*

Stripes of pink, burgundy, green, and white explode 
in graceful arches in this sister to 'Fireworks' and 
'Skyrocket'. For the best colors, plant it in full sun. 
'Cherry Sparkler' features a mix of white and pink 
blush seed plumes. This is a tender perennial.
21s=$2.30 · 72s=$1.35 · Royalty=$0.25 

PENNISETUM advena 
'Fireworks' 
Variegated Red Fountain Grass · Sun 
36" · Zone 9-10 · PP18504*

Stripes of red, pink, burgundy, green, and white 
explode in graceful arches. The best colors 
come in full sun. This is a tender perennial.
21s=$2.30 · 72s=$1.35 · Royalty=$0.25

PENNISETUM advena 
'Rubrum' 
Purple Fountain Grass · Sun · 48-60" · Zone 10

Striking, beautiful burgundy foliage is topped by 
plumes of pink-to-burgundy flowers all season. It’s 
not hardy, but it will attain full size in one season.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.90

PENNISETUM advena 
'Sky Rocket' 
Variegated Green Fountain Grass · Sun 
36-42" · Zone 9-10 · PP21497*

The second in the Celebration series features white 
and green variegated foliage with pink blooms in 
late summer. A great addition to full sun gardens and 
mixed planters alike. This is a tender perennial.
21s=$2.40 · 72s=$1.35 · Royalty=$0.25

HAKONECHLOA macra 
'All Gold' 
Japanese Forest Grass · Sun-Part Shade 
12-24" · Zone 5-8

Stunning gold blades grow in graceful clumps 
and are more upright than most. The reddish 
inflorescence in the fall adds color and grace.
21s=$2.95
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HYDRANGEA 
'Dark Mystery'
While the deeply bronze leaves of 'Dark Mystery' 
are a major selling feature, notice that the flowers 
appear along the sides as well as the top of the 
plant. All the better cultivars have this feature.
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ARALIA cordata 
'Sun King'  
Golden Japanese Spikenard · Part Shade · 60-72" · Zone 3-9

'Sun King' features bright chartreuse-yellow leaves 
with contrasting red-brown stems that bring a ray 
of sunshine into the shade garden. In late summer 
clusters of white flowers cover the bright foliage 
and develop into small purple berries adding 
even more interest to this unique variety.
21s=$3.35 · 50s=$2.25

PPA
Plant of Year

2020

BUDDLEIA davidii 
'Attraction' 
Butterfly Bush · Sun · 72-96" · Zone 5-9

Considered the closest butterfly bush to a true 
red. Deep purplish buds open to magenta-red 
blooms from July to frost. An improved form 
of 'Royal Red' selected by Michael Dirr.
21s=$1.80 · 50s=$0.90

BUDDLEIA davidii 
'Black Knight' 
Butterfly Bush · Sun · 84" · Zone 5-9

The darkest of all the butterfly bushes. Blue-black 
flowers from July to frost. Dense habit.
21s=$1.80 · 50s=$0.90

BUDDLEIA davidii 
'Buzz™ Hot Raspberry' 
Butterfly Bush · Sun · 36-60" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF*

This smaller, more manageable Buddleia features 
vibrant raspberry-pink flower spikes. Fragrant blooms 
abound from summer through fall. Plants stay 3–5 feet 
tall and the compact form responds well to shaping.
21s=$1.80 · 50s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.25

BUDDLEIA 
'Butterfly Gold'
Butterfly Bush · Part Shade 
5-6'· Zone 5-11 · PP26657

Foliage emerges with wide margins of variegation, 
starting gold before fading to milky white. Loads of 
lilac-purple flowers appear in summer to complement 
the clean white variegation. A true improvement over 
past variegated Buddleias, 'Butterfly Gold' adds a touch 
of elegance to the mixed border or cottage garden. 
21s=$1.90 · 50s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.25

BUDDLEIA davidii 
'Buzz™ Ivory' 
Butterfly Bush · Sun · 36-60" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF*

This elegant dwarf features full-sized ivory flower spikes. 
Fragrant blooms abound from summer through fall. Plants 
stay 3–5 feet tall and compact foliage responds well to 
shaping. Buzz™ 'Ivory' is a great choice for containers.
21s=$1.80 · 50s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.25
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BUDDLEIA 
'Wisteria Lane'
Butterfly Bush · Sun · 22-24" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF*

'Wisteria Lane' has all the classic features like 
attractive to butterflies, tough, and all summer 
bloom time, but with longer weeping flowers in 
shades of lilac. This produces an effect more like 
an arbor of Wisteria than a Butterfly Bush. 
21s=$1.90 · 50s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.26

BUDDLEIA davidii 
Buzz™ 'Sky Blue'
Butterfly Bush · Sun · 36-60" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF*

This elegant dwarf features full-sized pale blue 
flower spikes. Fragrant blooms abound from 
summer through fall. Plants stay 3–5 feet tall and 
compact foliage responds well to shaping. Buzz™ 
'Sky Blue' is a great choice for containers.
21s=$1.80 · 50s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.25

BUDDLEIA 
'Prince Charming'
Butterfly Bush · Sun · 36-48" · Zone 5-10 · PP28903*

Walters introduction with 10” long flower spikes 
in a hot cerise so bright it is hard to capture in 
pictures. At an ideal medium height of 4 feet you 
can put this flamboyant little prince anywhere 
that needs a punch of reliable summer color. 
21s=$1.90 · 50s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.26

BUDDLEIA davidii 
'Pink Delight'
Butterfly Bush · Sun · 72-84" · Zone 6-9

Large, fragrant pink flowers over silvery 
foliage attract butterflies to the garden from 
midsummer to fall! Deadhead to prolong bloom 
time. Fast-growing with an arching habit.
21s=$1.80 · 50s=$0.90

BUDDLEIA 'Grand Cascade'
Butterfly Bush · Sun · 66-72" · Zone 5-10 · PPAF*

Unlike the typical butterfly bush, the panicles on 
this flowering shrub cascade downward like the 
boughs of a weeping willow. A substantial presence 
in the garden—enormous flowers of light lavender-
purple are 12–14 inches long and 4 inches thick.
21s=$1.80 · 50s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.25

BUDDLEIA davidii 
'Buzz™ Midnight' 
Butterfly Bush · Sun · 36-60" · Zone 5-9 · PPAF*

A dark purple-blue flower that resembles a dwarf version 
of 'Black Knight'. Fragrant blooms abound from summer 
through fall. Plants stay 3–5 feet tall and compact foliage 
responds well to shaping. A great choice for containers.
21s=$1.80 · 50s=$0.95 · Royalty=$0.25
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CARYOPTERIS clandonensis 
'Longwood Blue' 
Bluebeard · Sun · 36-48" · Zone 5-9

Fragrant, sky-blue flowers attract butterflies from August 
to September! This bloomer from Longwood Gardens has 
silvery-gray, aromatic foliage. Tolerates some drought.
21s=$1.95 · 72s=$0.95

HIBISCUS  
'Dark Mystery'      
Rose Mallow · Full-Part Sun · 5-5.5' · Zone 4-9 · PP32036*

Intensely dark wine purple foliage contrasts dramatically 
with large, eight to nine inch white flowers. Each 
massive, tropical-looking bloom has a cherry red eye 
and dark pink veining. Heart-shaped leaves cover 
the huge round mound. Emerges late but a fast 
grower, adding an inch of new growth each day.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.60 · Royalty=$0.36

NEW

HIBISCUS moscheutos 
'Fantasia'      
Rose Mallow · Sun · 60" · Zone 4-8

Lovely 10-inch soft lavender flowers have 
ruffled edges. Blooms appear from late 
summer to frost over cut leaf foliage.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.60 · Royalty=$0.10

HIBISCUS moscheutos 
'Lady Baltimore'      
Rose Mallow · Sun · 48" · Zone 5-10 · PP4271*

The sister to 'Lord Baltimore' has large, striking pink 
flowers with red eyes. Blooms appear from midsummer 
until frost over shiny, lobed, medium-green foliage. 
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.60

HIBISCUS moscheutos 
'Fireball'      
Rose Mallow · Sun · 48" · Zone 4-9 · PP13631*

Huge, up to 12-inch, red-to-burgundy flowers 
bloom from late summer until frost. Fine, dissected 
foliage has a purplish blush and red stems.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.60 · Royalty=$0.25

HIBISCUS moscheutos 
'Kopper King'    
Rose Mallow · Sun · 36-48" · Zone 4-8 · PP10793*

A Fleming Brothers introduction. Pretty 12-inch 
light pink-to-white flowers have burgundy eyes. 
Blooms appear from late summer until frost over 
striking copper-colored, maple-like leaves.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.60 · Royalty=$0.10
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HIBISCUS moscheutos 
'Lord Baltimore'      
Rose Mallow · Sun · 48-72" · Zone 5-9

Striking 10-inch ruffled crimson flowers from 
July to frost over lobed, medium-green leaves. 
We think it is the best of the hardy Hibiscus.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.60 

HIBISCUS moscheutos 
Luna™ 'Pink Swirl'      
Rose Mallow · Sun-Part Shade 
24-36" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

Showy 8-inch blooms have dark cranberry centers. Petals 
fade from light creamy pink to pink, creating a swirl 
effect over compact foliage with a full, bushy habit.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.60

HIBISCUS moscheutos 
Luna™ 'Red'      
Rose Mallow · Sun · 24-36" · Zone 5-9 · PP16155*

Known for being vigorous, sturdy and compact, 
these deep-burgundy blooms show from 
July to September above a shrubby habit. 
This is another Dinner Plate Hibiscus.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.60

HIBISCUS moscheutos 
Luna™ 'Rose'      
Rose Mallow · Sun · 24-36" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

Huge 8-inch flowers, and lots of them, are deep 
pink in color. This plant is very heat-tolerant once 
established–an excellent showman in the yard.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.60

HIBISCUS moscheutos 
Luna™ 'White'      
Rose Mallow · Sun · 24-36" · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

Dramatic 6–7 inch clear white flowers have large red eyes. Blooms appear above big, bushy, 
well-branched foliage without pinching. This variety is ideal for large containers.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.60
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HIBISCUS moscheutos 
'Plum Crazy'      
Rose Mallow · Sun · 36-48" · Zone 4-8 · PP11854*

Deeply cut, glossy dark green-to-purple leaves 
have reddish stems. Large, cup-shaped flowers 
are plum-colored and bloom from late summer 
until frost. A vigorous, sturdy plant, 'Plum 
Crazy' is rounded and somewhat shrubby.
21s=$2.35 · 50s=$1.60 · Royalty=$0.10

HIBISCUS 
'Starry Starry Night'       
Rose Mallow · Sun-Part Shade · 3-4' · Zone 4-9 · PPAF* 

Walters Gardens’ excellent Hibiscus breeding continues 
with the darkest black foliage to date. White, 8” wide 
flowers, painted with swirls of pink and blush staining, 
are set like stars in the sky against the pitch-black 
foliage. Well-proportioned at 4’ tall and wide, it flowers 
evenly covering the whole bush in a sphere of bloom.
21s=$2.55 · 50s=$1.65 · Royalty=$0.36

HIBISCUS 
'Summer in Paradise'         
Rose Mallow· Sun-Part Shade 
3-4' · Zone 4-9 · PPAF* 

Walters Gardens releases this little slice of paradise 
with large 8” blooms in shades of hot cerise with 
a dark red eye. These begin to unfurl from crimson 
buds over rich green foliage in late summer. Flowers 
cover this shrub from top to bottom instead of the 
'lollipop form' so common with hardy hibiscus.
21s=$2.55 · 50s=$1.65 · Royalty=$0.36

HIBISCUS 
'Mars Madness'      
Rose Mallow · Sun-Shade · 4-4.5' · Zone 4-9 · PPAF*

Walters Gardens’ excellent hardy Hibiscus breeding 
continues with 'Mars Madness'. Leaves darken to pitch 
black on this rounded shrub. Large scarlet blooms 
grace the plant evenly starting in midsummer.
21s=$2.55 · 50s=$1.65 · Royalty=$0.36

HIBISCUS 
'Midnight Marvel'       
Rose Mallow · Sun-Part Shade 
5' · Zone 4-9 · PP24079*

Walters Gardens introduction. Intense scarlet flowers 
are set against exceptionally dark, purple-black leaves. 
'Midnight Marvel's’ flowers appear up and down a 
broader, more rounded form. Darkest foliage in full sun.
21s=$2.55 · 50s=$1.65 · Royalty=$0.36

HIBISCUS 
'Mocha Moon'      
Rose Mallow · Sun-Part Shade · 4' · Zone 4-9 · PPAF* 

A Walters Gardens introduction. White flowers with vibrant red 
eyes contrast the dark burgundy-green foliage from top to 
bottom. Its upright clumping form is perfect for landscaping.
21s=$2.55 · 50s=$1.65 · Royalty=$0.36
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HYDRANGEA macrophylla 
'Miss Saori'      
Mophead Hydrangea · Part Shade 
36-48" · Zone 5-11 · PP26657

Named plant of the year at the Chelsea Flower show in 2014, 'Miss Saori' has extra large mopheads 
brimming with hundreds of double flowers. White petals are edged in deep rosy red making 
for a stunning mass effect. Unique foliage emerges red in spring and returns to red in autumn. 
Unlike many Hydrangeas, this variety remains the same color regardless of soil PH.
21s=$2.90 · 50s=$1.90 · Royalty=$0.50

HYDRANGEA macrophylla 
'Merritt Supreme'
Mophead Hydrangea · Sun-Part Shade 
36-60" · Zone 5-9

This Hydrangea is extremely popular due 
to its large carmine-red blooms. Mophead 
variety, good cut flower, forces well.
21s=$2.60 · 50s=$1.75

HYDRANGEA macrophylla 
'Glowing Embers'
Mophead Hydrangea · Sun-Part Shade · 36-48" · Zone 6-9

One of the best all-around Hydrangeas. The mature blooms are crimson red 
mopheads in midsummer over compact, glossy, dark green leaves.
21s=$2.60 · 50s=$1.75

HYDRANGEA arborescens 
'Annabelle'      
Mophead Hydrangea · Sun-Part Shade  
6-48" · Zone 4-8

Big, bold bodacious snowball flowers change from 
green to white. 'Annabelle' is loosely and widely 
branched, with broad, dark green leaves in a rounded 
habit. It’s an excellent variety for light shade, and for 
naturalizing in woodland or native plant gardens.
21s=$2.70 · 50s=$1.80
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SAFER FOR BEES
SAFER FOR YOU

HYDRANGEA macrophylla 
'Nikko Blue'
Mophead Hydrangea · Sun-Part Shade · 60" · Zone 6-9

Prolific bloomer. Large ball-like cream flowers start 
with blue margins, then turn a beautiful steel blue 
mophead as they mature. Best color in acid soil.
21s=$2.60 · 50s=$1.75

HYDRANGEA quercifolia 
'Ruby Slippers'    
Oakleaf Hydrangea 
Sun-Part Shade · 3-1/2' · Zone 5-9

Really the first red oakleaf hydrangea, a breakthrough 
color. Developed at the National Arboretum in 
Washington, DC, the robust cone blossoms 
open white and quickly age to deep pink. The 
foliage turns a brilliant mahogany in the fall.
21s=$3.45 · 50s=$2.70

HYDRANGEA quercifolia 
'Snow Queen'      
Cone Hydrangea · Sun-Part Shade  
60-84" · Zone 5-9 · PP4458*

Holds its blooms upright. Pure white cones of flower panicles in June fade to 
pink. Oak-like leathery leaves turn a beautiful burgundy in fall.
21s=$2.90 · 50s=$1.90

HYDRANGEA macrophylla 
'Penny Mac'
Mophead Hydrangea · Sun-Part Shade · 60" · Zone 5-8

Blue or pink flowers over compact foliage. Named after the woman who 
started the American Hydrangea Society, Penny MacHenry.
21s=$2.60 · 50s=$1.75
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TWO DECADES AGO, 'Jack Frost' established the commercial 
viability of Brunneras with its reliable variegation and a much 
longer season of appeal in the garden for its time. Until recently, 
'Jack Frost' was the definition of a good Brunnera.

TODAY, things are different. Four related cultivars now extend 
the Brunnera look into bigger sizes, warmer climates, and much 
heavier silver frostings. Their appearance is timely. As suburbs 
mature, more homes are built among the trees and gardeners 
look for Hosta alternatives in deer-ravaged areas.

SEMI-SILVER OR SILVER · MEDIUM OR LARGE · LONG-LASTING
'JACK FROST' · 'SEA HEART' · 'SILVER HEART' · 'ALEXANDER’S GREAT' · 'ALEXANDRIA' 

THE ALEXANDER SERIES 
· Very large leaf size 
· Semi & fully silver
 

Much bigger than 'Jack Frost' 

with a deeper green and more 

sheen to the silver veil across 

the leaf. Although the leaf size is 

similar to 'Jack Frost' in the first 

year, the plant gets much bigger 

as it matures.

modern brunnera

BRUNNERA macrophylla 
'Alexander’s Great'

BRUNNERA macrophylla 
'Alexandria'

BRUNNERA macrophylla 
'Jack Frost'
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'RASPBERRY 
SPLASH'

Available in trays of 21 
or 50 cell

'OPAL'

'SILVER 
BOUQUET'

'DIANA
CLARE'

'TREVI 
FOUNTAIN'

The spots of 'Diana Clare' grow slowly 
until they knit into a solid silver.

About the foliage
Leaves emerge green with light spots in most cases. Some cultivars keep their 
spots the entire season. Others go fully silver or stop halfway.

· Spotted narrow leaf with 'Raspberry Splash'
· Spotted wide leaf with 'Shrimps on the Barbie'
· Splotches on wide leaf with 'Opal'
· Wide silver leaf with 'Diana Clare'
· Narrow silver leaf with 'Silver Bouquet'

When working with Pulmonaria, we � nd that the intricate spots work best in 
containers or garden front areas where the patterns can be easily seen. This 
style is also a good choice for specimen plants where the spots contrast their 
own leaves and showcase the plant itself.

Bright silver leaves are the ones we recommend for gardens seen at a dis-
tance, or where a bright plant is needed for a dim spot. Silver leaves also work 
great for companion plants as they complement the typically darker foliage of 
the other perennials.

About the � owers
Blooms on a typical Pulmonaria have both red and blue � owers on 
their clusters. However, we have found cultivars that focus  on a 
single hue, even though an occasional stray tint will show up:

· Blue for 'Trevi Fountain'
· Purple for 'Diana Clare'
· Pink for 'Shrimps on the Barbie'
· White for 'Opal'

The most multi-colored Pulmonaria we sell is 'Silver Bouquet', 
which easily covers the full range.

Bear in mind, no Pulmonaria will give a single color 100% of the 
time, but we � nd these varieties are de� nitely in the high 90%.

'SHRIMPS ON 
THE BARBIE'

Pulmonaria 'Shrimps on the Barbie'

THE HEART VARIETIES
· Medium size
· Heat-resistance
· Curled lobes

More comfortable with heat and 

humidity, these two varieties fare 

better in hot and humid summers 

found even in places like the 

Midwest and Atlantic regions. In 

the South they are more reliable 

spring garden elements. You can 

feel the difference in the thicker 

leaves of the plant.
BRUNNERA macrophylla

'Sea Heart'

All Brunneras bloom with a gentle 
spray of bright blue forget-me-
not � owers held high above 
the foliage in early spring.

BRUNNERA macrophylla
'Silver Heart'
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BRUNNERA 'ALEXANDRIA'
Planted in a shade garden of 

Heuchera and Hellebore.

PULMONARIA
'SILVER
BOUQUET'

2022
pulmonaria

Shade gardens, by their nature, work with less sun. Less energy means that shade plants 
often have milder displays and less to show, so genera that buck this trend with bright foliage 
or generous � oral displays are especially useful. Pulmonaria's appeal has always been � ashy 
spring � owers and intricate leaf patterns. Its traditional weakness, however, has been a habit 
of summer meltdown. This gave the genus a � eeting, fragile sense—Pulmonaria was a 
temporary thrill.

No longer. Now the best Pulmonarias have both foliage and � ower interest, backed by plants 
that last longer through the summer and are less pubescent. Today's Pulmonarias don’t 
brown; they don’t crisp, and they don’t disappear with the summer months. They keep the 
bright foliage you want in the dark spaces where you need it.

PULMONARIA 'SILVER BOUQUET' PAIRED WITH HEUCHERELLA




